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Debutantes take a bow at
the 2017 Paris Salon
by Matt Thurber
As the aviation industry convenes in Paris
for the biennial Salon du Bourget, manufacturers and integrators have pulled out
all the stops to show their newest flying
machines to visitors from all over the world.
They hope to solidify some sales, or at least
pave the way for future transactions. There

are 130 aircraft at this year’s show (36 of
which feature in flying display), more than
enough to satisfy the curiosity of the most
avid aviation geek, or fit the needs of any
type of buyer.
The range of debutantes is wide this
year, and according to AIN photographer

Mark Wagner, “It’s a better than average
show” for new aircraft. Debuting this year
are many new transports, ranging from
Mitsubishi’s MRJ 90 to the split-wingletted
Airbus A380plus. Also new at the Airbus
static display are its A321neo and A3501000. Boeing brought two new jets this year,
the longest-fuselage 787-10 Dreamliner and
the 737 Max 9. And Embraer’s beautifully
painted “Profit Hunter” E192-E2 is making its first official public appearance here in
Paris, as is Antonov’s re-engined An-132D.
On the business jet side, Gulfstream
has its soon-to-be-certified, fly-by-wire
G500. Not to be outdone is Cirrus, with

Regionals

its recently certified, single-engine Cirrus
SF50 Vision Jet.
Military aircraft debuting here include
L3’s Longsword and LASA’s T-Bird, both
adapted from agricultural airplanes. Embraer’s KC-390 multi-mission transport is
flying during the daily flight demonstrations, as is Lockheed Martin’s F-35A Lightning II, along with the company’s LM-100J,
the civilian cargo version of the C-130J Hercules. Another first-timer this year is Kawasaki Aerospace’s P-1, featuring the world’s
first fly-by-light flight control system. And
the Wing Loong II is making its first appearance outside China. Welcome all! o
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FAST AS LIGHTNING
Lockheed Martin and the U.S. Air Force have brought two F-35A stealth fighters to Paris. This is the international debut for the conventional takeoff and landing
version of the Lightning II. The airshow display is being flown by company test pilot Billie Flynn, and shows a considerably extended envelope, compared to the
F-35B routine at the Farnborough International Airshow last year. Be aware, Flynn will have a mandatory rest day Thursday, so no F-35 demonstration that day.

Bombardier, CRJ Series are trademarks of Bombardier Inc. or its subsidiaries. ©2017 Bombardier Inc. All rights reserved.

world leader

CRJ Series
Leadership runs in the family that continues
to revolutionize aviation, with its unmatched
cross-aircraft commonality and the lowest
cost per seat-mile of any regional jet. Own
the journey to industry-leading efficiency,
performance and economics with the world’s
most successful regional aircraft.
Lead the way.

Matt Thurber becomes AIN
Group’s new Editor-in-Chief

DAVID McINTOSH

Matt Thurber became editor-in-chief of
AIN Publications on June 1, with overall editorial responsibility for all the
group’s products including the Aviation
International News monthly edition,
AINonline.com, the AIN Alerts, Air
Transport Perspective, and Defense
Perspective e-newsletters, as well as AIN’s
show daily editions and Business Jet
Traveler. Thurber has worked for AIN
for a total of 17 years, most recently as

senior editor based in Los Angeles, and
has now relocated to the group’s headquarters in the New York City area.
Thurber is an award winning aviation
journalist and an experienced ATP/CFIIlicensed pilot with over 3,000 hours and
is a qualified A&P mechanic. He holds
type ratings in the Cessna Citation 500
and the Gulfstream G550.
AIN Publications managing director
Wilson Leach commented: “All of us are
thrilled we were able to promote Matt
into the editor-in-chief position—only
the fourth in AIN’s 45 year history. What
I particularly like is that Matt’s DNA is
steeped in the editorial quality standards
established in 1972 under the direction
of founding editor Jim Holahan, followed by Randy Padfield and of course
Charlie Alcock. Matt is homegrown, so
to speak, and we all just could not be
happier Matt is stepping up. He will do
a great job leading AIN’s established editorial team.”

Thurber takes over from Charlie
Alcock, who has been editor-in-chief since
2012, having worked for the AIN group
since 1990. “It has been an enormous
privilege to lead the AIN team, and I am
extremely proud of our achievements in
building this staunchly independent media
group into a modern, digital-first news and
information hub serving a growing audience of aviation professionals worldwide,”
he commented. “But now the time is right
for me to return to London to pursue a
new career challenge. Matt Thurber epitomizes all that is great about AIN, which
will thrive under his leadership.”
Thurber started flying back in 1975,
and has been writing about aviation since
1978. He started his journalism career as
an associate editor with Flying magazine,
before having the first of his stints with
AIN and then going on to be editor of
Aviation Maintenance magazine. In addition to working as an A&P mechanic on
multiple aircraft from Piper Cubs to turboprops, he taught flying at his father’s
school in Plymouth, Massachusetts, and
later flew for a private aircraft owner.
“The best part of working for AIN is
getting out in the field and meeting readers and the companies that serve them,”
Thurber commented.
—C.A.
MEET MITSUBISHI’S MRJ90

MARK WAGNER

Mitsubishi Aircraft has for the first time
brought an MRJ flight test article to an
international air show, debuting the third
flight test vehicle (FTV3) in the colors of
launch customer All Nippon Airways. The
MRJ90 arrived in Paris on Thursday following a ferry mission from Washington state,
where it participates in flight test trials
along with three other airplanes. For its first
appearance on European soil, the MRJ flew
via Winnipeg and Goose Bay, Canada, then
Keflavik, Iceland, before arriving in Paris last
week. So far the fleet has completed some
800 hours of flying out of the roughly 2,500
the company expects it will need to perform for certification in 2019. ANA expects
to take delivery of its first airplane out of a
firm order for 25 in 2020.—G.P.

Chinese UAV spreads its wings
by David Donald
Making its overseas debut here at Paris
is the Chengdu/AVIC Wing Loong II
medium-altitude long-endurance UAV.
Looking uncannily similar to the General
Atomics Predator B/Reaper, the Wing
Loong II is intended for a similar armed
ISR (intelligence/surveillance/reconnaissance) mission, and follows on from the
smaller, Predator A-like Wing Loong I.
While the Wing Loong II is dimensionally and visually similar to the
Predator B, it carries less payload. The
Chinese UAV has a 480 kg (1,058 lb)
external capability, while in its MQ-9
Reaper version the Predator B can haul
1360 kg (3,000 lb) of external stores. The
turboprop-powered Chinese UAV has

an internal load of 200 kg (441 lb), an
endurance of 20 hours and a maximum
speed of 370 km/h (230 knots).
Wing Loong II is being displayed here
with a variety of Chinese weapon options.
They include FT-9, FT-10 and LS-6
guided bombs, the YJ-9E missile with
active radar seeker, AG-300/M, CM-502
and TL-2 air-to-surface missiles, and the
Norinco Blue Arrow 7, the export version
of the Chinese LJ-7. The use of twin-rack
launchers on the six underwing hardpoints allows Wing Loong II to carry up
to 12 air-to-surface weapons, a considerable improvement on the two carried by
the piston-engine Wing Loong I.
Continued on page 79 u
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IT REINVENTS FLEET PLANS
AND TRANSFORMS BUSINESS PLANS

787 DREAMLINER. A BETTER WAY TO FLY. The industry-leading technology of the 787 Dreamliner
is creating remarkable opportunities for airlines around the world. We call it the Dreamliner effect. Its
unparalleled fuel efficiency and range flexibility enable carriers to profitably open new routes as well as
optimize fleet and network performance. And for their passengers, an experience like none other in the air.
Put the Dreamliner effect to work for you. That’s a better way to fly.

The CFM International
exhibit at the 2017
Paris Air Show includes
this LEAP engine in a
polished nacelle.

CFM says it’s on-target
with LEAP development
by Sean Broderick
CFM International, in a nod to
its increasing focus on improving utilization, is confident that
its LEAP-1A and -1B variants
will be approved for 180-minute
ETOPS by month’s end—the
earliest ever post-entry-into-service extended-range approvals
in the CFM engine family.
“The lights are green for
ETOPS certification within the
month of June,” François Bastin,
Safran’s executive v-p and general manager for the CFM program, told reporters during a
pre-Paris Air Show briefing.
ETOPS flights require separate engine, airframe, and
operator certifications. The airframe manufacturers decide
whether to seek ETOPS certification for aircraft/engine combinations, but CFM wants to
ensure the engine meets FAA
and European Aviation Safety
Agency requirements as soon
as possible. While no Airbus
A320neo or Boeing 737 Max
customers have yet asked for
ETOPS, several that fly long,
overwater routes, such as future
Max operator Norwegian, are
likely candidates.
Seeking
quick
ETOPS
approvals underscores CFM’s
focus on maximizing reliability. CFM executive v-p Allen
Paxson explained that while the
company continues to improve
specific variables, such as fuel
burn, a broader focus is being
placed on keeping aircraft flying. Company calculations
show that boosting aircraft utilization 1 percent can equate,
financially, to a 5 percent fuelburn improvement.
“As we focus on what our
customers want, this idea of
utilization is very important,”
Paxson said.
The engine’s design factors
this in, such as locating linereplaceable units (LRUs) so
most can be swapped in 30 minutes or less. Predictive maintenance is another area of focus,
and CFM co-owner GE’s push

into digital analytics is helping
move the needle here.
“When the engines need mainteance, we want it to be predictable maintenance,” Paxson said.
He added that operators
are satisfied with the LEAP’s
performance. The LEAP-1B,
which entered service with Lion
Air subsidiary Malindo Air last
month, has accumulated more
than 200 cycles with an average daily utilization of about
seven hours on two 737 Max 8s.
“The first operations have gone
really, really smoothly,” Paxson
said. “They’re starting to fly
newer routes.”
The LEAP-1A, which entered
service last August, has surpassed
77,000 cycles with an average
daily utilization of more than
10 hours in a mix of short- and
medium-haul operations, Paxson
said. The engine is flying on 67
aircraft with 14 operators.
Meanwhile, a manufacturing problem on LEAP-1B lowpressure turbine disks is being
worked through. Safran, which
shares LEAP construction with
GE, discovered a production
quality defect on a disk during
assembly. The company identified about 30 engines that could
have the defect, and decided to
replace the disks.
“We are managing this with
Boeing” to minimize flight-test
and customer-delivery disruptions, Bastin said. “We are on
a healthy course to achieve” the
swaps, he added, declining to
specify a timeline.
The issue will not disrupt the
LEAP’s production ramp-up, the
executives noted. CFM, which
has delivered 140 LEAP engines
since program inception, is on
track to deliver 500—as well as
1,400 of its venerable CFM56s—
in 2017. Bastin acknowledged
that CFM (Chalet 121) remains
“a handful of engines” behind
promised delivery targets, but will
catch up by year-end. By 2020,
CFM’s annual delivery count will
top 2,000, he added. 
o
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After eight years of aggressive investing in new plants
and expansions, GE Aviation heads into the Paris Air
Show with several new engines entering service or under
development, Meanwhile, engine production continues at
record levels.
GE Aviation and its engine partner companies have
fielded 65,000 commercial and military engines flying
today. Between 2016 and 2020, plans call for delivering
another 10,000 engines. GE Aviation’s industrial backlog of engines and long-term engine service contracts
exceeds $150 billion.
“Over this decade, we have been experiencing a
transformation of our commercial engine portfolio,”
said David Joyce, vice chairman of GE and president
and CEO of GE Aviation. “At the same time, we have
significant new military engine developments that led
us to transition more than 700 engineers into our military division.”
GE’s 50-50 partnership with France’s Safran, CFM
International, will project a big presence at the show,
as the LEAP-powered 737 Max 9 and Airbus A321neo
both participate in the flying displays. The backlog for the
LEAP searies now exceeds 12,500 engines.
New GE engines under development, such as the
GE9X for the Boeing 777X and advanced military engines
for the U.S. military, incorporate unique technologies
derived from from GE Aviation investments; $8.6 billion
in R&D since 2010, and $5.5 billion in new plants and
equipment since 2011.

Such R&D investment allowed the LEAP to become
the first commercial engine, ever, to incorporate a hotsection component made of ceramic matrix composites (CMCs). The population of CMC parts will multiply
in the GE9X, scheduled to enter service on the Boeing
777X at the end of the decade. CMCs also account for
a technology advantage for GE’s military engines under
development, whose compressor efficiency and operating temperatures continue to set records.
GE Aviation (Chalet 142) created the first integrated
supply chain in the U.S. for CMCs, from R&D facilities
to raw material factories to final production. The company expects its new factories in Huntsville, Alabama,
to produce 20 metric tons of CMC raw material per year
by 2020, while GE’s CMC component production factory
in Asheville, North Carolina, delivers more than 25,000
CMC LEAP components.
GE Aviation lays claim as the first jet propulsion
company to introduce complex components produced
with additive manufacturing. The company expects
the more than 50 additive machines at its new plant in
Auburn, Alabama, to produce 22,000 fuel nozzle injectors for the LEAP engine before annual volume grows
beyond 25,000.
GE’s experience with additive manufacturing led to
the 2016 creation of GE Additive, which took control of
Arcam AB of Sweden and Concept Laser of Germany,
two leading suppliers of additive machines, materials,
and technology.—G.P.

DAVID McINTOSH

MARK WAGNER

GE Aviation Well-positioned for Paris

CFM International’s LEAP-1B engine
is aboard the Boeing 737 MAX 9 on
display at this year’s Paris Air Show.

TRUENOORD SET TO GROW FOLLOWING BLACKROCK INVESTMENT
BlackRock, following through on a commitment
announced last year, will invest in regional aircraft
lessor TrueNoord, enabling the lessor to boost
its aircraft acquisition strategy and broaden its
financing options for customers.
BlackRock will be co-investing funds it manages alongside Bregal Freshstream, which
announced its move to take a stake in TrueNoord
last June. That announcement noted BlackRock
would become an investor.
“With the backing of Bregal Freshstream
and our new investor, BlackRock, we are poised

to accelerate the momentum that we have generated to date as we look to expand into key
growth markets such as Southeast Asia and Latin
America, where the demand for regional aircraft is booming,” TrueNoord CEO Anne-Bart
Tieleman said.
TrueNoord recently bought six Embraer
E190s from BOC Aviation with leases attached.
Tieleman expects similar opportunities to boost
TrueNoord’s fleet as lessors continue to “trade
aircraft briskly,” aided by “innovative” financing
structures using capital market funds.
—S.B.
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It takes the most brilliant thinking on the ground to put the most innovative solutions in
the air. That’s why we bring together the brightest minds to solve customers’ toughest
challenges and move the entire aerospace industry forward. Through a combination of
inspiration and execution, lofty vision and solid science, we don’t just dream up ideas
that can change the world. We develop, manufacture and deliver them with unmatched
service to one of the fastest-growing industries on the planet. We are shaping a future of
flight that’s more intelligent, integrated and electric than ever before. It’s nothing short of
incredible, and it’s in the air every day.

COMAC

Comac’s C919 narrowbody airliner
made its long-awaited first flight in
Shanghai on May 5.

Service entry C919
still unclear after flight
by Charles Alcock & Chen Chuanren
The long-awaited first flight of the C919
narrowbody airliner on May 5 restored
some of the credibility lost in recent years
by the Commercial Aircraft Corporation
of China (Comac). The state-controlled
airframer had promised to achieve a first
flight in 2014, with service entry supposed
to follow in 2016, and have never given an
adequate explanation for a series of setbacks for the program since it’s launch
back in 2008.
A press release issued more than two
weeks after the first flight did not give any
projected date for initial Chinese type certification to be achieved, but did state that
a second prototype will join the flight test
program before the end of 2017. In April,
Comac held initial consultation with the
European Aviation Safety Agency about
a path to certification, but it has yet to
initiate any contact with the U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration.
The C919, which will be offered to airlines in versions seating between 150 and
168 passengers, is one of three development programs being pursued by China’s
leading aerospace group. Comac also has
overall responsibility for Xi’an’s Y-20
military transport and the new AG-600
amphibian. It’s first flight from Shanghai’s
Pudong International Airport ended an
18-month wait since the C919 was rolled
out in November 2015.
Although the C919 is largely a Chinese
indigenous design, a host of Western
suppliers have contributed major components, including CFM International
Leap-1C engines, Liebherr landing gear
and Honeywell flight control and navigation systems.
Despite two slipped first delivery dates,
Comac has managed to secure firm orders
and options for 570 C919s from 23 companies. China Eastern Airlines will serve
as the type’s launch customer, and lessor GE Capital Aviation Services and
Thailand’s City Airways remain the only
export customers so far.
The C919 can seat 168 passengers in a
single-class, economy configuration, 158
across two classes or 174 in a high-density configuration. The standard range covers 2,200 nautical miles, while an extended
range version will allow for 3,000 nautical miles. The aircraft’s list price amounts

to some $50 million, about half the price
Airbus quotes for the A320.
Honeywell contributes the purposebuilt HGT750(C) auxiliary power unit, as
well as the flight control electronics system, the navigation system, wheels and
brakes. The flight control system has been
developed through a joint venture with
Avic’s Xi’an Flight Automatic Control
Research Institute (AVIC FACRI) known
as HonFei, and the wheels and brakes are
a partnership with Hunan Boyun New
Materials. Avic is part of the Comac group.
U.S.-based Honeywell also has been
working with Comac since 2008, when
work on the C919 started. “We have been
providing skill training like program management, documentation, things that help
them grow as a aircraft manufacturer company and vice versa we have learnt quite
a bit from Comac as well,” Steven Lien,
Honeywell Aerospace’s president for the
Asia Pacific region told AIN.
“There haven’t been any fundamental challenges integrating our systems any
different from Boeing or Airbus. Any new
aircraft development at this scale has it
challenges that are unique,” he commented
when asked how the Western OEM has
found it to partner with a Chinese company. “One of the areas that we are working
together is [developing] the tools and processes in accordance to Western standards.”

Lien said the problems on braking systems
faced during earlier high speed taxi tests are
all part of developmental process.
“There is no doubt with the economy
of scale the Chinese will be able to provide
something with value, at a level to be certified and at a competitive cost,” Lien concluded. “The Chinese are quickly learning
these three things are what they will need
to get into the global market space.”
Also in May, Comac in partnership with
Boeing began the construction of the 737
completion and delivery center in China’s
Zhujiajian Aviation Park, at Zhoushan,
Zhejiang province. The facility will install
inflight entertainment and seats to the 737
airframes before delivery to Chinese 737
customers. The completion center, will also
provide painting, repairs and maintenance
services to Boeing 737 Max.
When completed in 2018, Boeing
expects the facility to deliver 8 to 10 aircraft monthly, or around 100 annually.
Boeing highlighted that it is still too early
to say which or how many Boeing/Comac
staff will be employed upon completion.
Next Up: A Widebody

Moving ahead, Comac is partnering with
Russia’s United Aircraft Corporation
(UAC) to develop a widebodied airliner
that would seat around 280 passengers in a
standard three-class configuration and have
a range of 6,500 nmi—putting it in roughly
the same class as the Airbus A330-900.
Comac refers to this program as the C929,
but the Russians prefer the more brand-neutral working title Long Rang Wide Body
Commercial Aircraft (LRWBCA).
On May 22, the partners formally established a joint venture called China-Russia
Commercial Aircraft International Co.,
Ltd (Craic) at a ceremony in Shanghai.
The entity established what UAC calls an
“equivalence principle,” under which each
side takes a 50 percent share in the program. The agreement calls for final assembly in Shanghai.
Craic’s board of directors consists of four
members from each side; UAC appointed
its vice president, Vladislav Masilov, as the
company’s first chairman, while Comac
nominated its assistant president and general manager of its widebody arm, Guo
Bozhi, as Craic’s first general manager.

Executives from Russia’s UAC led by company president Yuri Slyusar (center left) and Comac representatives
led by company chairman Jin Zhuanglong (center right) celebrate the establishment of the China-Russia
Commercial Aircraft International Company on May 22.
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The airplane—an agreement to establish a partnership for which Comac and
UAC signed in June of last year during
Russian president Vladimir Putin’s official visit to China—would cost between
$13 billion and $20 billion to develop. The
companies first revealed preliminary operating specifications during last November’s
Airshow China in Zhuhai, along with
plans to build a final assembly facility in
Shanghai. Schedules call for first flight in
2023 and entry into service in 2026.
UAC and Comac intend to use the
Boeing “gate” process for managing the
program. Gate 3—at which point the aircraft would reach complete definition—
would happen some time in 2018 or 2019.
Comac and its Avic subsidiary will carry
responsibility for final assembly and the
majority of parts manufacturing, using
existing factories around Shanghai and
other Chinese cities, including those now
being used for the ARJ21 and C919 airliners. The Russian partner would perform mainly design and development
work, according to UAC president Yuri
Slyusar. UAC’s newly built 463,000-sqft engineering center at Zhukovsky, near
Moscow, will house Chinese and Russian
engineers working on the program.
Initially, the 75,000-pound-thrustclass engines for the new widebody would
likely come from Rolls-Royce and/or GE
Aviation, “which already have suitable
models with the required thrust of 35 metric
tons,” according to Slyusar. Later propulsion options could include a larger version
of the Aviadvigatel PD-14 now undergoing
testing by the Russian design house in Perm
called the PD-35. The Chinese side has also
expressed a desire to develop a turbofan
of its own to power the airplane and last
year consolidated several state-owned companies to establish the new Aero Engine
Corporation of China (AECC).
“As the main body in implementing
the program, the joint venture will use
resources from two parent companies to
carry out joint development,” said UAC
spokesperson.
In terms of manufacturing, it has evidently been agreed that Comac will mainly
be responsible for the fuselage and UAC
mainly be responsible for the wings and
tail, with final assembly completed in
Shanghai. The new widebody also will
likely involve numerous foreign suppliers,
including Honeywell, which says it has
been focused on developing new satellite
communications capability for the model
in alliance with Inmarsat.
According to UAC, the C929/LRWBCA
development plan will have five main
stages: program demonstration, feasibility study, product definition, production,
and product support and improvement.
Currently, the program is still at the preliminary feasibility study phase.
According to He Zhiqing, Comac’s
C919 project coordinator, the Chinese
group will reassign designers and engineers
to what it calls the C929 within the coming
months. The partners have indicated that
development of the C929 will take seven
years before a first flight is achieved and
another three more before the first commercial delivery to an airline.
o
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Boeing 787-10 ZC001 flew for the first time on March 31.

Early flight tests trouble-free
for Boeing’s 787-10 program
by Gregory Polek
Boeing expected to fly its third 787-10
prototype just around the time of this year’s
Paris Air Show, completing a series of first
flights that started in March with RollsRoyce Trent 1000-powered ZC001 taking
off from the company’s factory grounds
in North Charleston, South Carolina.
Speaking with reporters just ahead of the
show, Boeing 787-10 chief program engineer Wayne Tygert called the first example—on display here at the show—one of
the company’s leading airplanes in terms
of quality, translating into “very little if
any [traveled work], and no “squawks” during any of the early flight test missions.
Tygert reported that Boeing finished
flutter testing on ZC001 on May 31, and
that the company planned to start autoland
testing on the second airplane—the GEnx1B-powered ZC036—during the first days
of June. Apart from autoland and flutter,
ZC001 tests stability and control, avionics,
propulsion and the primary flight control

system (PFCS) Along with stability and
control and flutter, GEnx-1B-powered
ZC036 tests performance and aircraft
maintenance manual (AMM) validation.
The third airplane—another Rollspowered example, designated ZC002—
will test performance and systems, such as
the environmental control system (ECS),
as well as performance and the AMM.
Now having completed low-speed flight
control system testing, Boeing (Chalet
332 Static Display C2) has already progressed through 20 percent of the program, putting it on schedule for what
Tygert called the bulk of the testing by
the end of the year.
“So far we are essentially seeing what
we expected,” he said. “Our goal was to
have the most boring flight test program
we’ve ever seen, and so far we’re marching down that path.”
As much as the smooth introduction of
the 787-9 contrasted with the tortured path

from launch of the 787-8 to revenue service,
the 787-10 appears well on its way to mirroring the success of the -9. The fact that the
787-10 uses about 95 percent of the same
parts used in the 787-9 should help matters,
as will the evolution of a production system 787 business operations director Bob
Manelski characterized as practically transformed over the past six years.
“The thing that we have now that we
didn’t have even a year ago is, in a simple word, clarity,” said Manelski. “If you
were here in the early days—2010, 2011…
frankly [it was] not a very organized way
to run a business.”
Harmonious Work Flow

Manelski described a much better orchestrated work flow, in which parts and systems sit aligned in the order they go in the
airplane before assembly. “There’s no misunderstanding of what is the work for the
day,” he said. “So when I say we have that
clarity and we can see the work, everyone
who comes into work on a given day can
see and know what success looks like.”
While that success translates into both
program-execution and cost reduction,
Manelski conceded that the lack of parts
commonality between the first Dreamliner
model and the 787-9 means that when a -8

rolls down the line, workers notice a distinct difference. “The flow is the same, but
what we see more often now is when an
-8 comes through, it’s noticeable,” he said.
“The -8 is harder to build now because we
have such a common -9 and a -10…and
we’re not delivering as many -8s. The -8
becomes more of an anomaly.”
The commonality between the 787-9
and -10 will, of course, also benefit operators, who, Manelski expects, will want
still more of the largest Dreamliner as
they continue to open new markets with
the airplanes.
Apart from its 18-foot stretch, the only
visually obvious difference between the -9 and
-10 lies in its semi-levered main landing gear,
leaving minimal structural reinforcements in
the wing and some systems modifications to
account for the bigger cabin as the primary
changes under the skin. Boeing arrived at the
total 18-foot stretch by inserting five frames
in front of the wing and four frames aft of
the wing, allowing for the addition of 40 passenger seats and a total capacity of 330 in a
two-class layout. Other, less obvious changes
include systems revisions to account for the
extra fuselage length, a strengthened wing,
fuselage and tail, an increase in the capability
of the ECS and enough extra cargo space for
one more pallet or two extra LD-3 containers
in both the forward and aft holds.
While maximum landing weight
increases by 20,000 pounds to 445,000
pounds and maximum zero fuel weight
jumps 25,000 pounds to 425,000 pounds,
maximum takeoff weight remains
unchanged at 560,000 pounds.
Notwitstanding the minimal number of
modifications, engineers remained mindful
of ensuring what changes they did make
did not affect how the airplane operates in
revenue service, explained Tygert. So they
spent a lot of time validating maintenance
manuals and preparing to operate the airplanes in flight test much like an airline
would in revenue service, he added.
Expected to fly with Singapore Airlines
during the first half of next year, Boeing
has collected firm orders for 149 copies
of the 787-10 from seven airlines and two
leasing companies. 
o

Hybrid airships yet to
realize their promise
by Chris Pocock
At the last Paris Air Show, Lockheed
Martin (LM, Chalet 324) gave an upbeat
presentation on its LMH-1 hybrid airship
and appointed a “reseller” staffed by veterans of the logistics business to secure
a launch order. Two years later, LM has
only a letter of intent. Meanwhile, British
company Hybrid Air Vehicles (HAV,
Stand 30) has a flying prototype, but has
struggled to progress with the test program and find a customer.
The promise of the hybrid airship is
seductive. The blend of aerostatic and
aerodynamic lift offers long-endurance operations at low financial and

environmental cost into remote areas
without roads or runways. Many potential
users have endorsed the idea—resource
exploration and extraction companies;
governments needing persistent surveillance or communications platforms; aid
agencies that must bring rapid relief to
stricken areas; and even luxury tourism
operators. But despite all the talk of a
“game-changing technology,” the promise remains unfulfilled.
HAV has a flying prototype mainly
thanks to a failed U.S. Army program
to provide persistent surveillance over
Continued on page 16 u
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Hybrid airships blend aerodynamic lift with aerostatic bouyancy, resulting in relatively low-cost and
environmentally friendly operations in remote areas where runways can be few and far between.
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Vintage RAF fighters
test the latest bang seats
The ejection seats made by
Martin-Baker may be thoroughly
modern, but they are flight-tested
in two of the oldest military jets
still flying. The British company keeps two Gloster Meteors
airworthy at its own airfield,
Chalgrove, which is not far from
the seat production factory at
Denham, west of London.
The Meteor made its first
flight in July 1943 and was used

toward the end of the World War
II to intercept German V1 flying
bombs. Martin-Baker has been
using the type to test ejection seats
at Chalgrove since 1946. The pair
kept there today have both served
the company for over 50 years,
and are good for many more
years of service. One of them—
black-painted WA638—has used
only half of its fatigue life. Before
entering service with the company,

both of them received structural
reinforcements to carry the ejection loads.
The ejection seats to be fired,
along with the test dummies, are
installed in the rear cockpits. Both
of these aircraft were built as
tandem-seat trainers designated
T.7. But they are unofficially
described as Mk 7 ½ because
they were fitted with larger tails
from the Meteor F.8 version. The
reason for that, explains MartinBaker pilot Andy Gent, was the
potential for complete loss of
elevator control on the T.7 and
its predecessor versions if pilots
forgot to retract the speed brakes
before lowering the flaps and
landing gear. Gent is a former

Airships slow to
realize promise

(ACLS). It has built a full-scale
mockup of the flight deck, passenger and cargo compartments
of the LMH-1. But LM says it
won’t make the multi-million
dollar investment in a full-scale
prototype until it has secured a
commercial launch customer.
That prospect edged a little
closer in March 2016, when British
start-up operator Straightline
Aviation signed a letter of intent
for 12 LM hybrid airships. This
company is run by veterans who
were previously associated with
Richard Branson and his ventures into lighter-than-air operations. Straightline is hoping to
secure commitments from oil, gas
and mining companies to use the
20-metric-ton-payload LMH-1 in
remote locations such as Alaska,
Canada and China.
When AIN met with Straightline chairman Brian Kessler
recently in Los Angeles, the
company was still awaiting commitments from end-users. But
this inveterate entrepreneur and
investor was still optimistic. He
sees multiple applications for the
LMH-1, and is mindful of the
scaling-up potential of hybrids,
thanks to the “square-cube law.”

That is, if you double the length
of a hybrid (or an airship), its
surface area increases four-fold
but the resulting increase in
weight and drag is handsomely compensated by an eight-fold
increase in volume. So while the
LMH-1 will cater for the specialized, “remote lift” market,
later developments could have
500-metric-ton payloads and offer door-to-door intercontinental transport that is cost-competitive with—and far quicker
than—sea freight.
HAV has been slow to admit
that the Airlander 10 is not really
suited to the remote-lift market.
Its payload is only 10 metric tons,
and no large cargo-carrying compartment has been designed.
Still, the company has attracted
enough investment and grant
money to get flying again, with
various improvements to the platform. It now needs to secure—at
the very least—some paying contracts to demonstrate its utility for
communications or surveillance.
Unfortunately, although the UK
government has provided a small
amount of development funding,
the UK Ministry of Defence has
to date expressed no interest. o

by Chris Pocock

uContinued from page 14

Afghanistan. The Northrop
Grumman (NG) Long-Endurance
Multipurpose Vehicle (LEMV)
flew only once in the U.S. before
it was canceled in 2010. HAV was
the platform subcontractor to
NG. It shipped the LEMV back
to the UK, re-branded it as the
AirLander 10, and flew it again
last August. But seven days later
it made an uncontrolled heavy
landing on its second flight, with
repairs and modifications taking
eight months.
Meanwhile, Lockheed Martin Skunk Works has been
studying hybrid airships for
most of the past 20 years. In
2006, it flew a subscale prototype six times. Surprisingly for a
large, defense-driven company,
LM maintained a small development team at Palmdale, California even after the Pentagon
lost interest. In particular, the
team has developed a sophisticated flight control system and
an air cushion landing system
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World War II-vintage Gloster Meteor fighters still have what it takes to evaluate the safety
of Martin-Baker ejection seats, according to former RAF pilot Andy Gent, above left.
Meteor WA638 has been the platform for more than 500 firings from its rear cockpit.

Royal Air Force Tornado and
Hawk pilot who later flew airliners, and airshow aerobatics.
Last year, the two Meteors
flew about 25 hours. Since actual
test flights usually last only some
20 minutes, the remaining time
is clocked on ferry flights, since
Chalgrove is no longer used for firings. In 2016, Martin-Baker made
four more test ejections of the
US16E seat for the F-35 Lightning
II stealth fighter seat, flying from
Cazaux airbase in France, at altitudes from 15,000 feet to 27,000
feet. The company (Hall 2B Stand
F140) has now satisfied the U.S.
Air Force that the head and neck
injury risk to lightweight pilots if
they eject in the US16E has been
addressed by two modifications,

plus a reduction in the weight of
the F-35 pilot helmet.
WA638 has done more than
500 ejection seat test flights, and
the other Meteor WL419 has
done more than 200. MartinBaker said that WA638 was the
oldest flying military-registered
jet aircraft in the world. However,
both Meteors were transferred to
the British civil aircraft register
in 2015-16 because, according
to Gent, they didn’t ‘fit’ into the
UK’s new Military Airworthiness
Authority (MAA) regime.
“Now, we might actually be able
to refit them with Garmin glass
cockpits,” Gent joked. WA638
does have some modern instruments, but WL419 still has the
1945-design artificial horizon.  o

The HAV Airlander 10, above, resumed test flying in May after an eight-month
grounding for repairs following an uncontrolled heavy landing. A sub-scale prototype
of a hybrid airship, below, was flown in 2006 by the Lockheed Martin Skunk Works at
Palmdale, California. Its unique air cushion landing ‘feet’ are clearly visible.
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from the financing segment. The regional
segment was heavily dependent on ECA
financing, which is not our case.”
While regional airlines generally continue to consider ECA financing “more
efficient” or, in a word, cheaper to access
that private markets, this year Embraer
expects that BNDES financing will account
for only about 25 percent of its deliveries.

Aircraft finance markets are flush with new sources of capital, and this is supporting global exports of
airliners such as this Boeing 787 to markets including China.

BOEING

Future of the Market

Commercial aircraft buyers
enjoy easy access to capital
by Gregory Polek
Commercial aircraft continue to outperform virtually any other asset class in
which financiers can invest, resulting in
perhaps unprecedented levels of competition and some of the “cheapest” access to
money that airlines have ever enjoyed. As a
result, manufacturers continue to express
a bullish outlook even while interest rates
begin to show some signs of increasing.
“Liquidity is some of the highest I’ve
ever seen,” Boeing Capital Corporation
president Tim Myers told AIN. “We’re
seeing a lot of new investors coming into
the space. Because when you look at aircraft finance as an investment alternative,
it has really proven itself since ’08-’09,
when the financial crisis hit. If you look
at other fixed assent type of investments
and aircraft have continued to outperform almost everything else. The airline industry is profitable again, so that’s
driving people into the space, but we’re
seeing continuing new investment coming in from places like Korea, places like
Australia…the Japanese regional banks
are back in the business…Taiwan.”
The influx of money has come from virtually every kind of source. Myers characterized the number of leasing companies
that have entered the market as “phenomenal,” resulting in an environment where,
for Boeing, 40 percent of its airplane
placement funding comes from lessors.
According to Airbus COO for customers
John Leahy, lessors account for some 50
percent of all the funding for the European
company’s airplanes.
For Boeing, bank debt accounts for
some 34 percent of its placements—
from sources around the globe—while
direct cash purchases amount to about
26 percent of its sales. “The one thing
that we’ve seen with commercial aircraft
bank debt is it’s coming from everywhere,
whether its the European banks that
were strong; the U.S. banks are playing;
Australia is kicking in; the Middle East
banks are participating; you’ve got banks
certainly in Asia,” said Myers. “But it’s
competitive. You’ll probably hear some
rumblings about how competitive it is.
Some people are coming off new aircraft and going down into the second

tier airlines and looking at used aircraft
just to chase yields.”
Meanwhile, capital market funding from instruments such as Enhanced
Equipment Trust Certificates (EETCs)
account for another 31 percent of the marketplace, and export credit agencies typically back another 9 percent.
Embraer director of customer finance
Marcelo Santiago noted his company saw
six EETC placements for E-Jets in the last
three years, a clear indicator of the confidence financiers have shown in the marketability of that narrowbody line in particular.
“There’s a lot of liquidity out there,”
said Santiago. “I would say that all the
sources are very open to the customers
nowadays. Capital markets are very strong
in the U.S., we have commercial debt from
banks, lessors and the [Brazilian export
credit agency, BNDES.]”
Deliveries for Embraer this year will
involve roughly one third lessors, one third
commercial banks and a third BNDES, he
added, giving Embraer a healthy balance
of financing sources.
“I would say that Embraer is in a different position in the regional aviation
segment because the E-Jets from an asset
standpoint is considered by the financial
markets as a narrowbody aircraft,” noted
Santiago. “So we don’t face the historical
constraints that the regional aircraft have

Although Santiago said he hasn’t seen any
chilling effect resulting from the protectionist rhetoric of U.S. president Donald
Trump, the company has seen more hesitation to support a negotiated sale to Iran
on the part of the financiers, he reported.
“With Iran, since Trump, we are facing
some challenges in moving forward, to
move quickly with the discussions because
a lot of the banks and lessors we are talking with want better visibility of what is
going to happen,” said Santiago.
Overall, however, the Embraer finance
executive said the regulatory reforms
Trump has proposed could actually bring
more liquidity to the market. “But when
you have a lot of liquidity you can have a
big problem later on,” he added. “We saw
what happened in 2008.”
Santiago also sees a potential for higher
interest rates, and thereby a trend toward
more leasing deals. “Lessors can access capital more efficiently than the airlines, which
can help them because now they face a lot
of competition with EETCs and bank debt
and other sources,” he noted. “So I think
the interest rate is a key factor in what
might happen. It can change a little bit the
dynamics of the financing source not only
for regional aviation but everybody.”
Happily for Boeing, the strength of
capital markets and bank funding softened the blow of the government’s failure to renew the charter of the U.S.
ExIm bank, and by mid-April Trump
had named two nominees to serve on the
board of directors, thereby restoring the
quorum the board lacked, preventing it
from approving transactions larger than
$10 million. Meanwhile, Airbus continues to suffer an interruption of export
credit agency funding while it works to
address “irregularities” involving thirdparty consultants.
Export financing accounts for much
of the success of the aerospace industry

Embraer’s narrowbody E-Jet series is enjoying strong support from financiers, as it is exempt from the
constraints on the regional segment, says the company. The result is multiple financing sources for buyers.
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in general, particularly during lean times,
said Myers. During the financial crisis
of 2008-2009, export financing accounting for 30 percent of Boeing’s deliveries.
In fact, Airbus never once dropped production rates—they increased during
that time—even while the financial markets had become nearly frozen. Without
ECA financing, the company undoubtedly
would have faced the expensive proposition of dropping rates substantially.
Meanwhile, Boeing, through its participation in the Aviation Working Group,
spends a lot of time and effort fostering an
environment that encourages financiers to
take the risks associated with backing commercial aircraft sales. Myers cited the Cape
Town Convention as one of the important
elements of ensuring such a healthy environment. In the event of bankruptcy, airlines registered in a country that has ratified
the convention must ensure their airplanes
either go back to their owners or they must
renegotiate their contracts with lessors or
banks within, typically, 60 to 90 days.
“We’ve found that by having Cape
Town ratified in different countries and
then adopted by the [Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)]…creates more access to the
financial markets for the airlines that
reside in those countries,” said Myers.
“Boeing has been pushing that kind of initiative with the Aviation Working Group
(co-chaired by Boeing and Airbus comprised of airframe and engine OEMs,
banks and leasing companies).”
Sixty-five countries have so far ratified the Cape Town Convention, but
Myers would like to see more. “We’re
looking to see more of the Europeans
really move. The UK ratified Cape Town
and we were hoping to see that kind of
be where Europe would really start taking off…Now most European countries
have fairly sophisticated bankruptcy
laws already, but still I think Cape Town
would make it easier for those countries
to do the kind of financing…especially
if they were trying to do international
EETCs and things like that.”
Myers also stressed the importance of
the ability to freely and quickly transfer
airplanes across borders in the event of
lease expirations, for example. “So we’re
trying to work with [ICAO] and the various civil aviation authorities around the
globe to try to create some kind of a standardized cross-border transfer for airplanes,” he noted. “This is a very sensitive
topic because it involves safety standards,
other issues with different countries, but
the entire industry will benefit from having these standards in place and the ability to move aircraft freely because it adds
to the mobility of the asset.”
Of course, ease of mobility lessens risk
for investors and, therefore, the longevity
of the asset and its residual value. Under
the status quo, however, it takes too much
time and expense to transfer airplanes in
Myers’s estimation. “There are ways we
think that we can work together with the
right aviation authorities to bring them
together…because it will basically lower
the cost of financing for everybody, if we
can make that happen.”
o
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Focus On UAS Technology
The Certifiable Predator B is shown on its first flight
Nov. 17, 2016 near Palmdale, California.

General Atomics stresses new roles
for its multi-mission Sky Guardian
by Bill Carey
The unmanned aircraft system
(UAS) commonly known as the
Predator B or MQ-9 Reaper is
a multi-mission platform that is
capable of more than those monikers suggest, says manufacturer
General Atomics Aeronautical
Systems (GA-ASI). In fact, with
the aircraft’s latest iteration, the
U.S. company hopes to retire
those names.
“We called our new aircraft
Sky Guardian,” said Christopher Ames, GA-ASI regional
vice president for Europe and
NATO. “We’re trying to get
away from the Predator and the
Reaper and names like that because it suggests the aircraft performs only in a strike capacity.
“Indeed, the aircraft the U.S.
and UK air forces have designated MQ-9 Reaper has figured
in targeted strikes in various theaters and carries an assortment
of AGM-114 Hellfire missiles,
GBU-12 Paveway II laser-guided
bombs and as of May, the GBU38 Joint Direct Attack Munition.
The Sky Guardian by comparison has a 13-foot-longer wingspan (79 feet) than the MQ-9/
Predator B, a damage tolerant
composite airframe with double
the service life (40,000 hours),
nearly double the operational
endurance (40 hours) and greater
payload capacity. Features such
as auto takeoff and landing, allweather capability, airframe deicing, lightning protection and

collision avoidance system are
standard, Ames said.
“We’re trying to broaden the
awareness that this aircraft is
multi-mission. It performs maritime surveillance, disaster and
humanitarian assistance, search
and rescue, maritime domain
awareness to make sure that no
one’s violating your exclusive
economic zone, pollution detection—all of these things are capabilities of the aircraft,” Ames
said. “It’s not just a killer drone.”
The Sky Guardian’s “airline
configuration” avionics suite,
consisting of TCAS, ADS-B
and IFF transponders, protects
against midair collisions with
other transponder-equipped aircraft; the addition of GA-ASI’s
Due Regard radar around 2020
will protect against non-transponding, non-cooperative aircraft and rounds out the “detect
and avoid” capability aviation
authorities believe UAS must
have to routinely operate in civilian airspace and over international waters.
Though it is not yet civil-certified for use in unrestricted airspace, GA-ASI says the full
detect-and-avoid system, including the Due Regard radar subsystem, is already operating on a
“small set” of customer aircraft.
“This Due Regard radar is a
significant event because it provides access to non-segregated
airspace. It also allows maritime
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operations,” Ames explained.
Importantly, the Sky Guardian, which GA-ASI has also
called the Certifiable Predator
B, was built to NATO certification requirements comparable to those for manned aircraft
as defined in the STANAG 4671
standardized agreement, and it
also complies with UK Defence
Standard (DEFSTAN) 00-970.
“It’s not only the capability
to fly in civil airspace, which is a
huge concern and requirement,
but it’s also the fact that [nations]
are immediately NATO interoperable,” Ames said. “They have
the value of deriving synergies in
logistics and training and talking
tactics with one another. That
compatibility and interoperability is a key component of high
value all by itself.”
Pretator B Launch Customer

Then British Prime Minister David Cameron in October 2015 revealed his country’s plan to acquire new “Protector” aircraft to
replace 11 Royal Air Force MQ-9
Reapers; the type was later identified as the Certifiable Predator B, making the UK its launch
customer. The foreign military
sale (FMS) comes with direct
commercial sale elements between GA-ASI and its customer—the U.S. Air Force—to include airworthiness certification
responsibility and contractor logistics support. The commercial

sale was concluded; the FMS
deal between the U.S. and UK
governments was expected to
close this summer.
The UK has specified 16
Protectors and expects deliveries from 2019 through 2023,
with entry into service targeted
for 2021. British plans call for
arming the aircraft with the
MBDA Brimstone missile and
Raytheon UK Paveway IV precision-guided bomb.
GA-ASI (Hall 3 Stand B32)
completed the first flight of the
Certifiable Predator B from its
Gray Butte Flight Operations
Facility near Palmdale, California, on November 17 last year.
In late January, the manufacturer held a two-day unveiling event
for international visitors at Gray
Butte and at its corporate headquarters outside of San Diego.
Representatives of the UK, Italy, France, Australia, Belgium,
The Netherlands, Denmark,
Norway and the U.S. participated in the event, at which the
name Sky Guardian was coined.
“That went well and I think
it whetted the appetite across
Europe,” Ames said. “I think
they are all interested because
it relieves a concern that exists
throughout Europe and that is
congested airspace. They are
going to need an aircraft that
can operate in civil, non-segregated airspace; that’s why we’re
pioneering the Sky Guardian for
that purpose.”
Ames identified Denmark,
The Netherlands and Belgium
as possible new customers in
Europe. Any newcomer would
join existing MQ-9 operators
Italy, France, Spain and the
UK in the region. Meanwhile,

GA-ASI also is awaiting the
outcome of a legal challenge
it filed last August in the high
court in Düsseldorf, challenging Germany’s decision to lease
armed Heron TPs from Israel
Aerospace Industries.
France has taken delivery of
six MQ-9 Block 1 aircraft; it plans
to acquire another six improved
Block 5 models in 2019. Spain
plans to acquire four Block 5 aircraft by 2020. The Block 5 variant
has a standard 66-foot wingspan,
with increased power-generation
capability, an open-system architecture to accommodate multiple
payloads, and new landing gear to
support an increased gross takeoff weight.
In late April, GA-ASI and
GKN Aerospace Fokker officially opened a production line
in Helmond in The Netherlands,
to supply landing gear systems
for the MQ-9/Predator B series.
Capable of producing 30 to 50
systems per year, the line has
already started delivering landing gear and will supply all such
gear, including for the U.S. Air
Force, Ames said.
Outsourcing landing-gear systems to The Netherlands demonstrates GA-ASI’s commitment
to the European market, Ames
said. “That’s a significant deal
because it shows we’re not only
talking the talk but walking the
walk,” he declared. “We said we
were going to include European
content in this aircraft and that’s
proof-positive that we are following through on our claim.” o

After more changes at the top,
Leonardo seeks equilibrium
The UK remains Leonardo’s second pillar for now
by Chris Pocock
At media briefings in London and
Rome earlier this year, Mauro Moretti
claimed full credit for making Leonardo
financially healthy. But the fortunes of
Europe’s second-largest aerospace and
defense company are still largely determined by the Italian state, which owns 30
percent. And that includes the fortunes of
its leadership, with the government subsequently having replaced Moretti as CEO
for a reason that is entirely unconnected
with his three-year stewardship of the
company that was until last year known
as Finmeccanica.
“Today, Leonardo is a solid business
with all the characteristics needed to
compete in global markets,” said newly
appointed CEO Alessandro Profumo
in May. He is a former banker who was
nominated by Rome in preference to
Fabrizio Giulianini, who had risen after a
lifelong career in the company to become
head of Leonardo’s largest-earning division: electronics, defense and security
systems. Giulianini has now resigned
from the group.

That may be a downside. But
the upside of the state’s continuing control is the nearcertainty of government launch
orders for Leonardo’s defense products.
Previous examples include the C-27J
tactical airlifter, military versions of the
ATR72 regional airliner, the M345 basic
jet trainer, and the M346 advanced jet
trainer. The latest example is a new attack
helicopter that the company is designing to replace the Italian army’s A129
Mangusta, thanks to a near-$500 million contract.
Before his departure, Moretti said that
Leonardo is “now an export-led business.” That may be true of the helicopter division, which has competed well in a
depressed market. But international competition is fierce in the market addressed
by the aircraft division. It is fortunate to
have Italian air force contracts for the
Eurofighter and the Lockheed Martin
F-35 final assembly and checkout (FACO)
line to pad the business. This division is
the lead contractor for Kuwait’s order of

Early last year Finmeccanica reorganized to operate as a single company divided into four sectors. The
continued participation of the Italian government provides some degree of stability, as the company can likely
count on military orders for the C-27J, above, and ATR72, below.
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28 Eurofighters, placed
with the Italian government in 2015 and worth just
under €8 billion ($9 billion).
Moretti said in London
that Leonardo “now speaks
to customers with a single voice.” That was a reference to his reorganization that
scrapped Finmeccanica’s independent group structure in favor
of seven divisions. As an example, he told
AIN that there is no longer any competition for airborne radar business between
the former FIAR business in Italy, and
the former Selex Galileo business in
Edinburgh.
During Moretti’s tenure, various activities were sold or closed. But “our next
stage is growth, and we are planning
to invest,” he insisted. But with such a
diverse range of products, from guns to
torpedos, sensors to mission systems,
space systems to aerostructures, the question is where.
One example of that is the 100-seat
multirole jet that Moretti wanted to
develop at ATR. But he departed without
having persuaded Airbus—Leonardo’s 50
percent partner in ATR—to support that
ambition. Moretti also reaffirmed support for the joint venture with Sukhoi on
the Superjet 100, although he refused to
join a Russian government bailout of the
troubled project in 2015.
Meanwhile, the AW609 civil tiltrotor is
another risky project that Leonardo continues to pursue. Two prototypes are flying from the company’s U.S. facility in
Philadelphia. A third crashed in 2015. A
fourth is being built. Leonardo still hopes
to gain FAA certification next year.

The M346 advanced jet trainer is part of
a complex portfolio of products at Italian
aerospace and defense group Leonardo.

Apart from helicopter production in Philadelphia, Leonardo’s
U.S. turnover derives from DRS, the
defense electronics company that it
bought in 2008. According to Moretti,
the price paid was “double” its real worth.
DRS is now fronting Leonardo’s bid to
have the M346 chosen as the winner of
the U.S. Air Force T-X competition. It’s
not clear why Leonardo originally chose
to partner with Raytheon instead.
Leonardo claims some unique
strengths in unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV). It has achieved some notable firsts
with the Sky-X and Sky-Y demonstrators. It is a partner in the Neuron UCAV
program being led by France’s Dassault
Aviation. The Falco has achieved export
success in the surveillance role. 
o

UK Branding Honors Legacy
In the UK, Leonardo has amalgamated
AgustaWestland Ltd, Selex ES Ltd, Finmeccanica UK Ltd and DRS Technologies UK Ltd
into a single company named Leonardo MW
Ltd. The ‘MW’ is a reference to Marconi and
Westland, two of the company’s heritage
brands. According to Moretti, the merger
has created the UK’s second-largest aerospace and defense company, with a turnover
of more than £2.3 billion ($2.75 billion) and
more than 7,100 employees.
Former Selex ES UK boss Norman Bone
has been named chairman and managing
director. He said that the company offers a
huge breadth of capability, ranging from helicopters to airborne radars, high-energy lasers
to electronic warfare systems, and communications to cyber security systems.
Bone said that partnerships were becoming a key to success. He cited the combination
with Airbus Defence and Security that won the
big UK contract for a Mode 5 IFF system last
year; and the cooperation with BAE Systems
to win a 10-year support agreement for the
RAF Eurofighter Typhoon fleet.
“The defense market is evolving,”
he said. “There will be fewer new starts.
Instead, there will be greater reliance on
off-the-shelf products, and adaptation of
existing systems could meet 80 percent
of needs,” he continued.—C.P.
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Saab Pitches Swordfish for Maritime Patrol

GlobalEye surveillance system
taking shape on Global 6000
by David Donald
Saab is currently carrying out
extensive modifications to a
“green” Bombardier Global
6000 airframe to turn it into
the GlobalEye multi-role surveillance system. An initial two
aircraft have been ordered by
the United Arab Emirates Air
Force and Air Defence, and a
third was added to the contract
earlier this year. That aircraft
is due to arrive in Sweden from
Bombardier shortly, and while
details of progress with the conversions have not been disclosed,
Saab describes the program as
“on schedule.”
GlobalEye is a multi-sensor
system that incorporates an Xband maritime search radar
(Leonardo Seaspray 7500E),
electro-optical sensor (Flir Systems Star Safire), AIS (automatic
identification system), IFF/ADSB and communications systems
including satcoms.
However, at the core of the system is a new airborne early warning radar known as Erieye-ER.
Housed in the same over-cabin
“ski-box” fairing as the previous
iterations of the Erieye radar, the
S-band Erieye ER employs gallium
nitride semiconductor technology
to allow more power to be transmitted while providing greater flexibility of operating mode.

As with the Erieye, the ER
provides 300-degree coverage
with small gaps to the front and
rear. Full 360-degree coverage
was studied by Saab and found to
offer limited operational benefit
for the additional cost involved,
and its deletion allows the ER to
fit into the existing dorsal fairing. The radar is now under test
in Saab’s Gothenburg facility,
and will first fly on a GlobalEye.
The aircraft itself is modified by
Saab at Linköping under a series
of supplemental type certificates.
In developing Erieye-ER
Saab looked to extend the range
at which low-observable targets can be detected, as such air
vehicles are increasingly fielded
around the world. “Reclaiming
the stealth gap” is how the
company describes it, and the
GlobalEye is being marketed
as the “stealth-killer.” In the air
domain the jam-resistant radar
offers a 70 percent increase in
detection range compared to
the existing Erieye, and its various modes can detect a wide
variety of flying objects, including hovering helicopters. In the
maritime surveillance role the
aircraft has a horizon of approximately 400 km (250 miles) and
the ability to detect periscopes
and jet-skis. GMTI and synthetic

aperture modes provide an overland capability.
Basing GlobalEye on the
Global 6000 platform allows
the system to undertake patrols
of more than 11 hours’ endurance, while the flight deck provides a state-of-the-art Pro Line
Fusion avionics environment
with head-up display and synthetic/enhanced vision systems.
The cabin offers comfortable
working conditions for the five
operators, with options for one
or two more, and the aircraft’s
performance permits a rapid
escape if required.
Saab (Chalet 379) is pitching the GlobalEye at a number
of potential AEW and multirole surveillance requirements
around the world, noting that 50
percent of the market lies outside China, Russia and the U.S.
The original Erieye radar is currently in service on Saab 340,
Saab 2000 and Embraer ERJ145 airframes in Brazil, Greece,
Mexico, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia,
Sweden, Thailand and the UAE.
The original customer,
Sweden, continues to operate its
Saab 340 aircraft, but through
the delivery of pairs of aircraft to Thailand and the UAE
its own fleet has been reduced
to only two aircraft. These

The Swedish air force’s two ASC890 AEW aircraft launch several times each week on missions to guard against incursions by military
aircraft into Swedish airspace.
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Saab has leveraged its development work on the GlobalEye AEW/multi-role
surveillance system to offer a “high-end” maritime patrol aircraft to compete against the Boeing P-8 and other anti-submarine platforms. The company’s Swordfish maritime patrol product has been offered on the Saab 2000
and Bombardier Dash 8 platforms, but the Global 6000 is considered the preferred platform as it offers far better performance, including the ability to
operate for 7.5 hours on-station at a radius of 1,000 nautical miles.
With around 70 percent commonality with the GlobalEye, the Global
6000-based Swordfish design has undergone significant changes recently.
One of them is to gain a MAD (magnetic anomaly detector) in a tail “sting.”
Whereas previous MAD systems were heavy and cumbersome to use, the
CAE MAD XR weighs just 3.3 lb for the sensor and 4.85 lb for the associated computer. It can be mounted in a lightweight composite fairing. There
is no need to fly time-consuming and uncomfortable compensation patterns
before it can be used.
Swordfish has also gained the ability to carry more weapons, with the
uprating of all four underwing hardpoints to carry up to 2,000 lb each. This
allows the aircraft to carry the Saab RBS 15F (or alternative) anti-ship missiles, and torpedoes. Saab has selected the Eurotorp MU90 Mk 3 torpedo,
two of which can be carried on dual racks on the inner pylons. The MU90’s
silver-oxide/aluminum energy source can withstand great temperature
extremes, allowing it to be carried externally at up to 40,000 ft, although the
Swordfish’s ceiling is limited to 37,000 ft, chiefly on account of the fuselage
aperture requirements caused by the installation of the underbelly Seaspray
7500E AESA search radar. An alternative external load is the Airborne Systems SKAD survival kit.
Saab has also revised the rear cabin to provide 112 angled slots for the
carriage of Ultra UK sonobuoys in NATO-standard A, F and G sizes, a typical
load being about 200 buoys with a combined weight of around 1.5 metric tons.
Data from the buoys is handled by a General Dynamics Mission Systems-Canada UYS505 processor and the central Saab mission management system.
Sonobuoy deployment is from two pressurized single-shot launchers that
would typically be used to launch smoke markers or bathythermograph buoys,
and two 10-round rotary unpressurised gravity-drop launchers. Unlike the
P-8, the Swordfish is designed to undertake the anti-submarine mission from
low level, Saab having determined that high-altitude operations are prone to
ballistic variations, loss of tactical advantage and air traffic issues.—D.D.

The Global 6000-based Swordfish is depicted with MAD “sting”, RBS 15F antiship missiles and Eurotorp MU90 Mk 3 torpedoes.

originally flew in a minimallymanned configuration known
as FSR890, with all radar data
downlinked to ground stations.
They were upgraded in 2009 to
the current A SC890 standard
with three operator consoles to
give an airborne control capability. The operators comprise
a mission control officer, combat control operator and surveillance operator.
Flying from Malmen in
Sweden with 732 Special Flight
Squadron (part of the F7 Wing),
the two ASC890 aircraft have
been extremely busy in recent
times with the rise of military air
activity over the Baltic from both
East and West. One of the aircraft

is kept on a permanent ground
alert, ready to launch as required
in under 30 minutes. Real-world
launches are being conducted several times each week.
With such a heavy tasking the
fleet is under pressure. The aircraft themselves are structurally
able to continue until 2030, but
some parts will need replacement
from 2020. The Swedish air force
could itself become a customer
for the GlobalEye, or it has been
speculated that the UAE Saab
340s could return to Sweden when
the GlobalEyes are in operation.
Another concept being mooted
is a joint program with Finland,
which has become a strategic
defense partner with Sweden. o
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UTAS expands portfolio of
airborne reconnaissance systems
by Chris Pocock
The ISR and Space Systems business of
UTC Aerospace Systems (UTAS) is here
at the Paris Air Show promoting the latest upgrades to its strong-selling DB-110
airborne reconnaissance system. In its pod
form, UTAS has sold this sensor to nine
air forces for carriage by their F-16 fighters,
and to a tenth for its F-15s. It has also been
installed on the P-3 maritime patrol aircraft of Japan; on the business jets of two
countries; and on the US MQ-9 Reaper
UAV for two sets of trial flights. UTAS has
also provided increasingly sophisticated
ground processing, exploitation and dissemination systems for the sensor from its
wholly-owned facility in the UK.
DB refers to the dual bands of the
original design (visible/near infrared

and medium-wave infrared); 110 refers
to the focal length in visible/near infrared of the sensor when it is set to offer
the longest range: from 40,000 feet it
can ‘see’ to the horizon—over 200 nautical miles. But it also contains separate,
wide field-of-view optics that provide
broad area coverage to the side as well
as beneath the flight path of the host
aircraft. This has proved very valuable
in real operations, which are usually
conducted from lower altitudes to provide imagery out to 60 nautical miles,
from which analysts can identify individual missiles, radars or vehicles.
The DB-110 can be set for high-resolution “spot” collection as well as area coverage, and it also offers target-tracking

Nine air forces have purchased the DB-110 pod, which is most commonly seen on F-16s.

This UK government image of a suburban area in Iraq taken by an RAF Tornado illustrates the prized, highresolution area coverage that the Raptor/DB-110 sensor can provide. From this overview, an image analyst has
identified and enlarged a crane and a bulldozer that might be in use by insurgent forces to create roadblocks.

and stereo modes. Nearly all operators
employ the common datalink (CDL) to
transmit the imagery to ground stations
in real time when required.
One of the F-16 operators of the
DB-110 will soon be confirmed as the
first customer for a multispectral imaging (MSI) upgrade that UTAS has been
offering. The MS-110 extends the sensor’s MWIR coverage and adds collection in five other spectral bands.
Multispectral imaging provides color that
allows analysts to distinguish between
subtle features of a target that traditional

CHINA’S AG600 MEGA SEAPLANE PREPARES FOR FIRST FLIGHT
Claimed to be the world’s largest seaplane, China’s AG600
amphibian carried out its first high-speed-taxi test at Avic’s facility in Zhuhai on April 29. The taxi run validated the aircraft’s steering, trimming and braking capability as it made a 180-degree turn
after a straight run.
According to Avic, the AG600’s brakes and engines performed
well during the test, clearing the way for further ground evaluations
ahead of a planned first flight from sea during the second half of
2017. Avic has shortlisted eight test pilots, although only three will
make the debut flight.
State-owned Avic (Hall 2a Stand D252) rolled out the AG600 in July
2016 and gave it a public debut at November’s Airshow China in Zhuhai.
The AG600 has a length of 121 feet (36.9 meters), wingspan of 127 feet
(38.8 meters), a maximum takeoff weight (mtow) 117,700 pounds (53.5
metric tons) on land and is powered by four six-bladed WJ-6 turboprop engines. In comparison, the Japanese ShinMaywa US-1A amphibian has a mtow of 99,000 pounds (45 metric tons).

Video film released by the Chinese state media revealed a modern glass cockpit, with six multifunction displays. According to the
government, the AG600 is primarily intended for roles such as for
firefighting, maritime search and rescue, as well as environmental monitoring and protection. However, other possible uses could
include military supply and patrol operations in support of China’s
growing maritime presence. Avic claims to have commitments from
the Chinese government for 17 of the new amphibian, as well as
expressions of interest from prospective export customers.
In its firefighting role, the aircraft is able to scoop up 26,400
pounds (12 metric tons) of water in 20 seconds, before dropping it
over an area around the size of a football field. According to Avic
chief designer Huang Lingcai, the AG600 can operate in around 75 to
85 percent of typical weather conditions in the South China Sea. For
search and rescue operations, it is designed to withstand sea states
three to four, including waves of up to 13 feet (2 meters). The aircraft
has seating capacity for 50 passengers.
—C.C.
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gray-scale imaging cannot. Camouflage,
haze and shadow may be overcome.
Earth that has been disturbed to—for
instance—plant improvised explosive
devices can be identified. So can tunnels.
MSI also offers entirely new operational
possibilities, such as the analysis of vegetation for counter-narcotics purposes,
and the monitoring of crop health.
Another proposed upgrade replaces
the DB-110 optical imaging sensor
within the F-15/F-16 pod with an active
electronically-scanned array (AESA)
radar. This would allow reconnaissance
operations to continue regardless of
weather conditions. The radar would be
provided by Leonardo’s UK subsidiary,
and offer multiple modes including widearea strip coverage; “spot” coverage with
resolution as good as six inches; groundmoving target indicator (GMTI); and
sea search. Another existing F-16 operator is likely to be the launch customer
for this version, which UTAS has named
the Tactical Synthetic Aperture Radar
(TacSAR) system.
Disappointingly for UTAS (Chalet
346), the oldest and most extensive user
of this sensor may be retiring it in two
years. Back in 1997, the UK Royal Air
Force (RAF) became the launch customer for what became the DB-110 series,
for a version named the Reconnaissance
Airborne Pod for TORnado (Raptor).
The RAF accepted the system in 2002,
in time for Operation Iraqi Freedom
in March of the following year, when
Raptor-equipped Tornados provided
invaluable in identifying targets and providing battle damage assessments (BDA).
Since then, the RAF has deployed
Raptor almost continuously on operations over Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya and
more recently Syria. The imagery has
been routinely supplied to the U.S. for
exploitation by American image analysts.
But the Tornado squadrons are to be
grounded as soon as their strike capability has been fully transferred to the RAF’s
Typhoon fleet. UTAS has proposed the
supply of MS-110 and TacSAR sensors
repackaged to fit in pods with the same
outer mold lines as the Typhoon’s centerline
fuel tank. The UK Ministry of Defence has
not yet committed to the idea.
o
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CAE sees big data as
key to future training
by David Donald
For many years known as a world-leading provider of simulators, CAE has now
advanced its capabilities to become a fullspectrum training services integrator. The
Canada-based company continues to provide the hardware, software, courseware,
networking and personnel required to
implement and maintain training systems,
but has added the role of overall integrator. This has become central to its strategy to provide training solutions that meet
the current and future needs of a growing
roster of customers.
For the next step, CAE is looking to “big data” to shape its future
offerings, particularly as a means of
extracting maximum value from the
high-value hardware that is in use. As
simulator systems become more sophisticated, the amount of data that is created every time a student undertakes a
flight increases. “As time goes by, this
generates lots of data from thousands
of pilots,” explained Gene Colabatistto,
CAE’s group president for defense. “This
itself is an asset—a big data set that has
a value. We can use analytics to improve
the training system. It’s a closed loop,
continually improving.”
Analyzing data from the mission playbacks can highlight particular maneuvers,
procedures or exercises where students
are habitually finding difficulties. “In
the old way of doing things the answer
was to ‘Train harder!’” said Colabatistto,
“but maybe it’s us, the way we are teaching that’s the problem.” Armed with the
relevant data, training programs can be
altered to remedy these deficiencies.
Among the trends that CAE is seeing,

and driving, in the training world are an
increasing demand for ever-higher-resolution imagery, and a move towards distributed training. The latter not only links type
communities through networks to allow
multi-type, multi-aircraft mission training, but also in the schoolhouse provides
the ability for students to learn through a
range of devices, from full flight simulators down to tablets. At the core of this are
common databases that can be used by all
devices on the network, and all sharing the
same common data set.
For collective training, the common
terrain database can be shared between
simulators that are located many miles
apart, providing all “players” in multi-aircraft mission training with a “fair fight”
scenario. For schoolhouse training a common database allows a student to learn
details of his or her aircraft type on a
tablet, using the same data as that which
drives the real aircraft. Common databases also facilitate adding live and constructive elements to a virtual scenario.
In the defense world, databases are usually held and updated by the customers
themselves, due to security implications,
but CAE offers tools and training to allow
air forces to continually update their own
databases. In some cases CAE can be contracted to perform these upgrades in its role
as training system integrator, or contract
this work out to a third party with the company’s assistance.
Such distributed systems, with networked training devices and data sets
existing in the cloud, creates cyber-security concerns, and CAE works with its
customers to ensure that the systems are

CAE operates the U.S. Army’s fixed-wing training school at
Dothan, Alabama, using Grob G120TPs and Beechcraft C-12s.

compliant with prevailing standards. This
also involves necessary updates to hardware and software, and the implementation of firewalls.
Cyber is also becoming an increasingly
important part of the training itself. Just
as simulated missions require terrain,
weather, air traffic and threats to be as
realistic as possible, so cyber events are
being inserted into the training to replicate what is an increasingly likely issue
in wartime. Network outages, denial of
GPS and loss of communications are now
replicated in the simulator to challenge
students in a cyber warfare environment.
“It’s not about the simulator, it’s what you
do with it,” added Colabatistto.
Contracting out training is another
trend, and one with which CAE is heavily
involved. The company’s offer includes
working with customers to identify ways
legacy systems can be integrated into
wider systems, so that customers can
get the most value from the significant
investments they have made. Moving to
LVC (live/virtual/constructive) training
programs can maximize the training output, and greater use of simulators can
keep costs down. Although there is still
a very real need for live flying, “we don’t
have to convince anyone of the value

Netherlands Air Force Training Gets Efficiency Upgrade from CAE

DAVID DONALD

Typical of a medium-sized air force with limited
budgets is that of the Netherlands. Like many
others, the main aim is to provide a high-quality training product with maximum efficiency,
extracting the maximum training value from limited resources. CAE is at the heart of a drive to
modernize the Koninklijke Luchtmacht’s training. The KLu has set a target of executing 50 percent of its training in simulators
by 2024, at which time it also expects to
be able to undertake mission rehearsals in networked simulators and to use
modeling and simulation to support
decision-making.
Increased use of simulation also
broadens the scope of the training that
is possible. As in many European countries, the Netherlands has congested
airspace, security concerns and other
restrictions that mean that many training activities cannot be performed in
live aircraft. Another aim of the KLu is
to move to full-crew training, linking the

“back-end” crews with the flight deck/cockpit.
Marking a first step to networking the KLu’s
simulators is the Air Mobility Training Centre at
Gilze-Rijen air base, which houses full Level D
flight simulators for the C-130H Hercules and
McDonnell Douglas KDC-10 tanker/transports.
Both of these assets operate from the nearby

Eindhoven air base. The center is also expected
to become the training base for the NATO Airbus
A330 MRTT tanker/transports that are scheduled to enter service in 2020.
As well as the simulators, which were previously at the CAE civil training facility near
Amsterdam, the training center has an offboard instructor operating system for the
C-130, two brief/debrief facilities, a computer-based academic training system and
two database modeling stations. The academic system includes the ability to train
on laptops and tablets.
Both aircraft types have unique flight
decks, with the C-130s having been
upgraded by Marshalls. Test pilots from
that company have used the simulator,
and it has also been used by the Royal
New Zealand Air Force as its own C-130s
The Air Mobility Training
have a generally similar flight deck layout.
Centre at Gilze-Rijen has
As well as training flight crew, the simusimulators for the KDC-10
lators are also by engineers to conduct
(illustrated) and C-130H.
engine run training.—D.D.
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A CAE instructor
conducts a walk-around
lesson on a U.S. Air
Force MQ-9 Reaper.

of training in the simulator any more,”
remarked Colabatistto.
To maximize the value of new simulator
systems, CAE can devise “roll-on, roll-off”
flight decks that allow different cockpits
to be plugged in and out of a “mother
ship” simulator. This concept is already
fielded at the company’s initial-entry fixedwing training program for the U.S. Army
at Dothan, Alabama, where CAE provides live training on Grob G120TP and
Beechcraft C-12 aircraft, alongside a full
integrated suite of training devices.
Matching the versatility of the systems
is the increasing use of adaptive business
models that match user requirements,
from full GO-GO (government-owned,
government-operated) programs to those
that are CO-CO (contractor-owned, contractor-operated) systems. As part of this,
increasing contractorization is a major
trend. “We’re seeing it everywhere,” said
Colabatistto, “with CAE taking on more
of the role of instructor.” This is of particular benefit to large air arms, such as the
U.S. Air Force, which struggles to provide
sufficient numbers of instructors due to
the pressing needs of the front-line forces.
Nowhere is this better illustrated than in
the huge Predator/Reaper remotely piloted
aircraft (RPA) community. CAE has the
training contract and currently trains 1,500
vehicle and sensor operators at four sites.
RPA training is a growing part of the
company’s portfolio, currently generating around $100m each year. A mission simulator is being delivered to the
Italian air force this summer, and the
company has been awarded a contract
to provide a Predator training center to
the UAE Air Force. As the training systems partner of General Atomics, CAE
is also well placed for opportunities in
the UK (Protector/Certifiable Predator
B) and other potential RPA customers
such as Canada.
o
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An F-22 prepares to take off from Al Dhafra airbase in the UAE on yet another
combat sortie into Syrian airspace as part of Operation Inherent Resolve.

Inherent Resolve Ops
exacting a heavy toll
“Air power is politically cheap
but financially costly, and we have
become addicted to it,” a senior
European air force commander
told The Fighter Conference
in London last November. The
numbers are indeed mind-boggling. According to Lt. Gen.
Jeffrey Harrigian, air forces
commander for U.S. Central
Command (Centcom), in one
recent month, coalition forces in
the Middle East flew more than

580 kinetic sorties; employed
4,800 weapons; flew 1,800 airlift sorties; and conducted 1,300
refueling sorties. The average
daily cost of operations against
the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria (ISIS) is $13.1 million.
The coalition remains limited. Unlike the intervention in
Afghanistan from 2001 to 2014,
these are not NATO operations.
Only 12 countries have participated in airstrikes. The U.S.

Operation Inherent Resolve by the Numbers
Between the start of missions in August 2014 and the end of May:

8,758

U.S. airstrikes over Iraq

4,048

Coalition airstrikes over Iraq

8,659

U.S. airstrikes over Syria

412

Coalition airstrikes over Syria

154,250+

Total missions

$12.8 billion

Total cost

is flying two-thirds of the airstrikes in Operation Inherent
Resolve (OIR) over Iraq and
Syria, and all of the renewed
missions over Afghanistan.
France and the UK are
the greatest coalition contributors. France has deployed
Mirages and Rafales to land
bases, and the aircraft carrier
Charles De Gaulle three times.
The UK has six Typhoons and
eight Tornados operating out
of its Akrotiri base in Cyprus.
The other airpower providers
have been Australia, Bahrain,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Jordan, The Netherlands, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey and the UAE.
Germany, Italy and Poland are
flying warplanes (Tornados,
AMXs and F-16s) but for reconnaissance only. Within the past

U.S. Army CH-47s and UH-60s are deployed to
Afghanistan as Task Force Flying Dragons.

year, U.S. forces have also flown
missions over Libya, Somalia
and Yemen.
What has been achieved?
ISIS has been pushed back from
most territory in Iraq, at the
cost of tremendous destruction
to cities and infrastructure. The

Vignettes from a Relentless Air War
Describing an attack by an F-15E on an ISIL fighting
position near Mosul last October, Gen. Hawk Carlisle,
then-head of USAF Air Combat Command, said the
level of precision now deployed is to get the weapon
through one particular window of a building, not just
onto a GPS co-ordinate.
The worst loss of civilian life in a coalition airstrike
occurred on March 17 in west Mosul. A large building
was destroyed, killing more than 100. After an investigation, the USAF concluded that the cause was the detonation of secondary explosives that ISIS had placed in

Another ISIL-held building near Mosul
is destroyed during an airstrike.

the building, in which the civilians had sought shelter
on the lower floors. Only a single JDAM was dropped,
aimed at ISIS snipers firing from the upper floors of the
building. The JDAM alone would have only resulted in
“localized damage to the roof and second floor,” the
investigating officer reported.
On September 14, 2016, a single U.S. airstrike hit 50
Joint Designated Points of Impact (JDPIs) within a compound that ISIS was using to build chemical weapons.
A laser-guided Brimstone fired from an RAF Tornado into the window of a terrorist vehicle killed the
driver, but his passenger survived.
Russia disseminated misinformation about the
Red Crescent convoy that was bombed near Urem Alkubrah in Syria last September. Three months later, a
United Nations report concluded that the convoy could
only have been hit by a Russian or Syrian airstrike.
USAF B-52s deployed to OIR in April last year,
taking over from B-1s. When they were first built,
no one predicted that either of these strategic
bombers would have been employed on close air
support missions. The USAF insists that they are
effective—but at what cost?
An attack last month by U.S. aircraft on a Syrian
Army convoy that was heading towards a coalition
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by Chris Pocock

U.S. CENTCOM

USAF PHOTO BY SENIOR AIRMAN TYLER WOODWARD

The U.S. commander in
Afghanistan with a F-16
and its pilot at Bagram
airbase. The pylon
houses a JDAM bomb.

special forces base was only the second on President Assad’s forces in the entire conflict to date.
The first was the high-profile strike on Shayrat airbase near Homs by 59 Tomahawk cruise missiles in
April, launched from two U.S. warships in the Mediterranean. That strike was in direct retaliation for the
chemical weapons attack on rebel forces by the Syrian Air Force from Shayrat.
Rebel forces in Syria have repeatedly claimed
that they have been attacked by cluster bombs
and incendiary weapons. Moscow has denied
using them, but it has been difficult for independent observers to distinguish between airstrikes
mounted by Syrian and Russian aircraft. Syria is
believed to have some 100 operational aircraft left.
After the Tomahawk attack, it moved some of them
for protection to the airbase on the coast at Latakia,
where Russia has based its aircraft.
The scale of Russian air support of the Assad
regime is not widely appreciated. By January of this
year, Russia had flown more combat air sorties over
Syria than Operation Inherent Resolve (OIR) had
flown over Syria and Iraq combined. Russian airstrikes were largely responsible for the retaking of
Aleppo by the Assad regime’s forces.—C.P.

months-long battle to regain
Mosul continues. Syria remains
host to a complicated array of
factions and competing international sponsors, notably Iran,
Russia and Turkey. Unspeakable
atrocities by ISIS and Syrian
forces take place there, including
the deliberate targeting of medical facilities.
Libya and Somalia remain
unstable, and a humanitarian
crisis is raging in Yemen, where
the U.S. has supported controversial airstrikes by Saudi
Arabia and the UAE.
“On a daily basis, we go to extraordinary lengths to mitigate
collateral damage and civilian
casualties,” said Harrigian in his
media briefing last month. Almost every airstrike by the coalition uses precision weapons, and
their makers are enjoying an unprecedented bonanza of restocking orders. In the Pentagon’s recently-released budget request
for Fiscal Year 2018, no fewer than 12,822 Boeing JDAMs,
5,039 Boeing/Raytheon SDBs and 1,397 Boeing/Lockheed
Martin Hellfires will be funded.
Harrigian admitted that precision was imperative in the
dense urban terrain of Mosul
and Raqqa. “ISIS has become
so desperate that they have
baited us to strike targets that
Continued on page 32 u
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Inherent Resolve
heavy toll

A substantial contribution to the airstrikes over Syria and Iraq comes from F/A-18 Super Hornets operating from U.S. aircraft
carriers. VFA-37 squadron operates from the USS George H.W. Bush

Two USAF F-15E Eagles drop flares over Iraq.

The U.S. has been trying to
rebuild the Iraq and Afghan air
forces, as well as their ground
forces. Harrigian claimed that
the Iraqi air force “has made
tremendous progress.” Eighteen
of the 36 new F-16s that are
being supplied to Iraq are now
in-country, plus six new C-130J
airlifters, and King Air sand
RC-208 Caravans for ISR.
Harrigian was also upbeat about
the Afghanistan air force’s ability to support that country’s
ground troops with the A-29
Super Tucanos and MD-530
helicopters that the U.S. has
recently supplied
Where will this all end? In
Afghanistan, Harrigian said
that the airstrikes of U.S.
Operation Resolute Support
A French Rafale takes on fuel from
a USAF KC-10 during a combat
mission over Iraq.
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East Greets West

But the air defense situation
over western Syria was significantly
complicated
by
the arrival of the Russians,
with their S-300/S-400 air
defense systems. Since then,
the USAF’s F-22 stealth fighters are the only warplanes that
have been tasked to attack targets west of Palmyra. And mission planners have tasked them
with caution: they have been
dropping SDBs from outside
the inner threat rings of these
air defense systems, “slinging” them towards their targets
from 30-40 miles distance with
imparted supersonic energy.

capabilities…their cash, their
command and control. No
other platform is quite as good
at doing this,” he said.
The UK is providing one-third
of the airborne ISR missions. This
includes an RC-135 Airseeker for
SIGINT and a Sentinel (ASTOR)
for radar imagery. It also includes
the RAPTOR imaging sensor on
the RAF Tornado, which flew
its 10,000th sortie for the service over Syria/Iraq last year,
providing coverage of no fewer
than 20 points of interest (POIs)
on that single flight.
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RAF Tornado crew members (above) walk
to their aircraft at Akrotiri airbase, Cyprus
to fly another mission over Iraq or Syria.
U.S. Army MQ-1C Gray Eagles, below,
equipped with Hellfire missiles, have
deployed to Al Asad airbase in Iraq.

This “denies the enemy a targeting solution,” said one senior
American airman.
In addition to the Reaper
UAVs, a full panoply of ISR
assets are engaged. Much higher
up, U.S. Global Hawk UAVs
and U-2s also provide roundthe-clock imagery coverage. A
rare insight into the U-2’s additional SIGINT capability was
provided by USAF ISR chief
Gen. Bob Otto last year. “This
airplane has incredible sensors
that both look and listen. We’re
trying to target ISIS’s long-term
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will purposefully cause civilian casualties,” he said. “Our
eyes and ears in the sky and
on the ground keep the coalition abreast of ISIS’s increasingly desperate tactics, allowing
us to refine our targeting process
so we avoid hurting those we’re
trying to liberate,” Harrigian
maintained.
Centcom air mission planners make a distinction between
“dynamic” strikes that arise at
short notice, and “deliberate”
strikes that are pre-planned.
The latter are more important “because of the tremendous impact they have had on
the enemy’s fighting capacity,”
he said. For example, he noted
that coalition airstrikes and
ground operations have struck
approximately 2,600 ISIS-held
gas and oil targets, including
more than 1,500 tanker trucks.
Left unsaid was the fact that
such strikes must significantly
degrade Iraq’s ability to reconstitute a viable economy, when
it eventually regains control of
the whole of its territory.
Despite the enormous number
of missions, only one combat loss
has been reported—a Jordanian
F-16. ISIS fighters do fire antiaircraft guns that they have
captured, posing a threat to lowflying aircraft. Still, OIR takes
place over largely uncontested
airspace. This has allowed U.S.
and British MQ-9 Reaper UAVs
to loiter overhead many potential targets at or above 10,000
feet, or do “overwatch” on Iraqi
convoys. The U.S. MQ-1/9 fleet
flew 351,000 hours last year. It
has been responsible for most
of the targeted killings of ISIS
leaders and weapons specialists.
MQ-9s can now fire JDAMs
as well as Hellfire missiles and
Paveway LGBs.

UK MOD CROWN

uContinued from page 30
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had helped that country’s troops
reduce the number of ISIS fighters and the territory they control
by two-thirds. But he said nothing about the Taliban, which
controls one-third of the country, according to most independent reports.
The U.S. administration is
reportedly considering a relaxation of the rules of engagement, so that the Taliban may
be engaged more frequently by
U.S. forces. And, contrary to
all his pre-election statements,
President Trump is considering adding many more U.S.
ground troops in Afghanistan,
Iraq and Syria. The total is
already acknowledged to be
over 15,000—and that’s before
counting the increasingly frequent deployment of unacknowledged special forces and
marines. Some of the latter
have also been on the ground in
Yemen, supported by AC-130s
and MQ-9s.
Early in 2015, then-Centcom
commander Lt. Gen. James
Terry suggested “the strategic advantage and tremendous
strength of the coalition” would
defeat ISIS in about three years.
But what does “defeat” mean?
A more realistic assessment
was provided last December by
UK Chief of the Defense Staff
AVM Stuart Peach. “ISIL is
losing territory, but they have
global reach. They are hiding
in migrant flows. They will continue to pose a sub-state threat,”
he predicted.
o

MULTINATIONAL
MILITARY
TRANSPORT

DAVID McINTOSH

Antonov’s An-132D, which will
be participating in the flying displays here at Le Bourget, is a
refined version of the An-32 military transport under joint development by Saudi Arabia and
Ukraine. It’s powered by twin
Pratt & Whitney Canada PW150
turboprop engines and sixbladed Dowty R408 propellers.
The prototype was rolled out in
Kiev last December and first flew
in March; deliveries are scheduled to begin in 2018.

by Chris Pocock
Airbus is flying three airliners here, but a fourth that might
have been on display remains on
the ground at Toulouse. That is
the A330neo, whose Trent 7000
engines have only just been dispatched by Rolls-Royce from
its Derby, UK factory, many
months late. Meanwhile, show
visitors will see the A321neo
and A350-1000 making airborne
debuts. Both types are in the certification flight testing phase.
The “flagship” A380 will also be
shown, both flying and static.
The delayed first flight of
the A330neo is now scheduled
for the end of the summer, Didier Evrard, head of programs
for Airbus Commercial Aircraft,
told journalists at a media briefing in Toulouse on June 9. Two
prototypes are fully assembled,
but won’t have their powerplants
fitted until Safran—also at Toulouse—fits nacelles to the Trent
7000s. “Rolls-Royce is a bit late,
but their bench-test results are
good,” added Fabrice Bregier,
president of Airbus Commercial Aircraft. Airbus now plans
to make the first A330neo delivery from Toulouse in mid-2018.
Supply chain problems in the
A350 program are now under
control, although some quality issues remain, according to
Bregier. There are now 86 A350900s in service with 12 operators, and operational reliability
has been excellent, he claimed.

“We will reach our target of 99
percent by the end of 2017—the
fastest time to achieve that standard of any widebody. We are
on course to achieve a production rate of 10 per month by the
end of 2018,” he added.
A380 Production Slows

The A350-1000 flying here is one
of three prototypes now flying.
They are close to achieving the
planned 1,000 flight test hours.
Those hours have included a
cold-weather test campaign in
Canada, followed by high-altitude airfield performance tests in
Bolivia. Last month, 300 Airbus
employees flew as passengers on
a long-range test flight that was
cabin-crewed by Virgin Atlantic.
Evrard said that the overall performance of the A350-1000 is as
expected. Bregier said that certification would be achieved by
late summer, and first delivery at
the end of the year.
But there is only one customer—Asiana—for the smaller
A350-800. Evrard told AIN that
Airbus was discussing alternative options with the carrier,
which has ordered eight. As
for the projected larger version,
dubbed the A350-1100, Evrard
said it was “a possibility but not
a priority.”
Airbus delivered 28 A380s
last year, but continues to reduce
the production rate of its largest airliner towards just one per

month next year. The company
believes that this will economically sustain availability until
demand for the A380 picks up,
early in the next decade. That
will happen because traffic continues to grow at a rate that will
impact landing and takeoff slots
at an increasing number of airports, Evrard said. “There are
limits to the point-to-point
approach,” he said, adding that
according to Airbus calculations, a carrier can profitably
operate the A380 even if with
only a small fleet.
Bregier said that there was
“no business case” for an
A380neo
, but added that fitting winglets was “a good possibility.” He said that the company is now concentrating on
promoting cabin innovations
for the A380 that will o
ffer
up to 80 more seats, and thus
achieve “very competitive” seatmile costs. The gains in capacity come from relocating and redesigning the forward stair (up

to 20 seats); adding an aft-galley stair module (14 seats); going to an 11-abreast configuration in economy (23 seats) and
nine-abreast in premium economy (11 seats); and removing
the sidewall stowage on the upper deck (six seats). Airbus will
be explaining the various new
A380 configurations to potential customers in its pavilion at
the end of Chalet Row A here.
Popular Narrowbodies

Airbus has a huge, 5,500strong backlog for the A320
family (including more than
5,000 Neos). New aircraft ordered today cannot be delivered
before 2021, Bregier said. The
current production rate is 50 per
month. Airbus plans to increase
this to a record 60 per month by
mid-2019. The fourth final assembly line (in Hamburg) will
start soon (the others are in Mobile, Tianjin and Toulouse). According to Evrard, Airbus has
made “a huge transformation”

in production processes for its
narrowbody airliners.
But although 116 A320/
A321neos have now been delivered to 25 operators, there have
been problems with their newtechnology engines from alternative suppliers Pratt & Whitney
and CFM International. But
P&W is solving its PW1000G
development issues, and CFM
is catching up on LEAP-1A production delays, according to
Bregier. When asked about the
recent inflight shut-down incident in India, Evrard said the
cause was understood, could be
fixed, and there were “no certification issues.” The A321neo flying here is fitted with the CFM
powerplants.
Virtual reality is the big theme
of the Airbus pavilion here, this
time (Static Display C4). The
company promises to “convey
an improved experience” of its
products by using the latest digital immersive and interactive
display technologies. 
o

S. RAMAADIER

Despite A330neo delay,
Airbus debuts two types

As A350-1000 flight testing nears its completion, Airbus says the program remains on-track for first deliveries later in 2017. With
Rolls-Royce Trent XWB engines and six-wheel main landing gear bogies, the -1000 is much more than just a stretched A350-900.
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The Gripen E prototype flies over
Östergötland during its 40-minute maiden
flight. Among the visible changes that
distinguish the new-generation fighter
from the current Gripen C production
model is the additional cooling air intake
at the base of the fin. Other distinctive
changes are the bulged wingroots
to accommodate the relocated main
landing gear, single-wheel nose unit, and
enlarged wingtip missile-launch fairings
that house elements of the directed
electronic warfare system.

development process to fine-tune
the aircraft that will be delivered
to operational squadrons. TU
JAS is also helping to define the
roadmap for further Gripen E
development, with MS23 already
in the project definition stage.
Twin-track Approach

New-generation Gripen E prototype
leads the way to adaptive systems
by David Donald
On Thursday last week Saab conducted the maiden flight of its
new-generation Gripen E. Test
pilot Marcus Wandt lifted off
from the Saab plant at Linköping
at 10:32 local time for a 40-minute flight during which handling
was assessed. Wandt initially kept
the undercarriage down while
a simulated approach and goaround was conducted, before
the gear was raised and the aircraft’s handling assessed in combat mode.
Thursday’s flight followed earlier high-speed taxi trials during
which speeds of over 100 knots
were achieved. Wandt reported that
during the trip the flight control
system performed “as expected”.
Under the initial flight test
schedule the Gripen E was
intended to make its first flight by
the end of last year. Saab (Chalet
379) has stressed that the sixmonth delay in flying the prototype was not due to any technical
difficulties. Instead, the company
decided to revise its test plan and
delay the beginning of flight trials until the aircraft’s innovative avionics architecture had
been fully qualified. Employing
a concept known as DIMA (distributed integrated modular avionics), the Gripen E’s avionics
segregate flight-critical functions
from non-critical applications.
Clearing the architecture
before flight should speed the
test program as new functionality can be added and tested without having to be re-qualified as

successive iterations of the basic
architecture are introduced.
Based on RTCA 1788/C civilian standards, the DIMA avionics architecture allows developers
to concentrate on software functions without having to take into
account how they might affect
the aircraft’s systems–in much
the same way as app developers can plug in functionality to
smartphones. Not only does this
speed the pace of initial development, but in the future it will
permit the rapid insertion of
new technology and functionality without the need to re-qualify
flight-critical systems every time.
Gripen Evolution

Throughout its life the Gripen
system has been updated through
a series of iterative upgrades as
part of the MS (material system)

program. The first Gripen E
(aircraft 39-8) is intended for
air vehicle and structural tests,
and is flying with a version
of the current Gripen C/D’s
MS20 software, along with test
instrumentation in the cockpit. For now, many of the aircraft’s intended mission systems
are being tested in the Gripen
Demo technology demonstrator
(aircraft 39-7), but the two subsequent trials aircraft (39-9 and
39-10) will take on system development work.
First deliveries of production
aircraft are due in 2019. Initial
aircraft for Sweden will have the
MS21 software load that provides a basic air-to-air fighter
capability, but by the end of 2023
the first true multi-role squadron
with the full-specification MS22
software is scheduled to become

The latest MS20 version of the Gripen C carries
Meteor missiles and Small Diameter Bombs.
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operational. The Swedish air
force plans to have all six of its
fighter squadrons operating 60
Gripen Es with MS22 by 2026.
There are still many decisions
to take as to what the Swedish
Gripen E will look like, particularly with regard to the cockpit. One agency that is playing
a major part is the air force’s
TU JAS (Gripen OT&E–operational test and evaluation) unit
at Malmen air base, which represents the end-user in discussions
with government and industry.
Working with Saab and the
FMV, the TU JAS unit has not
only provided input to the test
and development programs, but
is also planning the training syllabus and how the aircraft will
be brought into service. Tactical
concepts such as the use of austere war bases is being studied, and also how to employ the
Gripen C and Gripen E together
tactically. The unit’s pilots have
already spent time flying the
Gripen E test rig as part of an
ongoing operational evaluation program, with all this experience being fed back into the

While the focus of attention is
naturally on the Gripen E/F, Saab
continues to promote the current Gripen C/D and is, in effect,
offering a two-product fighter
range. Last year the MS20 standard became operational with the
Swedish air force’s C/Ds, bringing with it the capability to launch
the MBDA Meteor long-range
air-to-air missile, which is now
being employed in exercises. The
extra capabilities of the weapon
have required the development
of new tactics by TU JAS. Both
the Czech Republic and Hungary
have signed up for the MS20
update for their Gripen C/Ds.
As well as the improvements
introduced by MS20, Saab continues to explore further developments for both the C/D and E/F
in terms of weapon, sensor and
self-protection options. Earlier
this year the company received
a contract to begin the development of a new generation of its
RBS 15 anti-ship missile to enter
service in the mid-2020s on the
Gripen E. The new version will
offer a much longer range than
the current weapon, and many
other enhancements.
While the Gripen E/F is seen
as satisfying the requirements
of air arms who are looking for
high-performance aircraft to perform advanced mission types,
the Gripen C/D is aimed more
at small air forces that require
modern multi-role fighters yet
face considerable budgetary constraints. The C/D’s low acquisition and operating costs are seen
as strong discriminators in this
market segment, in which newbuild aircraft face competition
from cheap-to-acquire secondhand aircraft.
Furthermore, Saab is highlighting the rapidity with which
new Gripen C/Ds can be delivered, promising an 18-month
turnaround from contract signature to delivery. To help
meet that promise and give the

company some competitive edge,
Saab has initiated some long-lead
items for future C/D production.
While this falls far short of building “white-tail” aircraft, the company has “started essential work
to shorten delivery times” for
these models.
Market Outlook

Such investment may be well
placed, for it is new-build C/Ds
that represent the best shortterm opportunities for Gripen
sales, notably in three countries.
Slovakia has a pressing need to
replace its Russian MiG-29s and
has been talking to Saab since
2015, with a new request being
issued last fall. Saab has proposed
a full package including the training of pilots and technicians, and
highlights NATO interoperability
and the good experience of the
Gripen with Slovakia’s neighbor,
the Czech Republic. Gripen C/D
is competing in Slovakia with
ex-Portuguese Lockheed Martin
F-16s and surplus Tranche 1
Eurofighter Typhoons.
If Gripen is selected in
Slovakia it will strengthen the aircraft’s presence in central Europe,
and increases the possibility of
the establishment of a maintenance facility in the region.
One nation that could benefit is
Bulgaria, which is also urgently
seeking a MiG-29 replacement.
An RFP (request for proposals)
was issued in December last year,
to which Saab responded with a
full Gripen C/D package. The
Bulgarian air force announced
in April that Gripen was its preferred choice.

Saab recently successfully flew a Gripen D powered entirely by
CHCJ-5 biofuel as part of studies into alternative fuel sources.

for the wide screen or employ a cockpit similar
to that found in the Gripen C/D, with three large
color multifunction displays.
To meet the specified delivery schedule,
assembly of the first Gripens for Brazil will be conducted in Sweden, but this activity will then transfer to Gavião Peixoto so that more than 20 of the
36 aircraft will be assembled in-country. Indeed,
the first production aircraft from the Linköping
line is for Brazil. Scheduled to enter final assembly later this year, and to fly in 2019, it will remain
in Sweden on test duties for some months.

A third near-term strong prospect is Botswana, where discussions are ongoing following a
response from the Swedish government to an RFP issued in
December. In Botswana the
Gripen is competing against the
KAI FA-50 for an aircraft to
replace ageing Northrop F-5s.
If selected, Saab would provide
training plus initial logistics support and maintenance for the
African country’s air force.
For the Gripen E/F there
are two major opportunities in
Europe. Sweden’s neighbor and
increasingly close defense ally
Finland has a requirement for
between 48 and 60 aircraft to
replace its Boeing F-18 Hornet
fleet. The program is at the RFI
(request for information) stage
and the Gripen E is seen as ideal
for the kind of advanced missions that the Finnish air force
is seeking to undertake. The
synergies of operating the same
type of aircraft as Sweden in an
increasingly integrated defense
network are also part of the
Gripen E’s attraction.
Belgium is at the RFP stage
for 30 to 40 aircraft and the
Gripen E is being bid against
Super Hornet, Rafale, Typhoon
and the Lockheed Martin F-35.
Switzerland is another prospect:
while the Gripen was previously
selected by the Swiss air force—
before a public referendum
rejected the proposed purchase
of new fighters—the requirement still remains and is growing more urgent. It is probably
only a matter of time before the
Swiss air force embarks on a new

The Gavião Peixoto facility will also undertake flight test activities in a center that mirrors that at Linköping. Plans for a Brazilian test
program of between 500 and 900 flights are
already being put together, with flying scheduled to begin in Brazil in 2020.
Reporting on the program, Brigadier General
Bonotto, president of Brazil’s procurement agency
COPAC, noted: “We are on schedule. Although
we have had a financial crisis in Brazil, Gripen is
our priority. For 20 years we have been waiting
for a new fighter, and now we are really close.”

procurement program, and one
that is likely to encompass more
than the 22 aircraft of the previous failed acquisition.
Arguably the most exciting
prospect for the Gripen, however, lies in India, which is seeking a MiG-21 replacement that
can be built in the country. The
defense ministry has specified
a single-engined design, which
effectively leaves the Gripen pitted against the F-16. In support
of its bid Saab has highlighted
the success of technology transfer associated with the Brazilian
Gripen program, as well as intimating the part India could play
in further development, such

Brazil has stated a requirement for more
aircraft following the initial batch of 36, with
a number of around 100 having been mentioned. “We have a number in mind, but after
we have seen the capabilities of the aircraft
that number may change,” said Bonotto,
referring to the considerable jump in capability between Gripen E/F and the aircraft it is to
replace. “It’s difficult [to assess] with old aircraft like the F-5 and AMX whether we swap
them one-for-one. That’s why we don’t have
the answer now.”
—D.D.

as that of Saab’s own gallium
nitride AESA fighter radar.
Elsewhere in the world Saab
is watching events in Canada
closely, where the Trudeau government has signaled an intention to buy the Boeing Super
Hornet as an interim fighter
while delaying a definitive decision on what should replace its
legacy Hornet fleet. However,
the Super Hornet buy has not yet
been contracted and has recently
come under close scrutiny. For
Saab an interim buy could be
seen as playing into the hands
of the Gripen E/F, as a delayed
decision could suit the delivery
timescale better.

Other prospects for Gripen
include Colombia, which is
looking to replace its IAI Kfirs;
Malaysia, which has been evaluating Gripen, Typhoon, Rafale
and Super Hornet for some
years; and the Philippines, which
has a requirement for a multirole fighter. Indonesia also has a
requirement for an F-5 replacement, for which Typhoon, Gripen
and F-16 are bidding as an alternative to the Sukhoi Su-35. Saab has
suggested that it could install an
assembly line at PTDI’s Bandung
facility as part of its proposal,
which could also include AEW
aircraft in a package similar to
that delivered to Thailand.  o

THE BIRD IS
THE WORD
Taking the concept
of nose art to a
new level, Embraer
brought its E195
E2 prototype to
the 2017 edition
of the International
Paris Air Show. The
latest variant of the
company’s popular E-series airliners took its maiden
flight in March,
ahead of schedule.
DAVID McINTOSH

Brazil has ordered 36 Gripen E/Fs and its aerospace industry is playing a key role in the newgeneration aircraft. Embraer is leading the
Brazilian consortium and major components of
the aircraft such as front and rear fuselage sections, wing box, tailcone and airbrake are to be
built at the Saab Aeronautica Montagens (SAM)
facility at São Bernardo do Campo. A final
assembly center is being completed at Gavião
Peixoto, where the GDDN (Gripen Design and
Development Network) was inaugurated last
November. Other Brazilian companies involved
include AEL Sistemas, Akaer, Atech, Atmos,
DCTA and Inbra Aerospace.
Development activities being conducted in
Brazil are centered around the Gripen F twoseater, for which a joint Saab-Embraer team
has been formed at the GDDN. Brazil is also
responsible for the proposed Gripen Maritime
carrier-capable version, for which a feasibility
study is part of the technology offset program.
Much of the cockpit development is being
carried out in Brazil, with Elbit subsidiary AEL
Sistemas leading the effort. Brazil has specified
a cockpit layout with a single wide screen, and
a version of the Elbit Targo helmet-mounted
display. Sweden has yet to decide if it will go
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Boeing makes case for
new mid-size airplanes
by Gregory Polek
Boeing’s proposed two-member
new midsize airplane (NMA)
family will do for the 220- to
270-seat market what the 787
Dreamliner line did for the segment it occupies—namely, open
city pairs that would have proven
unprofitable with a larger airplane or operationally infeasible
with a smaller one, according to
Boeing Commercial Airplanes
vice president and general manager of airplane development
Mike Delaney. Speaking with
reporters during a pre-Paris
Airshow briefing in Seattle,
Delaney noted that airlines have
managed to open 140 new city
pairs with the Dreamliner family because they offer seat costs
comparable with a 777 but at a
much lower trip cost.
“We’re going to put an airplane in that space that has
the economics that nobody
can touch, and what it will do
is open up the city pairs and
the economics that nobody
else can. That’s the part that

Mike Delaney, Boeing Commercial
Airplanes’ v-p and general manager of
airplane development, briefs reporters.

[Airbus executives] don’t tell you
about,” said Delaney. “The key
to the NMA is we’re going to
do exactly in that market what
we did with the 787…The traffic we predict will grow by about
30 percent based on the ability
to open up city pairs that don’t

exist today. That’s the value
proposition. That’s why all the
airlines are all excited. They
don’t see a replacement of the
757. They see the future.”
For Boeing, the future of the
4,500- to 5,000-nautical-milerange NMA starts with introduction some time around the
middle of the next decade, as
infrastructure, capacity and frequency constraints stand to
become far more pronounced
than the limitations with which
airlines must cope today.
“There will be a growing need
for an airplane in that category,”
opined Air Lease executive chairman Steven Udvar-Hazy during
this past spring’s International
Society of Transport Aircraft
Trading (ISTAT) conference
in San Diego. “It’s not magnified today, but if you look at the
lifecycle of the airplane, it is significant. Don’t forget the 737 is
fifty years old this year.”
Most of the 57 airlines with
which Boeing has consulted on
its concept for an NMA have
expressed a desire for better
cabin comfort and lower turn
times at airports, clearly suggesting a preference for twinaisle design. Delaney explained
that designers cannot plausibly
stretch an airplane designed to

carry as many as 270 seats in a
dual-class configuration beyond
the length of a 757. “If you
stretch a single-aisle NMA, it’s
about 18 to 25 feet longer than
a 757,” he estimated. “I’m not
exactly sure that’s optically an
airplane you want to be on. I
certainly wouldn’t want to be in
row 65E waiting to get off.”
Engine Considerations

Speaking at ISTAT alongside
Udvar-Hazy, AerCap Holdings
CEO Angus Kelly noted that
engine developments have not
reached the stage at which such
an airplane would appeal to
a global customer base, however. “The key part of this is the
engine technology,” said Kelly.
“If you’re going to be searching for that window between the
A321 market and the 787 market…you need a bigger engine;
you need a more efficient engine.
It’s not there yet.”
As always, cost will prove a
key consideration, and Kelly
argued that to keep costs down
one might want a lower-thrust
engine that might not necessarily
offer the required performance.
“If you have a 40,000-poundthrust engine, that might be
good for some of your customer base, but is it good for

AIRSTAR DEPLOYS EAGLE OWL OVER LE BOURGET SHOW
French balloon specialist Airstar Aerospace is making its first appearance at the Paris Air Show this week, both within the SAFE Cluster pavilion (PACA region—Provence, Alps, Côte d’Azur; Hall 4 Stand B78) and
by deploying one of its Eagle Owl ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance) tethered balloons over the show site.
“The Eagle Owl is set to be a highlight at this year’s show for both visitors and industry professionals,” said the company. “Due to its military
confidentiality, is has rarely ever been shown to the public. And it will be
presented at Le Bourget in a previously unreleased version.”
Meanwhile the company said it plans to “announce the signing of a
major partnership with a world leading in the aerospace industry” at the
air show.
Airstar designs and manufactures stratospheric balloons, tethered balloons and airships, and thermal insulation for satellites—and the Eagle
Owl is equipped with sensors and optical devices for day and night surveillance, including target zoom, tracking and GPS coordinate pointing.

In addition, today at 3.30 p.m. the company’s managing director,
Romain Chabert, will be making a presentation about his company at the
Paris Air Lab, in the Concorde Hall of the Air & Space Museum.
“The fact that Airstar Aerospace is now exhibiting and the Paris Air
Show is a strong message sent to the aerospace and aeronautical industries. People will find in Airstar Aerospace is a unique partner, a manufacturer of complex woven fabrics and highly technical tailored films
dedicated to the defense, research, telecoms and transport industries.
The company’s solutions help to secure areas (control of borders and
strategic sites, fight against terrorism and drug trafficking); they help to
connect people (5G diffusion); to analyze (environmental surveillance);
and they contribute to heavy load transportation.
Airstar Aerospace will also be represented at the show via a number of exhibiting partners, including Thales Alenia Space—for which
Airstar is providing the Stratobus drone/satellite hybrid balloon’s fullyequipped envelope.
—I.S.

From stratospheric research platforms, left, to its multi-role Eagle Owl tethered ISR (intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance) balloon, Airstar Aerospace partners
with defense, research, telecom and transportation clients. The Eagle Owl platform features a 50 kg payload and is making its first appearance here at the Paris Air Show.
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all of them?” Kelly asked rhetorically. “And if its 45,000
pounds of thrust, it’s going to
be a more expensive airplane,
and that’s the challenge they
have to get right.”
From Delaney’s perspective, the biggest challenge lies
with integrating the engine with
the airplane, regardless of
thrust requirements.
Delaney called the NMA a
transformational program for
the company, but not one that
can’t work from a cost perspective. “People don’t understand
the payback we got from the 787
and how much we harvested in
the 777X,” he stressed.
Among all of the required
suppliers for the NMA, Boeing
has spoken to only the three big
engine companies, said Delaney.
“The very specific reason is
because the engine-airframe
is so highly integrated,” he said.
“We go through a series of iterative processes with them and
what we tell them is designed
to push the boundaries of
the airplane.
“The engine companies are
responding very well; we’re
very pleased with the technical
interaction with all three companies [and] how they are going
to try to optimize,” he added.
“What they try to guess and
what they can’t [know], which
is the secret sauce of the whole
thing and one of the most
guarded secrets in the Boeing
company, is how to integrate
an engine into an airplane…
It’s all about installation effects
and that’s the keys to the kingdom and that’s what we work
with them on now.” 
o

AT THE STATIC
Austrian company Airborne
Technologies (Static A6) has
been integrating various systems onto large helicopters.
For instance, it upgraded an
Airbus EC145 used for search
and rescue by Kazakhstan,
with a new tactical workstation and a video stabilizing
unit. The helicopter provides
ECS downlink, tactical radio
and carbon-fiber brackets for
a Wescam MX-10 gimbal and
a SX16 searchlight. On another
EC145 operated by Norsk
Luftambulanse, Airborne certified a Trakka A800 searchlight.
The mounting assembly on the
outside of the helicopter provides additional room inside
the cabin and protects the
control unit of the searchlight
from harsh weather conditions, Airborne said. The company has also provided several certified systems to equip
EC135 police helicopters.  n
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Diamond Aircraft believes that its new DA62 MPP surveillance aircraft is a
strong value proposition when compared to larger and more costly platforms.

Multi-purpose surveillance platform
builds on Diamond’s DA42 version
by Chris Pocock
Making its airshow debut here,
the Diamond Aircraft DA62
MPP (Multi-Purpose Platform)
provides more cabin volume
than the company’s previous
offering for surveillance missions, the DA42 MPP. The
attraction remains the low-cost

of acquisition and operation
of a twin-engine light aircraft,
boosted now by Diamond’s
recent commitment to offering
turnkey solutions that include
all the necessary communications and exploitation systems,
including ground stations.

The Austrian company says
that the DA62 is suitable for law
enforcement operations, searchand-rescue missions, land and
sea border surveillance, disaster
management, infrastructure and
environmental monitoring, airport landing systems calibration

and more. Markus Fischer,
Diamond’s sales director for special-mission aircraft, said that
the DA62 MPP ”challenges significantly heavier and far more
expensive conventional turboprop aircraft.”
The fuselage accommodates
two pilots plus two operators
and plenty of cabin volume for
mission equipment and gear. A
stronger version of the company’s “Universal Nose” carries
EO/IR turrets up to 20 inches
and 100 kg (220 pounds) weight;
the belly radome can accommodate radars weighing up to 50
kg (110 pounds); and a newlydesigned satcom pod can house
L-, Ku-, or Ka- band antennas.
Turboprop Economy

Diamond supplies the DA62 with all the communications systems, such as radar and satcom, needed for the various missions the
DA62MPP flies. The cabin is designed with the multipurpose role in mind, offering plenty of room for equipment and gear.
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Equipped with the same
twin-turbocharged singlelever Fadec-controlled Austro
Engine AE330 pistons as the
DA42, the DA62 MPP burns
globally available jet fuel and
allows 10-hour nonstop missions with a total fuel consumption of only 7.4 U.S. gallons per
hour at loiter speed. A specialized on-top exhaust system
blends fresh air with engine
exhaust and utilizes the cowling
to provide shielding of exhaust
noise and IR signatures. The
mtow is 5,071 pounds including a full fuel payload of 1,000
pounds (455 kg) for flight crew
and mission equipment.
The DA62 first flew in 2012
and was certified by EASA in
2015 as an up-to-seven seat
tourer. Although it was developed by Diamond Aircraft
Austria, the DA62 will not be
produced in Europe. This is the
result of the sale last December
to a Chinese investor of a 60
percent stake in the financially
troubled Diamond Canada
company. The deal included all
rights to the DA62 (as well as to
Diamond’s DA40 four-passenger single). Production and typedesign responsibility is due to be

transferred to Canada by the end
of this year.
Meanwhile, Diamond (Static
Display B6) has delivered more
than 100 DA42 MPPs to a
variety of commercial operators and governments agencies worldwide. Last November,
it launched a new version for
coastal surveillance named the
Pandion. “The concept is to
provide a full maritime airborne
solution to a fixed price against
illegal fishery and anti-piracy,”
explained Fischer. “Equipped
with a lightweight search radar,
an EO/IR turret, a beyond-lineof-sight commercial satcom system and a mission management
system, the Pandion can easily
operate for up to six hours at a
distance of 150 nautical miles
from the coastline.”
One of Diamond’s key selling points for its MPPs is that
they can be equipped with sensors that have been designed inhouse. They may not be the most
sophisticated available, but the
company believes they are fit for
purpose. For instance Neptun,
the maritime radar for the
Pandion has a maximum range
of 36 nautical miles. It includes
a receiver for the maritime
Automatic Identification System
(AIS), and nautical charts can be
overlaid on the radar data and/or
EO/IR imagery. It therefore provides the onboard mission operators with a good situational
overview of ship traffic.
Diamond has also designed
a satellite communication system named Kopernikus that
provides a permanent connection with decision-makers on
the ground. It can use both
the Inmarsat and Thuraya networks, and allows for working
online, emailing, using VoIP,
transmitting snapshots from the
radar, or streaming live video
from the camera.
The company began offering
ground control stations (GCS)
last year. These range from
handheld to container solutions, depending on the customers’ needs. But they can all
handle live video transmission
from the airborne platform via
different datalinks, and can offer
onward connectivity to higher
headquarters.
“All of the GCS variants are
intended to provide ground operators with 24/7 non-stress operations,” said Nikolaos Mavrikis,
technical manager in the specialmission department at Diamond
Aircraft Industries GmbH.  o
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Boeing steps up delivery plan
for KC-46 Pegasus tanker
by Bill Carey
The engineering and manufacturing
development (EMD) contract the Air
Force awarded Boeing (Chalet 332/335) in
February 2011 called for the manufacturer
to deliver the first 18 of 179 planned tankers, nine sets of WARPs and two spare
engines by August this year. But problems
Boeing encountered in wiring the airliner
derivative, a fuel-system contamination
mishap, and the need for a refueling
boom fix discovered during aerial refueling demonstrations caused the parties to
stretch the flight-test phase and compress
delivery of the first 18 tankers from the
planned 14 months to six months.
While the KC-46 program was meeting cost and performance targets, its

PHOTOS: BILL CAREY

Boeing Defense plans to complete certification flight testing and begin delivering
the first KC-46 Pegasus tanker to the U.S.
Air Force by late this year. After encountering problems during the program’s
developmental phase, the manufacturer
expects to deliver the first 18 tankers on
a compressed schedule by early next year,
initially without their wing aerial refueling pods (WARPs).
“We’re in the tail end of flight-testing
on this aircraft,” KC-46 program manager
Mike Gibbons informed reporters in May
during a media visit to the manufacturer’s facilities at King County International
Airport, popularly known as Boeing
Field, south of Seattle, Washington.

Above: Boeing chief air refueling officer Sean Martin describes the KC-46 air refueler operator station.
Below: The KC-46 EMD 4 tanker is parked at Boeing Field, south of Seattle, during flight-test campaign.
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schedule presented an ongoing risk due
to potential delays Boeing faced in securing design certifications from the Federal
Aviation Administration and completing flight-test points, the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) reported
to the U.S. Congress in March. Earlier
this year, the manufacturer and the Air
Force modified the schedule to allow
Boeing to separately deliver the first 18
aircraft by next February and the WARPs
by October 2018—14 months later than
originally planned.
The KC-46 is designed to carry 212,299
pounds of fuel—more than half of its maximum takeoff weight. It will offload 1,200
gallons of fuel per minute from a rigid, flyby-wire refueling boom derived from the
boom used on the KC-10 Extender. The
tanker’s centerline hose-and-drogue system and wingtip WARPs systems supplied
by Cobham (Hall 2b E156) each offload
fuel at 400 gallons per minute.
Program executives expected the
WARPs would be the last subsystem to
receive design approval from the FAA.
“According to Boeing officials, the company and its WARP supplier had underestimated the level of design drawing details
the Federal Aviation Administration
needed to review to determine that the
parts conformed to the approved design,”
the GAO stated. “According to these officials, the WARP supplier has been negotiating with its various sub-tier suppliers
over the past three years for the necessary design documentation.” Executives
estimated the FAA will approve the pod
design in July.
Boeing faced completing 1,700 test
points per month on average between
February and September, a level more
than double what it had completed in
the preceding 11 months, the GAO said.
Briefing reporters on the program’s status on May 16, Gibbons was confident the
manufacturer will meet the current schedule. The program was 90 percent complete
with the requirements of obtaining an
amended type certificate from the FAA
for the 767-2C baseline freighter with
tanker-system provisions, and 60 percent

complete toward securing a supplemental
type certificate for the full KC-46 tanker.
The Air Force will then certify airworthiness of the military platform.
“The plan this year is just to complete
that certification of the aircraft with the
FAA,” then acquire Air Force certification, Gibbons said. “The FAA is very
committed to this.”
Similarly, Gibbons said Boeing should
complete all required flight-test points
on time. “We don’t expect to have any
changes that would require modifications,
so the increase in test-point completion
will pick up quite significantly,” he said.
“We’ve got the test points all laid out specifically and we expect to complete that
testing this year.”
At the time Boeing was testing six aircraft, including four EMD and two lowrate initial production (LRIP) tankers.
One of the LRIP aircraft was undergoing
electromagnetic effects testing at Edwards
Air Force Base, California.
During a walk-around of the EMD 4
tanker at Boeing Field, KC-46 chief pilot
Ron “Taco” Johnston described some of
the interesting features of the Pegasus;
among them are Honeywell (Chalet 104)
infrared lights mounted on its nose landing gear to support night operations in
total darkness, and pilot director lights
along the bottom of its forward fuselage
to guide receiver pilots at night.
Test pilots are taking advantage of
the automation provided by the tanker’s
Boeing 787 Dreamliner-derived flight deck
by using the autopilot and autothrottle
to control the jet, giving them more time
to monitor tactical communications and
self-protection systems, Johnston said.
The KC-46 is fitted with the Raytheon
(Chalet 294) AN/ALR-69A(V) radar
warning receiver and Northrop Grumman
AN/AAQ-24(V) Large Aircraft Infrared
Countermeasures system.
In a standalone trailer Boeing takes on
the road to conferences, Sean Martin, the
KC-46 program’s chief air refueling officer,
described the tanker’s air refueling operator station, located behind the flight deck.
The station features the Rockwell Collins
(Chalet 313) Remote Vision System, which
makes use of visible and long-wave infrared stereoscopic cameras to support both
day and night aerial refueling. “The boom
flies phenomenally,” Martin reported. “Our
boom from day one has been able to trail out
at Level 1 handling qualities at 25 degrees
roll left and right and up to 20 degrees and
down to 30 degrees with no instability.”
The Air Force in January awarded
Boeing a third LRIP contract, bringing to
34 the number of production tankers the
service had ordered. As of late May, there
were 20 aircraft cycling through production
at Boeing’s Everett, Washington, location.
The plan is to meet the latest delivery schedule, Gibbons said. “The development is behind the original plan, but
what we’ve not slowed down on is production overall,” he argued. “Our production
is still going at the same rate as the original plan. Once development is complete,
we will start delivering (tankers) and in
very short order the U.S. Air Force will
be back to the original plan.”
o
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Poseidon roll-out to U.S. Navy
accelerates with ASW mission
by Bill Carey
P-3C Orion four-engine turboprop to the Poseidon, a Boeing
737-800ERX derivative with reinforced 737-900 wings. Last
month, the press visited Naval
Air Station Whidbey Island in
the Puget Sound north of Seattle, Washington. There, West
Coast squadrons are undergoing
transition training.
From steamy Jacksonville
to chilly Whidbey Island there
was at least one familiar face—
Capt. Andy Miller, officer in
charge of P-8 fleet integration
with Patrol Squadron Thirty
(VP-30), a flight crew training unit, said he accepted the
Navy’s offer to lead the P-3 to
P-8 transition on both coasts.
VP-4, “The Skinny Dragons,” achieved safe-for-flight
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Recently the recipient of a
mischievous “greeting” by a
Russian Sukhoi Su-30 fighter
over the Black Sea, the Boeing
P-8A Poseidon continues rolling out to the U.S. Navy,
bringing new capability in antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and
no doubt annoying adversaries. Since it first started delivering Poseidons to the Navy in
March 2012, Boeing this spring
had handed over nearly half of
the 117 jets the service seeks.
Before the Farnborough International Airshow last year,
Boeing (Chalets 332, 335) sponsored a press trip to Naval Air
Station Jacksonville, Florida,
where six U.S. East Coast squadrons had completed the transition from the aging Lockheed
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certification to operate the P-8A
on May 5 at Whidbey Island, becoming the first U.S. West Coast
squadron to complete the transition. Formerly based at Kaneohe
Bay, Hawaii, the squadron had
received two of the seven Poseidons it will operate for a scheduled deployment next March.
VP-47, “The Golden Swordsmen,” was next in line to complete the transition.
Jacksonville-based VP-16, the
“War Eagles,” became the first
operational P-8A squadron in
December 2013 when it deployed
with the jet to Kadena Air Base,
Japan, to support the Navy’s 7th
Fleet. By 2020, the Navy plans
to base six P-8A squadrons at
Jacksonville and six at Whidbey
Island, Miller said.

Some P-3s will be assigned to
training and reserve squadrons
after 2020; others have been
sent to the aircraft “boneyard”
at Davis-Monthan Air Force
Base in Tucson, Arizona. There
were 28 P-3s remaining at NAS
Whidbey Island, plus a handful at Jacksonville, Navy officers said.
ASW Mission Enhancements

While most P-3 flight training
took place on the aircraft, 70 percent of P-8A training is accomplished in a simulator, a major
efficiency advantage, Navy officers said. There are 10 CAEbuilt full-flight simulators at
Jacksonville and as of May three
of seven planned simulators at
Whidbey Island. Transitioning
pilots fly 29 four-hour simulator sessions and 40 actual flight
hours (50 for commanders), said
LCDR Matt Olson assistant
officer in charge of the Whidbey
Island transition.
P-8A crewmembers described
other enhancements the Poseidon brings to the ASW mission.
The P-8A has storage capacity
for 129 sonobuoys—50 percent
more than the P-3 can carry—
which are dispensed from rotary
launchers in its aft section to detect and track submarines.
The Poseidon’s sensor mix
includes SSQ-36 bathythermograph buoys (providing vertical seawater temperature profiles); GPS-enabled SSQ-53G
passive and SSQ-62F active sonobuoys; and SSQ-110 multistatic non-coherent source and
SSQ-125 multi-static coherent
source sonobuoys. Its third generation Multi-Static Active Coherent (MAC) acoustic search
system makes use of multiple receiver buoys in a multistatic field
to support wide-area searches with greater sensitivity in a
Left: Mission system consoles in the
cabin of the P-8A, which typically
operates with a crew of nine, including
three pilots.
Below: The P-8A is parked at Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island alongside the
P-3C Orion it is replacing.

wider variety of ocean acoustic
environments.
A planned upgrade, the Boeing-built High Altitude AntiSubmarine Warfare Capability
(HAAWC) air-launched accessory kit adds GPS guidance and
folding wings to the Raytheon
MK 54 torpedo, turning it into
a glide weapon the Poseidon can
release from has high as 30,000
feet; it will undergo flight testing this year. The P-8A cradles five MK 54 torpedoes or
MK 82 depth charges in its belly weapons bay, plus AGM-84
Harpoon anti-ship missiles on
four wing stations. “This is going to be great for our high-altitude ASW,” remarked Lieutenant Max Casillas, a VP-4
tactical coordinator.
The P-8A operates from a ceiling of 41,000 feet down to 200
feet above the water’s surface.
“We’re not going as low as that
because we don’t need to,” Olson
said. “We’re down to 500, 1,000,
1,500 [feet], so we’re still low,” he
added. “Because of the speeds,
the turn rates [of the P-8] we’re
still able to do all the same stuff
as with the P-3. It’s good to go
down there to show force, too.”
Boeing was under contract with the U.S. Navy for
91 P-8As and with the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF)
for 12. The first two of nine
Poseidons the UK plans to buy
were contained in $2.2 billion
Lot 8 full-rate production contract the Naval Air Systems
Command awarded Boeing on
March 30. As of that contract
award, Boeing had delivered 53
Poseidons to the U.S. Navy and
two to the RAAF.
Meanwhile, the Indian Navy
had received eight P-8Is and was
under contract for four additional aircraft. Boeing started
delivering the P-8I with Indiaunique design features and indigenous subsystems in May 2013.
Among
other
pending
users, Norway plans to buy
five P-8As, for which Boeing
awaited a foreign military
sales contract from the Navy.
New Zealand has expressed a
need for up to four Poseidons,
according to a Pentagon notification to the U.S. Congress
in late April. Weeks after that,
Saudi Arabia was revealed as
a potential seventh P-8 customer when the White House
announced a $110 billion
arms package during a visit
by President Donald Trump to
Riyadh in May.
o

Ongoing modernization
at ATR brings stability

The ATR 72-600, one
of which is shown
being parked at
Le Bourget, was the
most popular regional
airliner last year.

Only six months into his new job, ATR CEO
Christian Scherer is very happy with his
company’s current position in the market
and its prospects for the immediate future.

He noted that this was not
because he joined, necessarily,
but said that “I think we’re seeing maybe the start of a wave of
replacements as some older aircraft hit their limits, including
some regional jets as well.” He
agreed that some airlines see the
fuel-efficient ATRs as “a natural
fuel hedge.”
Scherer noted that continuous development of ATR
aircraft is a key factor in its continued success and that any day
it is due to receive certification
of its new “Standard 3” avionics, which is designed to reduce
both pilot workload and ease
airline
operations—including
the ClearVision System (headmounted Skylens visor displaying basic flight data, synthetic

vision system and enhanced
vision system). These can be
seen on Elbit’s display at the
show (Static A8).
On the cabin side Scherer said
“You’ll also see our new seats
and the modern, clean, lean
cabin—and with more overhead
volume than many business jets.
The noise levels [in the cabin]
compare favorably to RJs too.”
ATR customers can select the
new seats to save 300kg per shipset—“that’s more than three passengers,” said Scherer.
Stabilized Production

With ATR’s smaller aircraft, the
ATR 42, Scherer said “We’re the
only manufacturer now offering a 50-seater and we’re proud
to have delivered the first one
of a recent order to JAL, and
some lessors have gone speculative on the 42 as well.” ATR has
been working on the “untapped
potential” offered by the ATR
42 by developing its short takeoff and landing capabilities—
“enabling it to fly in and out
of very short runways, as short
as 800 meters [2,625 feet] or so.
This should open up a whole
range of new possibilities—
with steep approach capability
and operating costs that compare to 30-seaters.” Many of
the latter are ripe for retirement,
for example Saab 340s, believes
Scherer. “Basically you get 20
seats for free, guys!”
He said that the company
had “just completed the feasibility study” but was not launching just yet, as it wants to “go
to the market” to gauge the level
of interest first. But Scherer said
the upgrade would probably
include “substantial tail modifications, mainly to the rudder,”
and replacement with fly-bywire actuation control, “and
enhanced brakes.” It would be
“a nice piece of engineering,” he
suggested—which is “currently
at the maturity gate 3.”
Asked about the new large
(90-seat) turboprop which ATR
has had on its drawing boards
for some time now, Scherer
admitted it was still being kept
on the back burner. “Of course
we’re studying it—I believe
there is a market for it but
there’s no rush…ATR is doing
very well and we’re at record
high output.”
He said production was “stabilizing at around 80 aircraft

a year, and for the foreseeable
future that’s our target. And
we can see stability coming to
our backlog too—we have twoand-a-half to three years.” He
also said that ATR “enjoys a
very strong relative position” to
its main competitor, Canada’s
Bombardier. He concluded:
“I don’t think there’s room for
more than two players in this
market place.”
ATR -600s ranked first
among all regional aircraft sales
last year, with orders for 36 aircraft (34 ATR 72-600s and two
ATR 42-600s), meaning its market share in the 50- to 90-seater
segment has remained above 35
percent since 2010, said ATR.
With the company’s 35th
anniversary falling in 2016, it
saw historical levels of turnover
and deliveries “despite a challenging market environment”
and achieved its second-highest
turnover ever ($1.8 billion), and
its third-highest year in terms of
deliveries (80 aircraft). 
o

ATR’s New Leasing Arm
In February, ATR announced a new Leasing, Asset Management & Freighter
unit to support customers, especially lessors and financiers, with a range
of transactions and asset management activities, along with upgrades
and modifications such as freighter conversions. Assisting in sale-leaseback transactions will be a key activity. Karine Guenan, formerly the company’s v-p of customer and structured finance, is leading the new unit.
ATR chief executive Christian Scherer said, “Lessors constitute valuable
partners that require specific and dedicated interaction with ATR. Karine
and her reinforced group bring together expertise of financial markets, leasing markets as well as used and derivative aircraft trading competences. We
expect this team’s efforts to result in even stronger asset value performance
of our products, which already stand out as the best performing investments in their categories.”
Along with leading the new department, Guenan, who joined ATR in 2002,
will continue in her role as vice president of customer and structured finance.
ATR says her dual role creates “synergies” between her finance experience and
various key aspects of the leasing, used and freighter aircraft markets. “This will
help with the identification of key opportunities within a complex marketplace.”
Scherer said ATR is seeing increasing interest from the leasing market and
added, “We’re in a strong position with a couple of lessors on our books.”
But he said it wasn’t focused on driving more sales. “Don’t read into it that
we want to sell lots more aircraft to lessors. The intention is to offer packages
and flexible solutions in conjunction with leasing companies.”—G.P.

Russia’s UAC highlights civilian fleet
Russia’s
United
Aircraft
Corporation is for the first time
highlighting its entire range of
civil products at Paris Air Show.
Led by the Sukhoi Superjet
100 aircraft in the livery of the
Mexican airline Interjet, the
lineup represents all sectors of
the civil aviation market, including the regional turboprop
segment with the Ilyushin Il-114300, the regional jet sector with
the SSJ100, the mainline narrowbody market with the Irkut
MC-21 and the widebody airliner segment with the LRWBA,
now under joint development
with China’s Comac.
UAC’s exhibit includes a
flight simulator for the MC-21
family at its flight crew training
pavilion. As of Friday, the first
MC-21-300 prototype had flown
three times from the Siberian city
of Irkutsk, most recently staying
airborne for 1.5 hours as pilots

examined the configuration of
high-lift devices for change from
takeoff to landing. Equipped
with a three-LED-panel visual
system, the simulator features
a control panel design identical to that in the MC-21’s actual
cockpit and software for flight
simulation and operation of onboard systems.

Separately, the UAC stand
features a display of parts of
the MiG Corporation’s training complex, such as the holographic visualization system of
the Interactive Air Personnel
Training System, which provides
theoretical and practical training
for the flight and technical personnel of MiG aircraft.—G.P.

An Interjet Sukhoi SSJ100 being towed to parking
earlier this week before the Paris Air Show opened.

DAVID McINTOSH

Turboprop airliner manufacturer ATR says it is doing better
than ever as the company, which
is a joint venture between Airbus
and Italy’s Leonardo, continues
to enhance its products as well as
what it can offer airline customers—most recently by creating
a new finance and leasing unit.
Meanwhile it has been studying
the potential for a short-takeoff
and landing ATR 42 upgrade, to
cater to clients; including those
wishing to replace 30-seaters.
Speaking to AIN before the
Paris Air Show, CEO Christian
Scherer, who joined the company from Airbus some six
months ago, said ATR has been
“going out with some energy
to stimulate demand, and we’re
getting good traction. There is
a lot more activity today than
when I joined.”

MARK WAGNER

by Ian Sheppard
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Textron turboprops meet
special-mission needs

Textron’s Cessna Caravan offers a wide range of options to meet operators’ special
needs, from internal wing hard points to TKS ice protection and amphibious floats.

When it comes to special mission aircraft, Textron Aviation
has a deep lineup of airplanes
suited to the task, ranging from
the single-engine piston Cessna
172 to its most sophisticated
Citation jets. But its most popular mission-oriented aircraft
come in two turboprop types,
the Caravan single-engine and
the twin-engine King Air series.
Both product lines are prime
examples of dual-purposing,
with a large following in the
civil market for everything from
owner-flown transport to commercial charter and business
aviation flight departments. But
these aircraft, when equipped
for specific non-commercial or
military operations, show their
true mettle.
To serve the special mission market, Textron Aviation
has fielded a dedicated team to
help customers select exactly
the right product, according to
TJ Whitfield, director special
missions. The team consists of
engineers, supply chain experts,
program management, technical
solutions, operations and other
specialists. “We’re able to meet
with customers and adapt and
get them a solution quickly for
their mission profile,” he said.
Textron Aviation brought
two special mission aircraft here
to its Paris Air Show static display (A4), a company-owned
208B Grand Caravan EX and
a French customs King Air
350ER. Alongside the Caravan,
which is powered by the 867shp Pratt & Whitney PT6A-140,

AT THE STANDS
Sabena Technics (Hall 2A
Stand C228) has been selected by Dassault Aviation to
modify four Falcon 50 jets that
serve with the French navy on
surveillance and maritime rescue missions. A hatch will be cut
in the cabins, allowing a rescue
boat to be dropped. Following
Dassault’s specification, Sabena
Technics will modify the first
aircraft in its Bordeaux facility.
The other three will be modified
in another company facility at
Dinard, which already supports
the French navy’s Falcon 50
fleet. The work will begin in the
first quarter of next year and be
completed by the end of 2019.
Dassault and Sabena Technics
are looking for other opportunities to work together.

is a static demonstrator wing
equipped with hardpoint provisions to illustrate the various
products that can be attached,
including weapons and ISR
equipment. Textron Aviation is
showing the wing equipped with
dual Hellfire air-to-surface missiles and dual Textron Systems
triple Fury glide munitions, both
installed on rails. A Textron
G-Claw glide munition launcher
is installed in the cabin, illustrating its capability for launching
outside the airplane through the
open rollup door.
The hardpoint is not yet certified to accommodate extra fuel
tanks, but is being shown as a
mockup to illustrate future capabilities. This system could be
developed internally by Textron
Aviation or may be offered by a
third-party. This Caravan is also
equipped with a demonstrator
ISR module inside the cabin, by
Churchill Navigators, as well as
a Spectrum Aeromed stretcher
and life-support system.
Configuring The Caravan

The hardpoint wing is a modification that the customer must
choose before the wing is built
and is not available as a retrofit, Whitfield explained. The
modified wings are a total of
30 pounds more than the stock
wings (15 pounds per side).
Each of the four hardpoints—
two are located outboard of
each strut attachment—can
accommodate a payload of up
to 525 pounds. Third parties
are welcome to develop products for mounting on the hardpoints, he added.
For the light attack configuration, Textron Aviation works
with a variety of ISR and weapons-integration partners that
offer targeting and weaponscontrol systems and full-motion
video datalink capability.
The Grand Caravan EX’s
340-cu-ft cabin offers plenty of
flexibility, with seating configurations available for up to 14
occupants. Search-and-rescue
(SAR) and ISR equipment is
easily mounted in roll-on, rolloff style on the floor’s seat tracks.
SAR operations are enhanced
by the Garmin G1000 avionics
suite, which offers the option of
a full set of customizable search
patterns that can be flown by the
autopilot. The Garmin displays
can also accept video input.
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by Matt Thurber

Among other avionics options
are weather radar and high-frequency radio as well as military
radios. A TKS ice-protection
system is available for flight into
known icing conditions.
The large cargo door on the
aft left fuselage accommodates
up to four standard pallets, and
many operators are flying their
Caravans with dual passengercargo configurations, according to Whitfield. The optional
belly cargo pod is also a popular choice. “It’s very versatile,”
he said. The aft baggage compartment in the cabin measures
31.5 cu ft and can carry up to
320 pounds, while the cargo
pod’s maximum cargo weight is
1,090 pounds and has a volume
of 111.5 cu ft.
For aerial survey work, the
Grand Caravan can be fitted with
up to two 22-by-22-inch ports
with floor support. The ports
are easily spacious enough for
medium-format cameras. They
can accommodate large-format
camera systems, although that is
a tight fit, he said.
For medical transport, the
Grand Caravan can carry up to
four gurneys for casualty evacuation or two patients on airambulance stretchers offered by
a variety of manufacturers.
Other available special mission configurations include
parachute operations, training and float operations. With
the Wipline 8750 amphibious
floats, the Grand Caravan EX’s
maximum cruise speed drops to
164 from 185 knots and maximum range to 813 from 912
nm. Useful load with floats is
3,162 pounds, down 405 pounds
from the non-float-equipped
Caravan’s 3,567 pounds.

With a full load of fuel—2,246
pounds—the Grand Caravan can
still carry a payload of 1,286
pounds. For an ISR or SAR
mission, the Caravan can fly as
slowly as 90 ktas at 2,000 feet
while burning 290 pph. At higher altitudes, fuel consumption
drops, and at 14,000 feet, the
engine burns 240 pph while propelling the Caravan at 103 ktas.
At these fuel consumption levels, loiter times of more than
six hours at low altitude and almost eight hours at high altitude are possible, even allowing
for a generous reserve.
The Grand Caravan’s flexibility shows in how little runway
it needs (or water, typically 2,000
feet for a water takeoff). “The
great thing about the Caravan,”
said Robert Varriano, technical
solutions manager, “is because
of its multiple uses, most things
are optional. So if you’re cargo
hauling and you don’t need
to have a lot of equipment on
board, you can make it as light
as possible so you can maximize your cargo. But at the
same time, if you need to be
in inclement weather or doing
things that [require] some
more information, you can
load up the airplane with all
sorts of equipment.”
King Air 350ER

The French customs King
Air 350ER on the Textron
Aviation static display features a
Beechcraft-built radome, which
can accommodate an antenna
up to 40 inches in diameter, as
well as an EO/IR lift that fits up
to a 17-inch gimbal, and ISR
consoles inside the cabin. The
radome is capable of handling
X- and Ku-band frequencies.

This King Air is not the
latest model with the touchscreen Rockwell Collins Pro
Line Fusion flight deck—it has
Pro Line 21 avionics—but all
new King Air models since last
year are equipped with the new
touchscreen displays. The new
avionics system include three
14-inch touchscreen displays in
landscape format, and synthetic
vision is standard.
As with the Caravan, special mission mods are added
in the King Air assembly line
flow. Some of the other options
include more powerful PT6A67A engines for better hot/high
performance, 400-amp startergenerators, bubble window kits
and drop-hatches.
The drop-hatches are pressure plugs installed in the floor,
used for dropping a life raft,
flares and dye and smoke markers. The hatch measures 20
inches in diameter, but includes
a 4.5-inch opening for smaller
items such as dye markers. The
hatch is designed to seal tightly,
but at the typical low altitudes
flown during maritime patrol,
usually below 500 feet, there is
no need to worry about pressurization when opening the hatch,
Varriano explained. The drop
hatch area includes a safety harness for the operator.
The bubble window kit adds
two protruding windows that
replace the aft-most windows,
in line with the observation
seats. One of these seats doubles as the lavatory, so there is
also a curtain to provide some
privacy. The observation seats
still face forward, he said, and
the seats are lined up so that it
is comfortable to look out the
bubble windows.
o

Esri’s activity-based intelligence
comes of age in modern warfare
by Chris Pocock
At this year’s DGI event,
Esri’s director of global national
security marketing Ben Conklin
referred to the explosion of data
that is now available to intelligence analysts, beyond traditional
GeoInt. This comes not only from
advances in airborne collection,
such as wide-area motion imagery (WAMI), but also from cloud
computing, consumer devices,
and social media. “We can create
environments for managing and
storing these vast new collections
of data and make it available to
anyone in the organization, on any
device, at any time, and in a manner that is meaningful for them,”
Conklin declared.
Using these diverse, multiintelligence sets, analysts can
begin to practice what he called
Activity-Based Intelligence (ABI).
It differs radically from traditional intelligence methods, but so
do many of today’s targets (individuals rather than nation states);
signatures (no longer known or

DAVID McINTOSH

Today’s military aircrew are
guided to their objectives–such as
strike targets, drop zones, reconnaissance orbits–by increasingly
advanced onboard mapping displays. Those objectives have been
identified by intelligence analysts,
approved by the command chain,
and then refined by mission planners and weapons targeting specialists. The whole process has
benefitted from the ever-more
sophisticated science of geospatial intelligence (GeoInt).
U.S. company Esri is the
market-leading supplier of geographic information system
(GIS) software, web GIS and
geodatabase management applications. Although defense sales
are only a small proportion of
its revenues, the company always
makes a major contribution to
the annual Defence Geospatial
Intelligence (DGI) conference in
London. And when Esri talks,
it tends to get the attention of
defense GeoInt specialists.

SPECIAL DELIVERY
Military personnel are shown after rappelling down from an NH90 helicopter at Le Bourget during training prior to the 2017 International
Paris Air Show. The NH90 is manufactured by NHIndustries, a collaboration between Airbus Helicopters, Leonardo Helicopters and Fokker
Aerostructures. Operators include France, Belgium, New Zealand,
Sweden, Qatar and Oman.

fixed); motivations (can be illogical); and required collection frequencies (persistent rather than
scheduled). “ABI shifts the focus
from intelligence reporting to the
discovery of the unknown,” said
Conklin. “It is a set of spatiotemporal analytic methods to discover
correlations, resolve unknowns,
understand networks, develop
knowledge, and drive collection
using diverse data sets to understand the environment - not just a
specific location or facility.”
A GIS provider like Esri can
play a key role in ABI, because
georeferencing is one of its key
pillars. Conklin gave an example
from Libya, where the company’s ArcGIS product can reveal
the oil-producing infrastructure—such as roads and pipelines—in graphic 3D views. To
this foundation, an analyst may
add open-source intelligence
from a provider like IHS Janes,
and perhaps some classified
human intelligence. Then the
analyst may examine the movement of some people by using
inputs from sigint or even social
media. Where do they go? With
whom do they associate? This
all helps to understand the “pattern of life”, and perhaps discover a group that stands out
as unusual, that may be planning an attack on a pipeline. It
may even be possible to discover
the imminence of that attack, for
instance by noting that members
of the group have stopped communicating by social media.
“Esri is investing heavily in the
development of new capabilities
to support intelligence functions,”
Conklin later told AIN. “Firstly,
we have created new cloud computing products for performing
spatiotemporal analysis of realtime and big data. We also have
a dedicated imagery development team that is building tools
for large-scale image analytics,
full-motion video processing,
and imagery data management.
In addition, we have a dedicated research and development
team located in Washington,
D.C., developing a next-generation intelligence platform on
ArcGIS. They are focused on
improving the workflows for
intelligence analysts trying to
leverage GIS capabilities.”
Ben Conklin spoke at the DGI
Europe 2017 conference organized
by Worldwide Business Research
(WBR): www.wbr.co.uk.
o

The screenshots above demonstrate how geographic information system (GIS) data
from Esri’s ArcGIS product—in this case, of the Straits of Hormuz—can be leveraged
to provide additional intelligence on factors such as the distance a submerged
submarine could travel in a given time from a previously-confirmed location.
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L3’s simulator unit eyes
worldwide pilot shortage
by Ian Sheppard
approach,” with packages often
including the provision of simulators as well.
Strategic Plan

Crawford told AIN during a visit to its simulator production
and training facility in Crawley, near London Gatwick Airport, that L3 Link realized the
quickest way to become a commercial aviation training provider was through acquisitions.
“But last year we realized we still
had gaps. We were strong in fullflight simulators,” he explained,
but the company had nothing to
meet the trend towards less complex flight training devices and
task trainers. It also did not have
Chinese CAAC approvals. “So
we acquired Aerosim in September 2016. They produce FNPT
IIs [approved flight and navigation procedure trainers] and other trainers and have an academy
at Sanford in Florida, with 400
to 500 cadets a year.” Aerosim
has FAA Part 141 approval and
is the equal in size to the largest
CAA-approved training center,
according to Crawford, with approval to train up to 330 Chinese
students a year.
L3-CTS, which launched a
rebranding three months ago,
he said, “is now focusing on
training systems, both here and
in Minnesota; training courses, for example in Bangkok
and Singapore as well as growing here [at Gatwick]; and the
Airline Academy [formerly

CTC Aviation].” The academy has bases in the UK, centered at Bournemouth (but also
with activities at Southampton
and Coventry), the U.S. (various locations), New Zealand
(Hamilton) and Bangkok (as
a joint venture with Bangkok
Airways). “We are seeing lots
of growth in the MPL in particular,” he added. The Airline
Academy is training “a bit over
1,000 cadets this year but we
still have strong room to grow.
We’re looking now to expand,”
said Crawford.
Part of this growth will
be served by a new $150 million, eight-bay training facility now being constructed near
Gatwick Airport. “This is the
facility we’ll be moving to,” he
said. “It’s a large project to create a new training center and
production facility [for our simulators].” The complex will be
behind the training center and
will be capable of producing
up to 30 full-flight simulators
(FFS) a year, up from 20 at the
current facility.
Driven By Growth

“We have delivered simulators
to some 200 airlines since 1990
[as Thales and now as L3], and
there are probably 30 to 40 customers we offer more [of our
products and services] to, such

DAVID McINTOSH

Having become one of the
world’s largest pilot training
and flight simulator companies
in a relatively short time, L3
Commercial Training Solutions
(CTS), part of New York-based
L3 Technologies’s (Chalet 306,
Static C2) L3 Link Simulation
& Training unit, is at the 2017
Paris Air Show highlighting its
capabilities, plans and latest
investments. Continuing on a
growth trajectory, the company
has increased revenues to about
$300 million from $100 million
in the past three to four years,
said Alan Crawford, L3-CTS
president. “We have also grown
from 300 to 1,200 employees in
14 locations,” he added.
Central in parent company
L3 Link’s plans has been the
huge need to train new commercial pilots over the coming decades. This prompted
the U.S. company to branch
out five years ago from military training, mainly through
the acquisition of Thales
Training and Simulation’s civil
business (in August 2012) and
UK-based global training provider CTC (in May 2015). This
is allowing it to promote turnkey training solutions to airlines around the world.
“We want to be the partner
of choice and provide more
customized solutions to airlines,” said Crawford. “The
MPL [multi-crew pilot license]
gives us a fantastic opportunity to offer a more turnkey

EMBRAER’S SECOND KC-390 PROTOTYPE ARRIVES
Making its debut at the Paris Air Show is Embraer’s KC-390 tanker/transport from Brazil, part of a wider sales
and demonstration tour in Europe and beyond. The aircraft arrived following an evaluation in Sweden, where the
KC-390 is an obvious candidate to replace an aging fleet of six C-130 Hercules, especially given the close ties
forged between Brazil and Sweden through the Gripen program. Sweden’s air force head, however, last month
outlined a plan to update its C-130s in the 2020/22 period, which would extend their operation until 2030/32.
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L3’s Commercial
Training Solutions
at London’s
Gatwick Airport
features a clean,
modern facility
that places
flight crew and
instructors in
close proximity,
potentially
improving both
the learning
and evaluation
processes.

as cadet training.” He suggested also that more, larger airlines that have traditionally had
their own training organizations
want to outsource their training,
as some started to do years ago
with maintenance.
At the moment, the company’s focus is “especially on
Gatwick, but in the next two to
three years, with the partnership
model, we expect to move into
other regions,” said Crawford.
“We’re also looking to invest in
capacity in our academy—for
example at Aerosim—including
expansion of the [training aircraft] fleet.”
Crawford also said that airlines are increasingly saying,
“I don’t want 10 cadets a year
I want 100,” driven by growth,
retirements and the introduction of new aircraft types. And
in some regions, raising the
pilot retirement age from 60
to 65 is going to create a “bow
wave,” he predicted.
So tailoring packages for
operators is L3-CTS’s key
business push, he explained.
“Customers have a choice, they
can fly in New Zealand, the
UK or the U.S., and choose a
package and structure a program.” Meanwhile L3-CTS is
suggesting to airlines that they
should make commitments to
cadets early on. “We are now
seeing airlines coming in during ground school and tagging
pilots, often to add additional
cadets at a slightly later date” to
their main roster.
“That’s something new,” he
said, while adding, “There’s a
need for more airline sponsorship of cadets. We all need to
work together to meet the pilot
shortage and [it’s best when]
cadets are specifically trained for

the aircraft [and airline] they’re
going to fly.” He said that Virgin
Atlantic is now running an MPL
program to put first officers
straight into the right seat of its
Airbus A330 long-haul jets.
Simulator Flight

AIN viewed L3’s current Crawley
facility, where four training simulators are located, as well as
four bays where simulators are in
various stages of construction.
Mitesh Patel, L3-CTS v-p sales,
marketing and customer excellence, said the whole building
was purely a manufacturing center when it was part of Thales,
but now there is a partition wall
from the Thales military simulator work. So L3-CTS has half
the building for its eight bays,
until it moves into its own building in the third quarter of 2018.
The L3 part was transformed
into half a training center due to
CTC’s “huge demand for simulator [time], and six months later
we acquired them,” said Patel.
AIN had the opportunity to
fly L3’s Reality7 Boeing 737-800
FFS, which was extremely realistic. (The visual system for the
next simulator is currently being
fitted with 4K projectors, for
even greater realism.) A flight
out of Innsbruck, then around
in a wide circuit at 10,000 feet
over the Alpine valleys and
back for a tight left-base into
Innsbruck (with an okay landing!) was enough to show how
capable the Reality7 is. Patel sat
in the right seat while Ian Dyne
ran the simulator.
The center has two A320-family FFS (one is currently being
built and is due to be certified by
the end of September) and two
737NGs. There is also a Boeing
787 FFS under construction. o
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IAI’s Bedek to expand freighter options
by Charles Alcock
The Bedek division of Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI) is
pushing to expand its share
of the passenger-to-freighter

conversion market. It’s working
on a new supplemental type certificate (STC) for Boeing’s 737700 narrowbody, expected to be

announced in June. Meanwhile,
it is in the middle of the design
and development project for the
larger -800 model and hopes to

secure the STC for that modification in the first quarter of 2018.
According to IAI executive vice president and Bedek

division head Yosi Melamed,
the freighter conversion for the
larger 767-300 aircraft continues
to be the bedrock of the company’s business model. He told
AIN that all available slots for
this modification are booked
through the end of 2017, and
Bedek now is taking bookings
for 2018. It is in the process of
expanding its engineering capacity by opening a new jointly
owned facility in Mexico with
local carrier Mexicana, and this
should receive its first aircraft
by July.
According to Melamed, the
entry into airline service of
the new 737 Max narrowbody,
which started with first deliveries in May, will prompt airlines
to release passenger-carrying
-700s and -800s onto the market
for freighter conversions. “Right
now, the price of the -800 is still
too high [for conversion customers] but that will change and
the -300 and -400 classic models will become less attractive,”
he predicted.
Converting passenger airliners to
freighter configuration has IAI’s Bedek
division backlogged with work. Boeing’s
737-700 is next to get a cargo STC.
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Once the -700 and -800 STCs
are secured, Bedek intends to
turn its attention to Airbus
freighter platforms. It believes
that the arrival of the rival
A320neo family will prompt
demand to convert the existing
A320ceo aircraft. But Melamed
is in no rush to move into this
market segment as he believes
that, for now, prices of these
airframes are still too high to be
attractive for these purposes.
Meanwhile, the transition
now happening in the narrowbody airliner sector is presenting opportunities for Bedek’s
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) unit. This is now
at the early stages of positioning itself to start providing support for the Pratt & Whitney
Geared Turbofan and CFM
International Leap turbofans
that power the A320neo and the
737 Max families. Bedek has
long provided support for the
CFM56, PW4000 and V2500
engines, with a focus on handling
major overhauls for airlines and
leasing companies.
“One of our advantages is
that we have the ability to refurbish engines at different stages
of their lives,” said Melamed.
“But we’re also good at providing immediate, on-wing support
just about anywhere within 12 to
24 hours. This is a very competitive, price sensitive market but
we have a very high quality product, with almost zero failures and
not many returns.”
Last year, Bedek opened
a new MRO facility at Hubei
in China through a joint venture with Lingyun (Yichang)
Science and Technology Group
Co. Ltd. The operation is
focused on supporting airliners and offering various conversions and upgrades.
Back in Israel, the company
supports a wide array of aircraft components, landing gear
and auxiliary power units. It is
also active in the military market, provide maintenance and
modifications for aircraft such as
the C130 transport and engines
powering the fleet of the Israel
Defense Forces. It can replace
wings on the C130.
TaxiBot Certified

Separately, IAI recently achieved
European certification for its
new TaxiBot semi-robotic, pilotcontrolled tow vehicle to be used
with the A320 family of aircraft.
The approval, issued by EASA
on May 18, specifically allows
engine start-ups during taxi for
all A318/319/320/321 models,
including the new Neo types.
IAI already has approval to use
the system with the Boeing 737.

Taxi-Bot has been designed
to move airliners from the terminal gates to the runway and
back without using the aircraft’s
own engines. The equipment
has been developed in partnership with TLD, with the support
of Lufthansa Leos, Boeing and
Airbus. It has already been in service for Lufthansa 737 operations
AINof199
X 264 EN Airport.
-3MM BLEED o
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Frankfurt

IAI Bedek is
expanding its
capabilities in
the MRO field,
with engine
work at the
forefront. It
can refurbish
turbofans at
many different
stages of their
lifecycles.
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Mitsubishi flies its MRJ flight test
vehicles from Nagoya in Japan to
Moses Lake in Washington state where
certification work is being conducted.

Mitsubishi is playing catch-up
on MRJ regional jet test program
by Gregory Polek
Japan’s Mitsubishi Aircraft
expects to see flight testing of
its delayed MRJ90 regional jet
accelerate this summer, as engineers work to complete the
design changes that led to the

most recent schedule deferral
by early autumn.
Speaking with AIN just before
the opening of this year’s Paris
show, Mitsubishi Aircraft senior
executive vice president and

executive chief engineer Kishi
Nobuo reported that the four
flight test vehicles operating out
of Moses Lake, Washington,
in the U.S. have completed 800
hours of flying, and that, despite

the need for the design changes,
the program has achieved all of
its early objectives. Kishi added
that original plans called for a
total of some 2,500 hours of flying, and that the need to relocate
components and reroute wiring
in the airplane’s avionics bay will
add few hours to the total.
Mitsubishi now expects to
complete most flight testing by
the end of 2018, ahead of certification the following year
and first delivery to All Nippon

Airways in 2020. The new schedule reflects no fewer than five
major schedule delays, which
together have set back expected
certification by some seven years
since program launch in 2008.
The need for the design
changes that led to the latest twoyear delay become apparent after
a company engineering review last
autumn, when Mitsubishi determined that the original design did
not properly account for “extreme
situations” such as water leakage
or an explosion in the area of the
avionics bay.
“Last summer to autumn, we
reviewed all the MRJs configurations [at] the aircraft level,” said
Kishi. “We decided to change…
for example, electrical component location…Frankly speaking, we made a conclusion that
it would take less time to do the
design change than thinking
more about how to prove the
safety [of] the previous design
to obtain type certification.”
Minimal Effect

“However, these design changes
will not affect aircraft performance, fuel consumption, or
functionality of systems,” he
added. “We will be able to continue ongoing flight testing with
the current test aircraft configuration and be able to obtain
certification flight test data of

DIGITIZATION BOOSTS EFFICIENCY FOR AEROSTRUCTURES GROUP STELIA
Airbus subsidiary Stelia Aerospace has just
completed the modernization of its factory at
Méaulte in the north of France. The aerostructures manufacturer, which is headquartered
in Toulouse, has invested around €70 million
($79 million) over the past 18 months to transform the plant into a fully digital operation in
order to support increasing Airbus’s monthly
production rates to 60 A320s and 13 A350s.
“For the A320, this is already achieved.
We’ve reached the rate of [producing materials] for 60 [shipsets],” said Stelia Aerospace
CEO Cédric Gautier, who inaugurated the new
factory in March alongside Fabrice Brégier, his
counterpart at Airbus Commercial Airplanes.
Stelia, which was formed in January 2015
through the merger of Aerolia and Sogerma,
produces forward fuselage sections for the
entire Airbus family of airliners. The Méaute
site, where most structures for Airbus are
made, is clearly the trailblazer facility for the
innovations Stelia wants to make in production processes and technology.
One of the first decisions the company made
was to assign specialized roles to each building
at the site, allocated by aircraft program. The
building for the new A350 is around 300 meters
long (984 feet). Work for the A320 program is
now concentrated in two buildings, whereas
before it had been scattered across several
parts of the site. This was took account of output rate for the A400M and A380 programs
being significantly slower than for the A320.

The production process has been remodeled to be closer to those used in the automobile sector, with fuselage sections moving
continuously along a line to be completed in
different stages. Riveting is now automated;
managed on tablet devices without any paper.
Managing the riveting process, alone, used
to take up two hours each day. Now it is handled in real time.

According to Stelia, it has already reduced
the time taken to produce structures by around
15 percent. “The transformation achieved by
Stelia has put this subsidiary on the same level
as the Airbus Group, and even above [the efficiency] of some Airbus Commercial Airplanes
factories,” commented Brégier.
On May 30, the Méaulte factory delivered
to Airbus the first nose section for the new

One of Stelia’s aerostructures projects involves the front end of Airbus’s “Beluga” transport variant.
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BelugaXL extra-large freighter. The aircraft is
used to transport large aerostructures between
the airframer’s various factories around Europe.
However, Stelia doesn’t only want to serve
Airbus. One of Gautier’s objectives is to find
more new clients, as it did back in 2011, when
Bombardier named it to produce fuselage sections for the new Global 7000 business jet.
Today, the company earns about a third of
its revenues from work for the Airbus Group.
In 2016, revenues increased by 8 percent on
2015 to reach €2.1 billion ($2.4 billion).
During the Paris Air Show, Stelia (Hall 2a
Stand A254) will display various metal and composite structures for the A350, while also showcasing for the first time samples of its work for
Boeing’s rival 787 widebody. To get closer to
North American clients, Stelia is establishing an
aerostructures factory in Mexico. To start with,
it will support Global 7000 production.
The French group also wants to develop
other activities, such as producing seats for business and first class airline passengers, as well as
for pilots. Currently, this work contributes around
€200 million ($224 million) to total revenues, and
Stelia wants to increase this by around 50 percent
over the next three years on the back of growing demand for more cabin comfort.
In the cockpit, Stelia claims to be the joint
leader for pilot seats alongside the UK group
Ipeco. It supplies seats for all Airbus and ATR
models, as well as for various Boeing and
Embraer aircraft. 
—G.L-B.

performance, flight characteristics, etcetera for the type certificate. The design change will not
affect aircraft structure either.”
Other changes revealed by
flight testing include what Kishi
described as minor modifications
to the airplane’s environmental control system. Mitsubishi
Aircraft engineering strategy manager Lindsey McDaniel characterized that discovery as more of
a typical flight test finding, however. The finding arose out of
extreme temperature testing of
MRJ FTA-4 at Eglin Air Force
Base in Florida this spring. “So
far there’s nothing that’s been particularly surprising relative to standard flight test OEM programs,”
she said. “We’ve actually made
quite a bit of progress completing
the Eglin testing. It’s significant;
there’s a lot of logistical preparation that’s involved and all of the
system teams have to do proper
evaluation to confirm we’re ready
to do those types of tests…So
we’ve had a standard amount of
findings. As we mentioned, from
Eglin we found items in the chamber that we’re going to improve.
So we continue to add good data
from our flight test program, but I
wouldn’t say there’s been anything
particularly surprising.”
Apart from a fifth prototype now in Japan conducting
ground testing, Mitsubishi will
add another flight test vehicle to
the program to help validate the
design changes and speed certification, said Kishi. He added
that the company might deploy
still another flight test airplane
depending on the final results
of the design change and the
scope of the rework for the airplanes already built. Mitsubishi
has now has started assembly of
five production airplanes, one of
which it will use as the first extra
flight test example.

limitations stipulated by pilot
union scope clauses among the
big three U.S. network carriers,
leaving SkyWest and Trans States
unable to commit to firm delivery dates. Both customers carry
options to switch their choice
from the MRJ90 to the MRJ70,
certification of which Mitsubishi
expects to occur roughly a year
after its larger sibling. Kishi said

Mitsubishi has begun assembling the first MRJ70 test article
but noted that the timing of first
flight depends largely on MRJ90
progress. “Mainly we have to
concentrate on the MRJ90,” he
explained. “The timing will be
decided after considering MRJ90
development.”
Meanwhile, rival manufacturer Embraer of Brazil has

moved back its schedule for
entry into service of the new
E175-E2 by about a year, from
2020 to 2021, for the same reason Mitsubishi finds itself in an
uncertain position over MRJ
deliveries to U.S. customers.
Most recently, Delta Air
Lines pilots on December 1 ratified an agreement that maintains
the 86,000 pound mtow and

76-seat capacity limits on airplanes operated by their regional
affiliates until 2020, meaning
those airlines could not operate
neither the MRJ90 nor E175-E2.
A contract extension that maintains similar restrictions reached
with United Airlines pilots in
January runs until 2019, while
American Airlines’ contract
becomes amendable in 2020. o

Photos: Bombardier & Isaac Zelazny

takes ﬂight
INNOVATION

AeroTec Partnership

Processing of flight-test data
takes place at Mitsubishi’s
engineering center in Seattle,
established in August 2015 in
collaboration with locally based
AeroTec specifically to administer MRJ testing in the U.S.
Along with some 400 Mitsubishi
Aircraft engineers, about 200
AeroTec employees work on the
MRJ program in Seattle and at
the Moses Lake flight test center.
While All Nippon Airways
continues as the program’s
launch customer, it remains
unclear when the two customers that account for most of
the MRJ’s backlog—SkyWest
Airlines and Trans States Airlines
of the U.S.—would take their
first MRJ90s. In fact, the MRJ90
still does not fit within the weight

www.nexcelle.com
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Propelling the way
to future rotorcraft
by Chen Chuanren
Changing the concept of helicopter designs can start only
with the evolution of helicopter propulsion and power systems, said a panel at Singapore’s
Rotorcraft Asia 2017 conference
in April. The panel consisted of
Airbus Helicopters chief technical officer Jean-Brice Dumont,
Bell Helicopter’s director of
innovation Scott Drennan and
Pascal Dauriac, Safran’s research
and technology director.
Dauriac thinks the way forward will follow two development paths; the conventional
combustion or hybrid engine
design, and the distributed propulsion multi-rotor craft.
However, pure electrical
power with today’s battery packs
is not sufficient to power even a
multi-rotor aircraft carrying two
passengers for 20 minutes, and he
foresees only hybrid propulsion
system consisting of combustion
and battery to be feasible within
the next decade. He believes that
as proof-of-concept; a prototype
can be developed with a central
engine connected to the various
electrical generator and motors.
“This [multi-rotor] system
is the answer to safer missions
thanks to redundancy to the
many rotors and will venture
into new missions and markets,”
Dauriac said. “It might not be
the most energy-efficient solution
at the moment due to the numerous transfers from fuel; to electrical; and to mechanical energy.”
“The overall architecture of
the plane and helicopter hasn’t
changed. But distributed propulsion, if we get there, will be
a game changer with new shape

and design. But right now, we are
stuck,“ said Airbus’s Dumont.
“Propulsion development has
been steady, but hasn’t seen any
exponential growth.“
Meanwhile, Safran’s Arrano
engines are now achieving 10to 15 percent reduction in fuel
burn and CO2 emissions, and
the French company hopes to
achieve 25 percent by 2025 on a
2,500- to 3,000-shp engine with
electrical assistance. Beyond
that, they hope to develop a
Constant Volume Combustion
(CVC) engine with 35 percent
lower fuel burn and emissions.
Dauriac said the CVC is very
complicated to develop and factors such as noise, leakage and
pressure have to be considered.
He estimates it won’t be ready
until 2030.
Fast and Green

Airbus Helicopters is developing the Clean Sky 2 (CS2) highspeed rotorcraft in line with
the European Clean Sky initiative to reduce carbon emissions
over Europe. Co-funded by the
European Union, the CS2 hybrid
helicopter is based on the company’s X3 concept demonstrator,
which includes two tractor propellers on short-span wings. Currently
37 partners from 12 countries are
on board the CS2 program.
The concept aircraft is to
cover more ground at 1.5 times
the speed of most helicopters, which could be extremely
useful in Emergency Medical
Services and Search and Rescue
Operations. CS2 is projected to
consume 15 percent less fuel
per nautical mile at 180 knots

Bell Helicopter’s FCX-001 concept platform combines
a raft of alternative technologies, including thrustvectored anti-torque and autonomous flight control.

compared to a standard helicopter at 130 knots. Airbus hopes to
start assembling the first demonstrator prototype by December
2018, and have the platform airborne by 2020.
Bell Helicopter likewise has
big ambitions for its FCX-001
concept rotorcraft unveiled this
year at the HAI Heli-Expo. It
aims to introduce new advanced
anti-torque technology and alternative propulsion. The FCX-001
will have no tail rotor and is said
to use thrust-vectoring for antitorque control.
Drennan says the priority
for Bell’s innovation department has always been high
speed VTOL development.
Short-term plans include projects such as the V-280 Valor
tiltrotor which aims to make
its flight debut this year.
Autonomous flight is
increasingly within reach,
and both airframers are taking steps to reach that goal.
The City Airbus project is part
of the company’s ambition to
achieve urban air mobility. The
development of a quadcopter is
underway, and Dumont hopes
that the platform will fly soon,
first with a pilot, followed by

Airbus Helicopters has proposed this concept as a
high-speed rotorcraft. Stub wings and propellers
supply lift at higher airspeeds.
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unmanned operations. “It will
also be our first large-scale distributed propulsion. We might
not be the first to do so, but we
want to be ready for the market down the road,” he said. “It
is not just about the development of the aircraft, but also
the infrastructure, regulations
and air traffic management.”
While Bell does not have
any high-profile autonomous

program lined up, the company’s breakthrough project is
its Model 525 Relentless; the
world’s first fully fly-by-wire
helicopter. Drennan said that is
one of the first steps to autonomous flights.
“As a community we have
to be ready for the breakthrough, and when it comes, it
will change us,” said Airbus’s
Dumont, in closing.
o

PARIS AIR SHOW TO HOST
SUPPLY CHAIN CONFERENCES
OEMs and supply chains are at the forefront of this year’s Paris Air Show.
Two days of the airshow are dedicated to a series of conferences called
“How to do business with?” Representatives from Groupe Latécoère,
Thales Alenia Space, Sabena Technics, Airbus and SR Technics will hold
sessions about their individual company’s supply chain regulations and
expectations, while suppliers can learn about OEM procurement and
supply chain policies. All conferences will take place in the B2B Area
with the first three sessions on Tuesday, June 20 and the final two sessions on Wednesday, June 21.
The first conference comes from Groupe Latécoère CEO Thierry
Mootz. Latécoère is currently focusing on proposing global commodity strategies with suppliers to ease industrial, commercial and technical
maintenance. Ultimately, these selected strategic partners will be able
to support Latécoère throughout the challenges of globalization, value
creation, innovation capacity and more. During this session, Mootz will
discuss how a company can become a Latécoère strategic partner.
Joël Larroque, France purchasing director for Thales Alenia Space,
will lead the second conference. This covers how supply chains can
collaborate and grow together with the company. Larroque will discuss some of the benefits of being a supplier for Thales Alenia Space,
such as the processes that suppliers undergo to help them improve
and evolve with company product strategy.
The third and fourth conferences are from Sabena Technics and
Airbus. Sabena v-p of purchasing Luc Nicaudie will lead the discussion
about Part 145 and Part 21 services offered to operators and manufacturers. Meanwhile, Pierre Cardin, head of procurement strategy and
services, will present the Airbus sourcing strategy for its supply chain.
Finally, SR Technics’ Michael Sattler, head of aircraft services, will
lead the last conference. Sattler will speak about competition in the
aviation industry and how supply chains can stand out. He will share
new trends, keys for successful cabin projects and examples of how
SR Technics has helped clients reconfigure their cabin layouts while
upgrading IFE systems.
Other workshops and conferences will also be held at the Paris
Air Show. Topics of discussion include strategies and critical issues of
a global supply chain and the complexities of the international aerospace market. Participating companies include Bombardier, LiebherrAerospace & Transportation SAS, OSSA, GIMAS and more. —C.C.

Avionica STC connects
airliners via broadband
by Matt Thurber
EFB connectivity,” said Anthony
Rios, vice president of sales for
Avionica. “It builds on our long

Cathay Pacific and Cathay Dragon Boeing/Airbus fleet; Icelandair, for 16 new Boeing 737 Maxs;
Korean Airlines; and FlyDubai.o

Avionica’s e-enabled sat LINK
MAX (left) and aviONS (right)
onboard network server.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Kalitta Air is the first airline customer to implement Avionica’s
newly amended supplemental
type certificate (STC) for the
avWiFi router, allowing the airline’s flight crew members to use
wireless applications—such as
electronic flight bags (EFBs)—in
all phases of flight. Kalitta Air is
also using the avWiFi router for
on-the-ground, dual-path Internet
access, which provides low-cost
broadband data transfer when the
aircraft is not flying, as well as for
terminal wireless connectivity for
automated data downloads. Avionica (Hall 3 DE19) is celebrating its 25th year in business.
The amended STC covers a
variety of airframes under an
approved model list, including
Boeing 777, 767, 737, DC-10, MD10, and MD11 series and Bombardier DHC-8-200 series. Avionica partnered with Air Greenland
to develop the DHC-8-200 STC.
The avWiFi router is available
with up to one terabyte of solidstate storage, and it is equipped
with two 10/100-Mbit Ethernet
ports with an 802.11a/b/g/n
access point. The router supports
distribution and loading of software parts and EFB operations,
including updating “IFE systems,
electronic flight bags, onboard
maintenance terminals (such as
Avionica’s RSU II OnBoard),
and other Ethernet-enabled
mass-storage systems,” the company said. Other features include
automatic download of Ethernet-enabled quick-access records,
and the ability to be combined
with Avionica’s avRDC (remote
data concentrator), which allows
the avWiFi to deliver real-time
flight data to onboard EFBs and
in-flight entertainment systems.
For aircraft without a data
loader or an older data loader,
the avWiFI combined with Avionica’s avRDC provides wireless 615-4 and 615A data loading. This eliminates the hassle
of maintaining stacks of floppy discs and distributing them
to each aircraft. Operators can
also develop their own applications that can access avWiFibased features and services.
For aircraft equipped with
Avionica’s Iridium-based satLink Max satcom, avWiFi
allows the use of multiple VoIP
cabin handsets to make and
receive satellite voice calls.
“This is another important
step toward e-enablement and

history in terminal wireless that
began in 2003 with our secureLink. We appreciate Kalitta’s
support and assistance in this
development project that now
allows Avionica to provide our
customers with Gatelink services
on a large array of aircraft.”
Avionica also announced
e-enablement equipment selections by: Cathay Pacific, for its
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The A-10 Warthog’s days as a U.S. Air Force
attack aircraft had seemed numbered until a
decision in May to keep it in service.

Warthog lives to fight another day
as USAF rethinks CAS strategy
by Chris Pocock
The U.S. Air Force has finally
seen sense. That was the reaction of many air power specialists to the news in May that it has
reversed course and decided to
retain the A-10 ‘Warthog’ attack
aircraft in service for the indefinite future. Moreover, it is now
going to explore buying a new,
low-cost off-the-shelf aircraft
to perform similar missions to
those flown by the A-10.
So ends a dispute with the
U.S. Congress that started when
the USAF sent its fiscal 2015
budget proposal to legislators
with a plan to save $4.2 billion by
phasing-out the veteran twinjet
warplane by 2019. The A-10 was
getting difficult to maintain, and
was vulnerable to advanced air
defenses, said then-secretary of
defense Chuck Hagel. Other
warplanes such as F-15 and
F-16 fighters, and even B-1 and
B-52 bombers could today do the
close air support (CAS) mission
better, plus—in the future—so
could the F-35 stealth fighter.
Nonsense, replied the critics.
They included Pentagon experts
Winston Wheeler and Pierre
Spray, who noted that the A-10
cost per flying hour of just under
$20,000 was lower than the F-16,
and way below the F-15, B-1 or

B-52. Moreover, they said, those
faster jets could not maneuver in
valleys or beneath a 1,000-foot
overcast, unlike the slower-flying and very agile Warthog. As
for the latest F-35 fighter, its thin
skin and high flammability make
it vulnerable to ground fire, they
contended. The A-10 was built
to withstand punishment—and
has proved it by returning to base
with multiple shrapnel and bullet
holes on more than one occasion.
Ground troops deserved the
support of squadrons that could
specialize in CAS, Wheeler and
Sprey continued. In fact, the
A-10 also flies other missions. In
last month’s fiscal 2018 budget
submission, the USAF admitted that not only is the A-10 a
“persistent and effective” CAS
aircraft, it can also do combat
search and rescue, strike control
and reconnaissance, interdiction,
and airborne forward air control.
Now that the axe has been lifted,
the service plans to spend nearly
$140 million over the next five
Some other role players in the close-airsupport drama include, below, Textron’s
“highly affordable” Scorpion; and below
right, Textron’s Beechcraft AT-6 Wolverine.
Also in contention for the requirement
known as OA-X is Embraer’s A-29 Super
Tucano attack turboprop, right.
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years on A-10 upgrades. These
mainly involve updates to the
operational flight program to
cater for new precision weapons
and targeting pods, embedded
GPS/INS, and the FAA’s ADS-B
out requirement.
Fairchild developed and produced the A-10 in the 1970s,
but Boeing is the major OEM
most closely involved with the
Warthog today. For the past
seven years, it has been providing replacement wing sets for 170
of the 280-strong fleet. They are
installed at the USAF’s Ogden
Air Logistics Center at Hill Air
Force Base in Utah. Boeing says
the re-winged A-10s can fly until
2040. The A-10 fleet has also
received a series of avionics and
electronic warfare upgrades over
the years, culminating in one for
precision engagements that was

done at Ogden and resulted in a
change in the type designation
suffix from A-10A to A-10C.
That might suggest that there
is no need to consider alternative, new aircraft for CAS.
However, the new USAF commander General David Goldfein
favors the acquisition of 300
low-cost, light attack aircraft
for the many overseas operations that are being undertaken
by the U.S. in low-threat environments. The idea is supported
by Republican senator John
McCain, chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, who
led Congressional opposition to
the A-10 retirement.
The potential requirement
has been dubbed “OA-X”, and
some off-the-shelf types will
be evaluated next month at
Holloman Air Force Base. They
include the Embraer A-29 Super
Tucano turboprop sponsored in
the US by Sierra Nevada Corp
(SNC), which is already certified by the USAF because it has
been supplied as military aid to
Afghanistan. “SNC is proud to
participate in the USAF’s effort

to enhance warfighter support
and bring greater value and
affordability to the American
taxpayer,” said Taco Gilbert, a
senior vice president at SNC.
Textron is sending both the
Scorpion tactical jet and the
Beechcraft AT-6 turboprop to
the evaluation. The company has
yet to see a return on its brave
decision to develop the “highly
affordable” Scorpion speculatively. A second, “productionconforming” aircraft made its
first flight last December, and
Textron Airland has logged more
than 800 hours of flight on the
twin-engine jet. It dropped out of
contention for the USAF’s new
jet trainer requirement when the
performance specifications for
the T-X were raised. So OA-X
could be a second chance for the
Scorpion to clinch a launch customer in its home country.
The AT-6 lost out to the Super
Tucano in the bitterly contested
evaluation of light CAS aircraft
for Afghanistan. According to
Beechcraft, the AT-6 Wolverine
“employs a broad range of weapons that no other light attack
aircraft can match.” It has the
same mission computer as the
A-10C, and the same sensor
suite as the MC-12W Liberty,
a modified King Air that the
USAF acquired for ISR. It is,
of course, a derivative of the
T-6A Texan that is the USAF’s
primary pilot trainer.
Intriguingly, there is one
more potential candidate that
has been flying for 27 years.
The Agile Responsive Effective
Support (ARES) aircraft was
designed by Burt Rutan at
Scaled Composites, now owned
by Northrop Grumman. It features such Rutan trademarks as
all-composite construction and
a canard foreplane. Most unusually, the inlet for the single Pratt
&Whitney JT15D-4B turbofan
is offset to the left side. This was
to avoid an A-10 development
problem: the ingestion of gas
from its signature 30mm Gatling
cannon. The ARES mounts the
big gun on its right side, opposite the engine.
The USAF evaluated the
ARES but never bought it. The
single prototype has been flying
again since 2008 as a low-cost
testbed for various payloads.
A company spokesperson told
AIN that it will fly about 60
hours this year.
The ARES appeared at the
Los Angeles County Airshow
in Lancaster, California, last
March. Northrop Grumman,
which did not respond to a question from AIN as to whether the
ARES would be submitted for
the OA-X evaluation.
o
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Numbers looking better
for new Embraer E-Jets
by James Wynbrandt
On the eve of the 2017 Paris
Airshow, Embraer upped the
performance figures for two of
its in-development E2 regional
jets, increasing the range and
mtow for the flagship E195-E2,
and boosting the hot/high and
short-field performance numbers for the E190-E2.
The E195-E2’s maximum
range, previously 2,450 nm, is
now 2,600 nm, while mtow climbs
800 kg (1,763 lb) from 60,700 to
61,500 kg (133,821 to 135,584
lb). Meanwhile, the E190-E2’s
new hot/high performance charts
extend range to a maximum of
2,500 nm, depending on the departure point; flights from Denver, for
example, get an additional 200 nm
of range. The short field revision
extends the E190-E2’s range to a
minimum 1,750 nm, adding 100
nm on departures from London
City Airport. The increases come
from “flaps and slats optimization” and the results of flight tests,
said John Slattery, president and
CEO of Embraer Commercial
Aviation. “We were conservative
at the outset [with performance
projections],” he added.
Slattery makes a case for
an expanding global role for
regional jets, extending from
low-cost carriers to major airlines, and the E2 family—whose
third member is the E175-E2—as

best positioned to serve the
70-to-130 seat market. He cited
demand drivers including:“the
enormous number of aircraft
[more than 5,500 in the 70-to150 seat segment] that are aging
and getting beyond their useful
utility life,” along with “today’s
more disciplined management
teams driven by capacity discipline, cost controls [and] a focus
on returning investors’ money,”
along with “the fallacy of a single fleet type as the way to go.
“It’s nonsense; it doesn’t
stack up,” he added of the single-model fleet as an exemplar
of efficiency. “When an airline
gets to a critical mass of size,
to complement the larger fleet
with a smaller fleet is important.
Airlines will need smaller gauge
of equipment; there’s plenty of
markets to be served with 100to 130-seat aircraft.”
Embraer already claims 61
percent of the market for 70- to
130-seat jets, and with the E2s,
“Opportunities to expand our
franchise footprint are enormous,” Slattery said. “We elected
to have three points of optimization. Each of the three aircraft has a bespoke wing. We
optimized each member of the
family. That’s never been done
before. We believe this wing is the
most efficient wing in the world;

Embraer believes its wing design for the E2 series is “the most efficient wing in the
world,” with its high aspect ratio and harmonious “marriage” to engines and fuselage.
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The developmental Embraer E195-E2 regional jet is turning in better-than-expected maximum range and mtow performance, so the
company is upping its published specifications. The company’s prototype, on display here, goes by the nickname “Profit Hunter.”

it has the highest aspect ratio [the
ratio between width and length]
of any narrowbody today. It’s a
marriage between wings, engines
and fuselages.”
Here at Le Bourget, Embraer
(Chalet 314, Static C2) is marking the 20th anniversary of
its first jet sale, an ERJ145 to
what is now HOP, Air France’s
regional subsidiary. An aircraft
in signature livery is on display,
and the milestone will be feted at
the static display tomorrow.
Embraer now has 73 E145
operators in 40 countries, while
total orders for E-Jets as of
March stood at 1,749, with 1,317
delivered and a backlog of 450.
(The commercial division produces about 100 per year.) The
jet fleet has accumulated some
20 million flight hours with a
dispatch reliability rate of 99.92
percent, claims the company.
“Only eight flights in 1,000 go
technical,” Slattery said.
The Brazilian OEM is also
displaying its 195-E2 prototype,
dubbed the “Profit Hunter,” in
the flight demonstrations and
on static. It’s unmistakable, with
its front end painted to resemble a Golden Eagle. (“The most
successful animal of prey in the
sky—perfectly suited to its environment, viciously effective in
achieving its goal. And the E2
is like that too,” said Slattery).
When the nose art concept
was initially devised, Embraer
found creating a decal would be
cost-prohibitive. A paint shop
employee who is also an artist
volunteered to undertake the
painting, coming in nightly with
an assistant to work on the project. Embraer has brought both
employees here to enjoy the
acclaim their artwork is receiving. “It speaks to the culture of
Embraer,” Slattery said of the
project and its denouement. “We
believe a key to our success is
our people.”
At E2 cabin mockup is on
view at the Embraer pavilion,
and attendees can also tour the
interior via virtual reality.
Embraer sees additional
market opportunity for E2s in
replacing turboprops on flights
that exceed 300 nm, which represent 30 percent of all commercial turboprop operations today,

Slattery said. “That [amount of]
time in current-generation turboprops is proving to be less than
satisfactory [for passengers].” He
pointed to Alaska Airlines affiliate Horizon’s order announced
last year for 30 E175s to replace
its existing Bombardier Q400
fleet as a harbinger of deals to
come.
Back in Brazil, the flight test
programs for the E190-E2 and
E195-E2 are on schedule, with
the 190 past the mid-point (53
percent complete) and slated for
certification in the first half of
2018. The E195-E2 is scheduled
to follow in 2019. Four 190-E2
and one E195-E2 prototypes are
currently flying, with a second
E195-E2 joining the program
later this year. (The two models
have identical cockpits.)
As of early June the programs
had accumulated 940 flight and
2,160 ground test hours. Launch
operator for the E190-E2 is
Widerøe, the Nordic regional
carrier, which is transitioning
from Bombardier Q400 turboprops. Low-cost carrier Azul
Brazilian Airlines is launch operator for the E195-E2.
Certification Set for 2021

Certification for the E175-E2 has
been moved back 12 months, and
is now set for 2021. This is for two
reasons, Slattery said. The first is
to await possible developments on
airline pilot scope clause agreements in the U.S., which limit outsourcing of flights aboard aircraft
exceeding 76 seats. This affects
sales in what is the world’s largest market for regional jets. North
America accounts for just under
one-third of the orders for 70- to
130-seat jets). The second reason is because “The E175 continues to sell well, and we will
see more orders for the 175 this
year,” said Slattery. Certification
of the E190-E2 is more than halfway complete, and the wing bending test, a critical milestone, was
successfully performed at the end
of May.
Slattery admitted Embraer
has had “limited success in penetrating low-cost carriers, particularly in Southeast Asia,” but
sees a turnaround coming. “We
believe we’re at the front end
of low-cost carriers around the

world augmenting their mainline
fleets with larger regional jets.”
Part of the impetus for change
comes from new-found government support for the growth of
regional air travel, such as India’s
“opening to regional jets for the
first time.”
Others, principally Bombardier with its CSeries, also plan
to compete for such orders, he
acknowledged. Comparing the
E2s to the CS100, Bombardier’s
new regional jet, Slattery noted the CS100 “sits between the
190 and 195” in capacity, giving
Embraer an advantage in headto-head competition. Additionally, he noted, unlike the CSeries’
five-abreast seating, Embraers
have no middle seat (“so everyone has an aisle or a window”),
and no bars under the seats to
impede bag placement.
Overhead bin size has been
increased (“Every single customer can take a rolling bag on”)
and the bins open upward, rather
than downward. “We’re the only
next generation narrowbody
to have won a Crystal Cabin
award,” he added. “In a fair and
balanced campaign, we think
airlines, when shown the capabilities, the economics are very
compelling. Add with the incremental news, like hot and high
performance, or extra range, it
starts to become a very compelling proposition for airlines.”
Asked to expand upon his
“fair and balanced” statement, in light of Brazil’s complaint before WTO over
Canadian Government funding for Bombardier’s CSeries
regional airliner, and Boeing’s
Federal suit claiming the OEM
“dumped” the jets in its deal
with Delta announced in 2016,
Slattery said, “As an independent
manufacturer, it’s our position
that fair and balanced commercial trade is the way to go. We are
supporting Brazil in their action
at the World Trade Organization,
and we are following closely the
current proceedings Boeing has
undertaken. We have no more
comment on that.”
But Slattery stresses Embraer
doesn’t consider forthcoming
narrowbodies from Boeing or its
European counterpart as rivals
in the E2 market.
o
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UAC hopes MC-21 first flight is
launch pad for Russia’s airliner

The Irkut MC-21 takes off for the first time
outside the Siberian city of Irkutsk.

by Gregory Polek
Russia’s Irkut MC-21-300 narrowbody airliner achieved its
first flight on May 28, in a milestone that parent company
United Aircraft Corporation
(UAC) hopes will set it on a path
to mounting a serious challenge
to the global dominance of
U.S. and European airframers.
Lasting only 30 minutes, the
flight from the Irkutsk Aviation
Plant airfield in Siberia took the
163- to 211-seat airliner to an
altitude of 3,280 feet and a speed
of 162 knots. The flight plan
included aerodynamic stability and controllability checks as
well as engine control tests, and
the crew performed a simulated
landing approach, followed by a
pass over the runway and climbing and turning maneuvers.
“This is not just a first flight
of a new aircraft, but rather an
advance of the product that
will determine the shape of the
Russian civilian aviation industry for the next fifty years,”
commented UAC president
Yury Slyusar.
First flight came only two
weeks after Irkut announced
first taxi tests at its Irkutsk airfield and nearly a year after the
airplane’s rollout in the Siberian
city on June 8, 2016. At the
time officials eyed Russian certification in 2018, although earlier plans to fly the airplane by
the end of last year appeared
dashed. During the rollout ceremony Russian prime minister
Dmitry Medvedev referenced
plans for first flight “within
a year,” and UAC officials
acknowledged that the previously quoted target might prove
too optimistic. A UAC spokesman told AIN February 2017
appeared more realistic, but
since then virtually all went
quiet at Irkut until this month’s
taxi tests.
Powered by Pratt & Whitney
PW1400G geared turbofans, the
MC-21 features the widest fuselage of any narrowbody on the

market, promising cabin comfort
for full-service airlines and cost
advantages for low-fare carriers,
according to UAC (Hall 2a Stand
B198) and Irkut. The MC-21’s
list price of $91 million suggests a
15-percent lower acquisition cost
than that of the current A320.
Irkut claims that either
the PW1400G or a Russian
engine alternative—namely, the
Aviadvigatel PD-14 now undergoing a second round of testing aboard an Ilyushin Il-76
flying testbed—will produce
a 12- to 15-percent operating
cost advantage over the current
Airbus A320. Apart from the
engines, the MC-21’s most radical advance centers on its car-

Russia’s United Aircraft Corp. president
Yury Slyusar has hopes the MC-21 impact
will last for half a century, or more.

bon fiber wings, which take the
airplane’s composite content to
30 percent. AeroComposit in
Ulyanovsk, Russia, builds the
wings using an out-of-autoclave
resin transfer infusion process
never before tried on a commercial aircraft. Both Airbus
and Boeing use a more expensive process that requires an
autoclave to cure their composite wings on the A350 and
787, respectively. Both of the
MC-21’s chief competitors—
the Boeing 737 Max and Airbus
A320—use metal wings.
While
UAC’s
definitive
plans call for that innovation to extend to the smaller,
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150-seat MC-21-200, Slyusar
suggested it has seriously revisited prospects for a larger version airplane in the form of
the MC-21-400. At the time
of the rollout Slyusar said discussions on the larger variant
could start in 2017, but that any
decision would depend on what
competition ultimately exists
in the segment of the market
the MC-21 would occupy, or
the so-called “Middle of the
Market (MOM).”
“We should take into consideration the plans of our colleagues;
that’s why we [plan to] make a
decision rationally,” he said.
In terms of production
capacity, Irkut claims it could
build as many as 72 aircraft a
year in its newly refurbished and
modernized final assembly hall
in Irkustk. While the company’s
need—or ability—to deliver six
airplanes per month won’t likely
materialize for several years, the
production plan satisfies the
company’s projected demand
for 1,060 MC-21s over the next
two decades. Slyusar, meanwhile, expressed satisfaction
with the early level of commercial interest in the product: so
far the MC-21 has drawn firm
orders for 175 airplanes.
Although Irkut and UAC
claim they have received payments on all supply contracts
signed so far, some of the
intended customers say they
will firm their “preliminary
orders” after the first flight or
when the airplane demonstrates
advertised performance during
fight trials.
Sergei Chemezov, general
manager of state corportation
Rostec, expressed optimism
about the export potential of the
new jetliner, most notably in the
developing markets of Southeast
Asia, Latin America, India and
the Middle East. Rostec has long
projected a presence in those
regions selling weapons and now
wants to expand its footprint

through civilian projects. “We
are ready to render complete
support to United Aircraft promoting the MC-21 to these markets,” said Chemezov.
Aeroflot expects to receive
its first MC-21 operator from
Rostec-controlled lessor AviaCapitalService in 2019. Other lessors and financial institutions committed to the project
include Ilyushin Finance, VEB
and Savings Bank of Russia,
while only two Russian airlines signed direct contract
with the manufacturer: Nordwind for five jets and IrAero’s
for ten. Holding a commitment
for six MC-21-300s, Egypt’s
Cairo Aviation stands as the
only confirmed non-Russian
customer for the airplane. Malaysia’s Crecom Burj Resources
placed a tentative order for 25
airplanes at Farnborough 2010
that has yet to become firm.
Other carriers that have indicated interest include Russia’s
Red Wings, Azerbaijan Airlines and Air Tanzania.
Widebody Plans

Meanwhile, UAC and China’s Comac last month established their joint venture to develop a long-range widebody
airliner. Dubbed China-Russia
Commercial Aircraft International Company (Craic), the entity established what UAC calls
an “equivalence principle,” under which each side takes a 50
percent share in the program—
known as the C929 by the Chinese. It remains unclear whether
the sides have agreed on a name,
however, given that the Russian partner believes it implies a
Comac designation. In fact, the
agreement calls for final assembly in Shanghai.
Nevertheless, Craic’s board
of directors consists of four
members from each side; UAC
appointed its vice president,
Vladislav Masilov, as the company’s first chairman, while Comac

nominated its assistant president and general manager of its
widebody arm, Guo Bozhi, as
Craic’s first general manager.
The new widebody would
seat some 280 passengers and fly
to a range of 6,500 nautical
miles, placing it
roughly in the category of the Airbus A330-900.
The airplane, an agreement to
establish a partnership for which
Comac and UAC signed in June
of last year during Russian
president Vladimir Putin’s official visit to China, would cost
between $13 billion and $20 billion to develop. The companies
first revealed preliminary operating specifications during last
November’s Airshow China
in Zhuhai, along with plans to
build a final assembly facility
in Shanghai. Schedules call for
first flight in 2023 and entry into
service in 2026.
UAC and Comac intend
to use the Boeing “gate” process for managing the program.
Gate 3—at which point the aircraft would reach complete definition—would happen some
time in 2018 or 2019. Comac
and its Avic subsidiary will carry
responsibility for final assembly
and the majority of parts manufacturing, using existing factories around Shanghai and other
Chinese cities, including those
now being used for the ARJ21
and C919 airliners. The Russian
partner would perform mainly
design and development work,
according to UAC president
Yuri Slyusar. UAC’s newly built
463,000-sq-ft engineering center
at Zhukovsky, near Moscow, will
house Chinese and Russian engineers working on the program.
Initially, the 75,000-poundthrust-class engines for the new
widebody would likely come
from Rolls-Royce and/or GE
Aviation, “which already have
suitable models with the required
thrust of 35 metric tons,” according to Slyusar. Later propulsion options could include a
larger version of the Aviadvigatel
PD-14 now undergoing testing by
the Russian design house in Perm
called the PD-35. The Chinese
side has also expressed a desire
to develop a turbofan of its own
to power the airplane and last
year consolidated several stateowned companies to establish the
new Aero Engine Corporation of
China (AECC). 
o

Russian air force modernization
may take longer than planned
by Reuben F. Johnson

CHRIS POCOCK

In early January, the Russian
air force (VKS) announced that
the long-awaited delivery of the
fifth-generation Sukhoi T-50
PAK-FA/PFI fighter would take
place this year. According to the
Putin administration’s statement
at the time, these aircraft would
be part of a delivery schedule for
“more than 100 new combat air
vehicles to be received in 2017.”
The announcement, made by
VKS commander-in-chief, Col.
Gen. Viktor Bondarev, continued to state that the aircraft
types to be received this year
include more than 20 Sukhoi
Su-30SM models, modernized
and overhauled Tupolev Tu-95
and Tu-160 bomber aircraft that
are already in service, plus what
was an unspecified number of
Mil Mi-28 and Kamov Ka-52
combat helicopters.
However, the numbers and
the tone of the announcement
could be somewhat misleading,
according to specialists familiar with the situation in Russia’s
defense industrial base. To begin
with, said one Russian combat
aviation analyst, “the announcement sounds like the T-50s that
are coming are going to be aircraft coming straight off the
[Komsomolsk-na-Amur] Knaapo
production line. Instead, these
five T-50/PFI aircraft will be the
same flight-test aircraft that have

been completing the program’s
initial flight testing phase at the
Gromov Flight Research Institute
(LII) in Zhukovsky.”
The Same Five Aircraft

These five aircraft have been
operating out of the LII facility for several years now, having
made some of their first public
appearances at the 2013 MAKS
Moscow Air Show. They will now
be transferred from the custody
of Sukhoi and the parent corporation, UAC, and will be entered
into the inventory register of the
VKS, but they will not be moving to an operational unit.
These aircraft will instead be
transferred to the Chkalov VKS
State Flight Test Centre base
No. 929 at Akhtubinsk. They
will then enter a second phase of
their flight-test program in which
Sukhoi company test pilots will
first instruct a cadre of VKS
active-duty test pilots in operating the aircraft while completing a set of validation exercises
in the process. In the process,
the VKS test pilots will be qualified to operate the T-50 and the
Sukhoi test pilot team will cycle
out to permit the military team
to complete the testing phase.
This part of the flight-testing
process can take a year or more,
which means that there would
no new-build T-50s delivered

The fifth-generation Sukhoi T-50 PAK-FA/PFI fighter is a
key part of modernization plans for Russia’s air force.
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until after this year. For these
and other aspects of the program, subsequent statements by
the VKS are that new aircraft
from the production line would
not enter service before 2018 and
deliveries would then be completed by 2025.
The other aspect of the
announcement that gives a false
impression, said the same combat
aviation analyst speaking with
AIN on condition of anonymity,
is that some of the aircraft that
are counted as 100 “new” models
to be delivered are actually these
older model Tupolev bombers
that are being modernized.
Before Bondarev’s announcement the first deputy commander of the VKS, Lt. Gen.
Pavel Kurachenko, stated that
by the year 2020 the force will
have received more than 900
new-build aircraft and helicopters, and would also have taken
delivery of more than 900 additional overhauled and modernized platforms.
Future Force Structure

At present the Russian Air
Force has several primary missions that need to be addressed
by the procurement of new aircraft. The most visible of these
has been the mission to conduct
air operations in support of the
Syrian government from the

base that the VKS have established in Latakia. This mission
has revealed one of the force’s
shortcomings, which is a limited number of aircraft that can
deliver precision-guided munitions (PGM).
The most capable and effective of the platforms available
for this mission would be the
Su-34 theater-range bomber
aircraft. Other model aircraft
used in the Syrian mission, such
as the Tu-22M3 Backfire, have
been shown dropping unguided,
“dumb” bombs almost B-17 style
on targets in Syria, as the aircraft
has never been assigned a PGMtype mission in the past.
For these and other reasons,
the Russian deputy defense
minister for procurement, Yuri
Borisov, announced earlier this
year that 16 of the Su-34 aircraft
would be delivered to the VKS
from the Novosibirsk NAPO
plant and that the MoD has a
total of 92 of this type on order.
The VKS also has a longer-range
plan for continuing to upgrade
the Su-34 with progressive introduction of new on-board systems, as well as new weapons as
they come on-line.
Borisov described the Su-34
as having “enormous growth
potential as it is modernized
and it eventually will be—for all
practical purposes—a next-generation aircraft.” Sukhoi representatives state that despite its
smaller size in comparison with
the much larger Backfire its “fullauthority engine controls [Fadec]
and the option[s] of extending its
range with additional external
fuel tanks or air-to-air refueling

put it in the class of a mediumweight strategic bomber.”
In addition to the Su-34, the
VKS will continue to depend
on two other aircraft currently
in production, the Su-35, produced at the Knaapo facility
and the Su-30SM produced at
Irkut. These two fighters, plus
the Napo-built Su-34, are essentially becoming the backbone
of the Russian air force’s tactical and theater-level force.
Invisible Weaponry

However, none of these aircraft
are stealthy designs and there is
no firm date yet by which the VKS
would receive the T-50 in any large
numbers. Therefore, the VKS now
needs to rely on another Russian,
but unseen, specialty to enhance
the survivability of these aircraft:
electronic warfare (EW).
Russian capability in EW has
continued to improve in recent
years, according to U.S. and
NATO specialists who are familiar with the different models of
airborne jammers. Several of
these are designed at the Kaluga
Scientific Research Institute for
Radio Technology (KNIRTI).
All three aircraft are fitted
with a variant of the Khibiny
EW system that can be employed
in one of three modes: radar
reconnaissance in a passive mode
that records the electronic signals
of adversary radar systems, an
active jamming mode that protects the aircraft and an escort
jamming mode that can cover a
group of several aircraft.
The Su-34 is equipped with
the L-174V model, the Su-35
with the Khibiny-M L-265 and
the Su-30SM with the KhibinyU model. Variations in these
designs depend on the power available to generate the EW
signals, the internal space in the
aircraft available and the mission requirements.
“Even if the T-50 program
proves to be a new-age platform in terms of its capability,
these three aircraft will continue to be the mainstay of the
VKS for the foreseeable future,”
said the Russian combat aviation analyst. “For the VKS
senior command, the near-term
emphasis—as well as funding—
is going to be focused on these
three programs.
Here at the Paris Air Show,
Russian military technology is being promoted by the
country’s arms export agency
Rosoboronexport (Hall 2a
Stand C198)
o
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U.S.-based Lord set out to expand its European footprint,
and its acquisition of Fly-by-Wire Systems France, already
an Airbus supplier, supports that endeavor.

Lord’s strategy is working as
company expands in Europe
by Ian Goold
Here at the Paris Air Show, U.S. aerospace equipment manufacturer Lord
Corporation (Chalet 53) is celebrating expanded European activities after
reporting 40-percent total growth during
three years of operations in the region.
Lord is continuing the growth strategy
established in 2014, with an emphasis on
acquisition and fixed-wing commercial
aircraft programs, as well as becoming
less U.S.-centric and expanding its manufacturing footprint, the group’s aerospace and defense president Bill Cerami
told AIN.
In Europe, that strategy covers plans
for significant investment in support of
commercial aircraft manufacture, with
an emphasis on acquisitions, technological innovation and further development
of the aftermarket base.
Beyond Europe, Lord reports Asian
successes in China, where it supplies the
twin-turboprop Xian Aircraft MA700,

and in South Korea, where it supports
two helicopter programs. The company
specializes in devices to control the effects
of motion, noise and vibration and develops adhesives and coatings for aerospace,
defense and other industries.
Another plank in Lord’s strategy
is to reduce dependence on helicopter
programs, in which military business
has been very strong, said Cerami.
Slightly more than half of Lord’s aerospace and defense business is in helicopters and the company wants to rebalance
the portfolio.
Seeing itself as a solutions partner
in European rotary-wing manufacturing, with several of the company’s
control technologies integral to major
programs, Lord recognizes that industry’s reduced fortunes. “The [diminished]
price of oil has a great influence on the
rotary-wing element of [our] business,”
said Cerami.

Lord Corporation aerospace and defense president Bill Cerami reflected positively on the company’s decision
to rely less on the the helicopter segment, a move that proved prescient given the difficulty the sector is
having as a result of a downturn in the oil-and-gas market.
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Now, Cerami sees opportunities for
Lord to develop existing relations with
Denmark’s Satair Group, established
under a 2015 non-exclusive agreement.
Satair performs aftermarket sales, distribution, and support for many Lord
isolation mounts and other products equipping Airbus, Boeing, and
Bombardier aircraft in Europe, Middle
East, and Africa. A wholly owned (but
independent) Airbus subsidiary, Satair
offers sales, services, and warehousing to customers and suppliers through
centers in the Asia Pacific, Europe, the
Middle East and North America.
Other European activities see Lord
working on an active vibration-control system for Leonardo (the former
Finmeccanica), which provides a good
match for the company’s applications,
according to global sales, marketing and
strategy director Rachid Bendali. Lord
has collaborated with major manufacturers such as Airbus, Dassault, Pilatus,
Saab and Safran.
Acquisition Efforts

An example of Lord’s European expansion-by-acquisition in its search for a
more balanced business is that of former
SKF subsidiary Fly-by-Wire Systems
France (FbW), whose captive technology team is expected to strengthen the
company’s presence in the commercial aircraft market. This deal, closed 12
months ago, has been followed by a year
of integration, according to Cerami, who
reported significant progress as Lord has
made long-term agreements with major
FbW customers.
At acquisition, FbW’s expertise in
actuation, electronics and sensing was
seen as providing $35 million-$40 million
of annual revenue. It gave the U.S. company substantial capacity in advancedsystems “solutions” for aircraft and
helicopters. FbW’s cockpit controls,
dampers, electro-mechanical actuators
and sensors are used primarily for commercial aircraft fly-by-wire systems,
and the purchase globalizes the French

company’s rotary-wing business outside
Europe, said Cerami.
The company sees the purchase as
enabling it to offer a broader value proposition to customers, while widening
its customer base and providing access
to FbW’s legacy business. Buying the
French supplier, which has worked with
Airbus since the early 1980s and equips
all its current production models, also
has boosted Lord’s aspirations to support market trends toward greater electrification of aircraft.
The company also has secured funds
to build a new, larger factory for which
formal approval (subject to possible community objection) has been received with
Lord hoping to proceed with construction by next month, said aerospace new
ventures managing director Guy Billoud.
Billoud is based in Geneva,
Switzerland, where Lord has its regional
headquarters for Europe, a technology
center, and engineering, manufacturing,
and research and development interests.
He said that Lord’s aerospace new ventures business represents inorganic acquisitions with an emphasis on Europe.
The U.S. manufacturer also participates in pan-European environmentalresearch programs such as Clean Sky 1
and 2 and Horizon 2020. The Clean Sky
2 program provides Lord with contracts
worth around €5 million ($5.4 million)
and the company is part of a European
consortium developing a next stage system for an ultra-high-bypass engine.
Partners include Germany’s Heggemann
(as manufacturer), Italian university
Politecnic di Milano (for testing) and
Italian engineering consultancy Vicoter
(engineering).
Under Clean Sky 1, Lord has developed
an engine-attachment system for application on an open-rotor (OR) powerplant
to reduce vibration in the event of a
rotor blade being damaged or lost. With
France’s Safran Aircraft Engines, Lord is
part of a geared, counter-rotating or trial
in which it is working to counter vibration
transmission through the engine’s fuselage mounting.
Most recently, the system has been
installed on a ground rig that might
have had its first run by the time of
this week’s show, said Lord A&D
EMEA managing director Marcello
Campanelli. Safran described the OR
one of the exciting new engine architectures under development as part of,
in this case, Clean Sky 2’s Sustainable
and Green Engine (SAGE) Integrated
Technology Demonstrator.
Campanelli told AIN that, as airlines
are now introducing latest-technology
engines in the form of Pratt & Whitney
PW1000G geared turbofans and CFM
International Leap-1 powerplants, the
big dilemma is whether further Clean
Sky developments can offer similar
improvements.
o
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BOMBARDIER

A Swiss CS100 takes off for a flight demo
at last year’s Farnborough Air Show.

Bombardier keeps the faith
in C Series delivery schedule
by Gregory Polek
Swiss International Airlines’ acceptance
of its first Bombardier CS300 aircraft on
May 26 marked the 12th C Series delivery in total and the sixth this year for the
Canadian airframer, clearly suggesting a
so-called back-loaded schedule that calls
for a total of 30 to 35 airplanes by the
end of 2017. Happily for Bombardier, the
plan to solve the fan blade supply problems that plagued the Pratt & Whitney
PW1500G early in the program appears
settled, giving Bombardier Commercial
Aircraft president Fred Cromer confidence in the delivery guidance the company continues to cite.
“[Pratt & Whitney has] ramped up
the supply chain, they have people monitoring the situation and we’re obviously
staying pretty close to them to make sure
they aren’t pacing the line any more than
they already have, so I think they have
that issue pretty much under control,”
Cromer told AIN in an interview ahead
of the Paris Air Show. “The engines ramp
up in the back half of this year, so I think
that’s really the test. But from what we see
now we think Pratt is going to meet their
delivery commitments.”
Bombardier has managed to soften the
financial blow resulting from the delays
somewhat by adjusting its own production
pace to match the delivery rate from Pratt.
“We’re continuing down our production
plan so that we’re not having them sitting
there waiting for engines, but typically in
our production schedule the engines come
at the very, very end anyway because we
don’t want to sit on expensive inventory,”
explained Cromer.
For its part, Pratt & Whitney expects
to triple production of the hybrid metallic
fan blades in question after opening two

new assembly facilities this year, allowing it to deliver what it quotes as 350 to
400 engines from the PW1000G family
by year-end.
However, one of a set of broader
technical “issues” that have plagued
the geared turbofan family—particularly in the PW1100G for the Airbus
A320neo narrowbody—continue to
affect the C Series, namely deficient
durability of the engines’ combustors.
As a result, Bombardier will need to
replace the engines on all the airplanes
it has already delivered with powerplants
outfitted with newly upgraded combustors. Cromer didn’t know exactly when
Pratt & Whitney would begin delivering
engines equipped with the new combustors and could only offer an estimate of
“the back half of this year.”
Although by the end of May
Bombardier hadn’t received an engine
with the new combustor, Cromer said
that the engines for the C Series application have performed in revenue operations “much better” than those for the
A320neo. “We have a sort of different aircraft and systems configuration because
clean-sheet design,” he explained. “So, in
designing the airplane from the ground
up…versus a re-engined aircraft where
you are installing a new engine on an
existing platform and you don’t have integration choices per se.
“The maturity level that we have
because of all the testing we’ve done from
the very beginning, we have what I would
describe as a more mature engine going
into service,” added Cromer.
Engineering trades Bombardier made
early in the program included a change
in the design of the pylon to allow the
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attachment point with the engine to move
forward to accommodate the large size
and weight of the fan. So rather than
attach the pylon near the middle of
the engine, designers attached it to the
fan case, thereby reducing stress on the
powerplant. “What that has done is minimize this issue that the Airbus is dealing
with, this bowed rotor issue, we do not
have that issue and we think it’s largely
because of the pylon design.”
The so-called rotor bow issue forced
Airbus to extend the start-up times for
the PW1100G on the A320neo to ensure
that temperature variation along the shaft
does not affect its alignment.
Although Cromer said not enough C
Series airplanes have entered service to
quote a meaningful dispatch rate, early
indications point to a better than acceptable level of operational reliability for
Swiss and Air Baltic, the only two airlines to have taken deliveries so far. “Both
airlines have expressed very high levels of satisfaction with how we’re doing
with entry into service,” he said. Next, the
company plans to deliver the first of 10
CS300s to Korean Air “in the back half ”
of the year, followed by Delta Air Lines’
first CS100 in the spring. Delta holds a
firm order for 75 CS100s and options on
another 50, and may convert a portion of
its order to positions for CS300s.
London City Lift

Swiss plans soon to operate out of
London City Airport in the UK, following the airplane’s Transport Canada and
EASA certification in the spring for takeoff and approach on the field’s 5.5-degree
glideslope. Calling the CS100 the only
commercial airplane specifically designed
for operation out of such challenging airports, Bombardier estimates the airplane
doubles the range of revenue flights it
considers viable out of LCY.
In late March Bombardier flew a
CS100 with a representative payload
nonstop from to New York JFK Airport

following the completion of its demonstration flights for the steep-approach, shortlanding requirements at London City.
Although the steep takeoff and
approach requirements at London City
call for a 5.5 degree glideslope, Bombardier
had to test and validate the C Series to 8.5
degrees to qualify to operate there. In its
full 108-seat cabin layout, the CS100 can
fly some 2,350 nautical miles into and out
of London City. It can reach New York
from LCY in a 42-passenger configuration. British Airways’ Airbus A318 flies
36 passengers on that route with a stop in
Shannon, Ireland, for refueling. Late last
summer it cut the frequency on the route
from twice to once a day.
Cromer noted that Bombardier has
spoken to “a few” potential customers
interested in flying the London City-New
York route, he said he knows of no firm
plans to do so yet.
One major customer whose plans for
its airplanes still remain unclear is Russia’s
Ilyushin Finance Company, which last
year claimed that a politically-motivated
decision by Export Development Canada
(EDC) to refuse low-interest financing
played a key role in its decision to reduce
its order for CS300s from 32 to 20. Cromer
characterized the uncertainty surrounding IFC as one exacerbated by a “challenging” market environment. “We’ve
worked with them to structure the deal
in a way that probably makes more sense
and we have a pretty good relationship
with them so we’re staying pretty close to
that group,” said Cromer. “When we see
opportunities and their markets firm up,
that’s kind of the nature of the conversations that we’re having with them. But
they’re still a valued customer in our C
Series program and when the time is right
we’ll be working with them to get them
some airplanes and get them into service.”
China Connection

Addressing reports that Chinese investors
have expressed interest in investing in the C
Series program, Cromer characterized them
as nothing more than speculation. Some
three years ago Bombardier and China’s
Comac signed what they called a definitive
agreement covering four distinctive projects
as part of the second phase of the parties’
long-term collaboration on common parts,
systems and design aspects between the C
Series and C919 narrowbody.
The deal followed an agreement signed
on March 21, 2012 covering program
commonalities between the C919 and
C Series and the letter of intent signed
on Nov. 13, 2012 signaling the beginning of Phase II of a collaboration first
announced in March 2011. Under the
2013 deal, Comac and Bombardier said
they would collaborate on C Series flight
test activities pertaining to non-flying
tasks, implementing and maintaining the
common items achieved as part of Phase
I, sales and marketing and certain areas of
customer services related to training, technical publications and parts distribution.
However, both companies because,
according to Cromer, “each program got
focused on its own issues,” eventually leading the sides to dissolve the agreement. o
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GKN trims waste with
additive manufacturing
by Ian Goold
GKN Aerospace and the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Oak
Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) in Tennessee have
signed a five-year cooperative research and development
agreement focused on additive
manufacturing (AM). Using the
Department’s Manufacturing
Demonstration Facility (MDF),
the $178 million deal aims to
develop new AM processes, supporting progress toward their
use in manufacturing of major
aircraft structural components.
“AM could cut material
waste by as much as 90 percent and manufacturing times
by around 50 percent,” Mike
Grunza, chief executive of
GKN’s Aerostructures North
America business told a recent
press briefing. “[It] will unlock
new manufacturing horizons,
allowing us to create complex
components with no performance compromise.”
Initially, GKN and ORNL
will focus on developing laser
metal deposition with wire
(LMD-w), an AM technique
using a laser to layer meltedwire beads on to a substrate to
build metal structures. They aim
to create a prototype machine to
manufacture complex mediumand large-scale titanium parts.
The partners then will support work already under way
to make electron-beam melting
(EBM) ready for full-scale, highvolume aerospace production.
EBM can be used to produce
small and medium-size components by melting metal powder
with an electron beam to build
parts layer by layer.
AM can be “one of the most
profound technology disruptors of our day,” according to
ORNL energy and environmental-sciences associate laboratory
director Moe Khaleel. “This
partnership will leverage our
core capabilities in high-performance materials research, leading to improved efficiency of
materials and energy usage for
aerospace applications.”
As GKN Aerospace increases
investment in such research, the
question for engineering and
technology senior vice-president Russ Dunn is “when, and
at what pace,” aerospace will
move further into AM applications. The company says it has
AM parts flying on seven major
aircraft platforms.

Other components have
undergone certification trials
and are awaiting clearance as
GKN continues to make “significant new investment in largescale deposition,” according
to Dunn, who recognized the
need for quality as the industry
increases capacity: “Anyone can
make AM parts, but you need to
be able to control [the process]
through knowledge that you are
making a good part.”
GKN has AM partnerships in seven countries. The
group’s five centers of excellence for the technology include
design and manufacturing at
Filton (UK), Oak Ridge (U.S.),
and Trollhattan (Sweden), as
well as sinter metals research
at Radevormwald (Germany),
and powder development at
Cinnaminson (U.S).
More Technology

In addition to AM activities, Dunn emphasized GKN
Aerospace’s “very broad band”
of products. “Our technology
offers the solutions customers
need,” he said, citing three other
key “insertion” technologies:
thermoplastics, engine composites, and aircraft electrics. The
executive also noted the company’s “great deal of experience”
in core areas that could (or
already does) lead the industry:
empennages, engine modules,
fuselages, integrated systems,
nacelles, and wings.
Use of thermoplastics in, for
example, manufacturing fuselage shells is “effectively welding
without fasteners,” according to
Dunn. GKN claims that a welded,
boltless assembly it features in
a thermoplastic, grid-structure
fuselage-panel “demonstrator”
provides “a 10 percent weight
reduction [and] potential 30-percent reduction in manufacturing
costs over other composites’ fuselage solutions.” Indeed, Dunn
suggested that designing for thermoplastics “saves up to 25 percent in weight.”
Examples of GKN thermoplastic parts include Airbus
A380 wing fixed leading edge;
Gulfstream G650 rudder, elevator, and floor panels; and
horizontal stabilizer for the
Leonardo AW169 helicopter. It
also will produce the rudder and
elevator for the new Dassault
Falcon 5X business jet, as well
as other advanced fuselage
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shells and horizontal stabilizers.
The company’s own advancedcomposites experience has been
complemented by that of Fokker
Technologies in thermoplastics
and glass-reinforced aluminum
laminates (Glare) material since
GKN acquired the Dutch business last year. Dunn summarized
GKN skills in manufacturing
composite engine parts, which
include structures for the CFM
International Leap-1B engine
combustion diffuser nozzle and
assembly.
He noted improving performance on all current and future
engines for which the company makes parts. “GKN composites expertise has enabled design
of lightweight components, optimized aerodynamic performance, [and] innovative process
solutions.” Dunn listed other
composites applications in fan
exit-guide vanes, containment
cases, spacers, and spinners;
Pratt & Whitney F135 multifunctional structures; and advanced demonstrator programs.
Regarding aircraft systems
electrification, Dunn described
current technology as “just the
first generation” that will lead
to “progressive evolution, then a
significant step forward to moreelectric power [and] less-andless hydraulics.” He sees GKN
as well placed to lead in electricwiring interconnection systems
(EWIS) design and manufacture, and anti-ice and ice-detection solutions.
Last year, GKN Fokker Technologies established a memorandum of agreement with UTC
Aerospace Systems to collaborate on research, development,
and design of integrated electrical solutions for more-electric aircraft. Fokker Technologies systems equip Boeing 777,
737NG, and 737 Max aircraft
(supported by GKN teams in
China, India, and Turkey) and
Bombardier C Series 100 and

Additive manufacturing could hold the key to saving time and money, and GKN
aerospace is developing the tools to manufacture complex medium- and large-scale
parts. The company has fielded a number of centers of excellence to study additive
manufacturing, a process it calls a ‘technology disruptor.’

300 (EWIS produced in China). GKN EWIS or anti-ice/icedetection equipment is also on
board Airbus A320 and A380,
Boeing 787, Bombardier Global 7000, and Lockheed Martin
F-35 aircraft.
Expansion Plans

The planned AM research venture with ORNL comes as the
company continues to expand.
GKN Aerospace chief executive Kevin Cummings said the
Fokker integration was “basically
complete” by April, with the first
full year’s revenue putting the
company’s global position at No
2 in aerostructures and No 3 in
electrical wiring.
Cummings described the
Fokker acquisition—“a super experience”—as increasing
GKN’s global footprint (which
includes other facilities in China, India, Mexico, Romania,
and Turkey), confirming its technology “offer” in thermoplastics and electrification, and enhancing customer relationships
and the company’s position on
growth platforms.
All told, GKN Aerospace
(Chalet A355) has some 55
manufacturing locations in 14
countries on three continents,
positioned “where our customers need a technology partner,”
according to Cummings. North
America has 28 sites (including four in Mexico and one in
Canada), while Europe features

21 (Netherlands eight, UK
seven, Romania and Sweden
two each, and single sites in
Germany and Turkey). Asia
and West Asia host six GKN
manufacturing points (two in
India, and one each in China,
Singapore, and Thailand).
Cummings said company
strategy has been to grow “at or
above the market” rate—a plan
that has seen sales grow at an
equivalent annual compound
rate of 18 percent/year during
2012-16, including 36.8 percent
last year. He acknowledged the
part played by a mix of acquisitions and organic growth, which
GKN plans to continue.
Looking forward, Cummings
expects 2017 orders to lag
behind deliveries, resulting in a
book-to-bill ratio of less than
one. He suggested that longterm airline passenger-traffic growth could be “anywhere
between 3.5 percent and 4.5 percent. The market fundamentals
are all solid and looking pretty
good for industry over the short
to medium term.”
GKN is trying to be a leader,
said Cummings: “Number 1, 2,
or 3—not an also ran.” He sees
the group as the global leader in
electro-thermal ice protection,
while occupying the second slot
in aerostructures, engine structures, rotorcraft fuel tanks, and
transparencies (windows and
canopies); it is Number 3 in electrical wiring.
o
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compared to other generators
that produce similar power,
said Konicki, who participated with other executives in a
LightningStrike program briefing at the Navy League Sea-AirSpace conference in April.

This artist’s rendering shows the full-scale version of the
12,000-pound, tilting-wing, vertical takeoff and landing aircraft
an industry team is developing under a Darpa contract.

Power-generation Experience

U.S. team pushes boundaries of
VTOL flight, electric propulsion
by Bill Carey
A U.S. industry team headed by
Aurora Flight Sciences has demonstrated that a subscale version
of a novel vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL), forward-flying
unmanned aircraft design actually works. The challenge now is
to build into a full-scale aircraft
the hybrid-electric propulsion
system that will make it radically faster and more efficient
than today’s helicopters.
After completing flight tests
of a 20-percent scale demonstrator this spring, an Aurora team
that includes engine manufacturers Rolls-Royce North America
and Honeywell Aerospace has
started building a full scale
XV-24A “LightningStrike” aircraft under the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Project
Agency (Darpa) VTOL X-plane
program. Plans call for flying the
12,000-pound, tilting-wing, tilting-canard aircraft late next year.
Darpa announced a second-phase, $89.4 million contract award to Aurora to build
the VTOL X-plane demonstrator in March 2016, following a
competitive design phase. The
company started flying the 325pound subscale demonstrator
later that month and this March
completed flight tests at Webster
Outlying Field, a U.S. Navy
facility in St. Inigoes, Maryland.
The regime served to validate the aerodynamics and

flight-control logic of the
design and covered both hover
and forward-flight modes. The
miniature LightningStrike features a 10.7-foot wing and a
forward canard surface structured from carbon fiber and
3D-printed FDM (fused deposition modeling) plastics. The
replica proved the concept, but
used lithium polymer batteries
as its power source.
While the LightningStrike airframe is interesting, the beauty
of the aircraft lies in its propulsion system. A single RollsRoyce AE 1107C turboshaft
engine mounted in the fuselage and coupled to a gearbox
will drive three Honeywell onemegawatt electric generators

that will power 24 ducted fans
distributed across the wings
and canards. The fan units will
be synchronized to the generators and turn at a constant RPM
with variable pitch. The wings
and canards will tilt upward for
vertical flight and rotate to a
horizontal position for forward
flight. Among other participating companies, ThinGap, of
Camarillo, California, is providing the electric motors; Ingenium
Aerospace of Rockford, Illinois,
is providing actuators.
A propulsion system that
maximizes power while minimizing weight is necessary to
meet Darpa’s specifications for
a VTOL aircraft that is capable of flying at 300-to-400

knots top sustained speed, with
a 15 percent increase in hover
efficiency and the ability to
carry a useful load of at least
40 percent of its gross weight.
More broadly, the work the
Aurora team is performing on
the Lightning Strike program
is paving new ground toward
electric-powered aircraft.
“From the onset Honeywell’s
task in this program has been
clear—to realize hybrid electric propulsion, vertical takeoff and landing (capability)
and to ensure this approach
plays a larger part and a more
consistent role in the way
humans fly in the future,”
said Tom Konicki, Honeywell
Aerospace director of business development. “We have
no choice but to master efficient power generation for
these energy-hungry aircraft.”
At 300 pounds, Honeywell’s
megawatt generator is five
times smaller in size and weight

An industry team consisting of Aurora Flight Sciences, Rolls-Royce North America and Honeywell Aerospace successfully completed
flight tests of a 20-percent-scale version of the VTOL ‘LightningStrike’ aircraft in the early part of this year. Iron bird testing of the
full-scale version is planned for later this year, with a roll-out to follow before year-end.
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Rolls-Royce is bringing to
bear capabilities for hybrid electric power generation and distributed control systems, plus
experience as an engine supplier on various VTOL platforms—the AE 1107C is the
engine that powers the V-22 Osprey—as well as unmanned aircraft including the RQ-4 Global
Hawk/MQ-4C Triton and MQ8B and C Fire Scout. The advanced power generation system
the manufacturer is developing
for the LightningStrike features
an innovative electrical distribution system that helps minimize
weight, said Mark Wilson, RollsRoyce North American Technologies COO.
“In a VTOL aircraft, obviously weight and power density is extremely important,”
Wilson said. “If you were
to look at trying to do this
mechanically, it would be very
difficult from the number of
gearboxes and chassis—things
we’d have to have,” he added.
“We’ve come up with an electric synchronous control system that allows you not to
[need] some of the conversion
boxes to go from AC to DC
back to AC [current] again. So
we’ve been able to take quite a
bit of weight out of the system,
but integrating all that system
into a new vehicle like this is
really the big challenge.”
Rolls-Royce was “making
rapid progress” and had started building elements of the
LightningStrike
propulsion
system. It planned to conduct
an “iron bird” systems integration test with the full system
and a one-third set of fans later this year at its Indianapolis
facility. Aurora was fabricating
and assembling the full scale
aircraft at its facility in Manassas, Virginia, with the aim of
rolling it out by year-end. Plans
then call for trucking the aircraft to NAS Patuxent River
for flight testing.
“We have pursued, developed and flown an extraordinary aircraft and matured key
and innovative technologies in
support of the future of vertical
flight,” declared Aurora founder
and CEO John Langford. “This
is clearly an achievement like
no other, and will be surpassed
only by the flight of the fullscale aircraft.
o

Pratt & Whitney is confident
in its PW1000G commitments
by Chris Kjelgaard
Pratt & Whitney says it has significantly
reduced the risk associated with ramping up production to meet demand from
Airbus, Bombardier and Embraer for
variants of the geared turbofan engine.
The company said delayed entry into service for the Mitsubishi MRJ and Irkut
MC-21, the experience the engine manufacturer has gained from dealing with the
initial PW1000G production ramp-up,
and more intense oversight of the supply
chain have contributed to the effort.
Interviewed by AIN on May 31, Chris
Calio, president of Pratt & Whitney
Commercial Engines, said, “I would say
we are at less risk with the ramp-up than
we were.” He confirmed that these factors
had given the company breathing space
in planning and implementing supplychain changes associated with increasing
PW1000G production.
Calio made this prognosis on the
same day Pratt & Whitney (Chalet 346)
announced it had achieved FAA type certification for both the PW1200G and the
PW1900G, the fourth and fifth PW1000G
models to achieve that milestone. Of
the six existing PW1000G models, only
the PW1700G—which will power the
Embraer 175-E2, due to enter service in
2021—has yet to achieve type certification.
In the same interview, Robert Leduc,
Pratt & Whitney’s president, backed Calio’s
statement, noting that both the MRJ and
the Irkut MC-21 production programs
“slipped out a couple of years” from the
entry-into-service dates P&W originally
expected and for which it originally planned
its respective PW1200G and PW1400G
production ramp-up rates. “We thought a
year ago that it was going to be quicker than
it has been,” Leduc noted.
Calio confirmed that, with the
PW1900G-powered Embraer 190-E2 due
to enter service in 2018 and the 195-E2
scheduled to enter service in the first half
of 2019, as well as the rate of Bombardier
C Series deliveries increasing, “We have a
production plan in place. We saw these
engines coming.” P&W is planning to
boost PW1900G production in 2018 and
PW1500G assembly will also “go up a little in 2018,” he said.
Pratt & Whitney hasn’t yet decided
on which of the five PW1000G finalassembly lines it will build production
PW1900Gs, “but we are prepared for
the cut-ins on Embraer,” said Calio. The
company’s own PW1000G assembly lines
at Middletown, Connecticut, and West
Palm Beach, Florida, appear to be the
most obvious candidates for final assembly of PW1900G development and production powerplants. The only difference
between the two lines, apart from shortterm variations in the number of overhead “carriers” holding and moving the
engines being assembled along the pulsed
(and eventually constantly moving)

horizontal assembly lines, is that the carriers are strung from the ceiling of the
Middletown facility. The carrier installation at West Palm Beach is different.
Mike O’Neill, site manager for P&W’s
Systems Engineering Development
Assembly Engine Center at West Palm
Beach, explained that everything in that
facility is anchored to the floor, to render
the building hurricane-proof. The foundations of the extremely strong metal
lattices from which the engine carriers
are slung are deeply embedded into the
hardened concrete floor.

We didn’t think about it initially [when
Pratt & Whitney agreed its strategic
material logistics partnership with UPS]
but the UPS distribution center became a
really big factor for us.”
Leduc noted that, having had some
well-publicized PW1000G production
issues involving part quality (particularly
of the larger PW1000G models’ hybrid
aluminum-titanium fan blades) and late
delivery of parts by some suppliers, Pratt
& Whitney has beefed up its staff of supply-chain oversight managers. “We have
300 supply-chain pros we didn’t have a
year ago to oversee the parts we considered at risk for [supplier delivery] commits,” said Leduc.
“At 120 to 200 [engines a year], we
never went to validate commitments,”
added Leduc. “We weren’t thinking
about it a year ago. We were not as organized. We’re seeing a lot less of that this

ones, that are strategic for us—and we’re
thinking of acquiring them.” However,
Leduc didn’t say whether Arconic and
PCC Forged Products were among the
suppliers P&W is considering.
Yet another factor which P&W reckons will help its PW1000G production
ramp-up is that production of the company’s existing V2500 engine—almost
all examples of which power A320ceofamily aircraft—will fall from about 500
units this year to “a handful” by 2019.
Will P&W’s supply-chain arrangements are being affected adversely by
various airlines’ decisions to switch
A320neo-family orders due to delivery
in the near term to A320ceo-family aircraft instead, as a result of continuing
low oil prices? Leduc said that it isn’t, to
any noticeable degree. “We manage both
programs,” he explained. “Our command
center is seeing [supplier] commits, and
as long as the capacity and manpower
and raw materials are there, we have high
confidence they will deliver, and for the
most part they do.”
V2500 Ramp-down Delayed

With several new airframe applications looming for its geared-engine PW1000G family, Pratt & Whitney faces
a formidable challenge in ramping up production. One solution is its “no single point of failure” supply chain.

At present, the Middletown line is
mainly assembling PW1100G-JMs for
the A320neo family, while the nearly identical West Palm Beach line is assembling
production and development PW1100GJMs and the initial PW1400Gs for MC-21
certification flight-testing. However,
O’Neill said that both Middletown and
West Palm Beach could handle assembly
of any PW1000G version as long as they
had the right fittings to secure the engines
to the carriers.
UPS Support

Another factor that will give P&W greater
flexibility in allocating PW1000G assembly—allowing rapid re-allocation of final
assembly on either a short-term or longterm basis if needed—is the establishment by UPS of its massive Northeast
Logistics Center in Londonderry, New
Hampshire, serving as a central distribution center for P&W parts, tooling and
supplies, according to Leduc.
“The beauty of our material distribution center in New Hampshire is that we
can decide the day before where we distribute that material,” said Leduc. “We
have tremendous flexibility for the assembly lines as to where we put that material.
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year and we have more warning” if any
given supplier is in danger of failing to
meet its parts-delivery promises. “We
have that kind of granularity now.” While
some parts-production and parts-delivery issues still occur, “they are normal,
day-to-day ones”—issues Leduc classes
as “Whac-A-Mole,” after the well-known
arcade game in which players use a mallet
to smack down “moles” as they pop up
from under the game board. “But they’re
not systemic issues.”
Additionally, said Leduc, “We have
a strategy of ‘no single point of failure’
in our value assembly. In some cases, we
have two or three sources.” All the ‘no
single point of failure’ PW1000G supply-chain and assembly arrangements
resulted from a P&W strategic decision to
outsource 80 percent of parts production
for the engines, where traditionally Pratt
& Whitney has outsourced about 60 percent. “That’s different for us,” he said.
Admitting that “for some commodities we’re single-source,” such as the parts
produced by lightweight metals specialist Arconic and by Precision Castparts
subsidiary PCC Forged Products, Leduc
revealed that “we do think there are suppliers out there, not necessarily large

However, Leduc did admit the substantial ramp-down of V2500 production
has slipped a year to the low assembly
rate required annually for the Embraer
KC-390 military transport-aircraft program, from 2018 to 2019. This is as a
result of airlines either switching their
A320-family orders or deferring them.
“We did think it would be 2018, and now
it’s 2019, but it’s still [going to decline to]
a handful,” in 2019, he said.
Calio said Pratt & Whitney is confident it will be able to deliver from 350 to
400 production PW1000G engines this
year, per the forecast it made early in
the year. He confirmed P&W delivered
approximately 70 PW1000Gs in the first
quarter, “23 a month, basically,” which
means that in each of 2017’s remaining
nine months P&W will have to deliver
an average of at least 31 engines—and at
least 36 a month if it is to near the upper
limit of its 2017 target delivery range.
“I don’t think there are any issues,”
said Calio. “We’re on track to deliver
350-to-400 [PW1000G] engines this year.
That’s 280 in the next three quarters [after
the first quarter], and we’re positioned to
do just that.”
This means Pratt & Whitney is confident it has overcome fan blade production-quality issues that led to the
company rejecting some 70 percent of all
the hybrid aluminum-titanium fan blades
it and its suppliers produced last year.
Calio’s confidence is due in large part
to the fact P&W recently doubled its
PW1000G fan-blade production capacity
by opening two new production facilities,
one at program partner IHI in Japan. It
presumably will make all the fan blades
for PW1200G production engines, as
well as fan blades for other PW1000G
models. The second facilityis in Lansing,
Michigan. These locations have received
“the benefit of our learnings over the last
year, and they’re more automated” than
P&W’s other two PW1000G fan-blademanufacturing plants, said Calio.
o

Daher’s plans include
North American growth
by Guillaume Lecompte-Boinet
automated guided vehicles. This
project is linked to the digital
transformation that the company has driven into all its activities, from production to logistics.
“We are a company [focused]
on both industry and services,
which account for 50 percent
each in our global revenues,”
said Thoma. In 2016, the group
achieved a turnover of €1.04 billion ($1.17 billion), with 8,500
employees. This year Daher is
aiming for a slight amount of
growth, to €1.1 billion turnover.
The family-owned company, which acquired Socata
in 2009, has spent the past five
to six years focused on becoming more robust in terms of viability. Its on-time delivery rate
has increased from 85 percent
a few years ago to 99.7 percent now. Daher’s main customer now is Airbus, with work
on several programs including the A350XWB, A320 and
A380. Daher manufactures a
large range of products: belly
fairings, doors, ducts, wings
parts, empennages and fuselage
sections for various airframes
(including Dassault Falcons and
Airbus helicopters).
Reinforcing its presence in
North America is one of the
main goals for Daher, according
to CEO Didier Kayat. To that
end, Daher also has a presence

Kaman says it will make a new K-Max
utility helicopter every eight weeks.

Kaman extends K-Max
helicopter production
by Bill Carey
Citing “continued demand and
interest,” Kaman’s Aerosystems
division will extend production
of the commercial K-Max utility
helicopter past the 10 helicopters
the company announced when
it restarted production in 2015.
Kaman sees opportunities to sell
the K-Max for firefighting, construction and other operations.
Kaman (Hall 3 D118) built
38 single-engine, intermeshing-rotor
K-Max
helicopters, including three for testing,
before it stopped production in
2003. Twenty-two of the 35 helicopters Kaman sold to the commercial market remain in use for
firefighting, logging and infrastructure construction projects
such as installing powerlines.
The manufacturer announced
the production restart in June
2015; it plans to deliver the first
two helicopters from the current production run in July to
China-based Lectern Aviation
for use by the State Forestry
Administration of China.
Terry Fogarty, Kaman senior
director of business development for K-Max, said he continues to field inquiries from
potential users about the heavylift platform—so much so that
Kaman now plans to build it

through 2019 at a minimum.
“We didn’t get into this to build
only 10,” Fogarty said. “We
expect this production line to
be open for years to come, and
we want the marketplace to
know that.”
Kaman is also actively working with Lockheed Martin on
an optionally piloted version of
the K-Max, which could serve to
extend the hours the helicopter
operates—using it for unmanned
firefighting flights at night, for
example. Military sales remain a
possibility after the U.S. Marine
Corps used two of the helicopters for resupply missions in
Afghanistan from 2011 to 2014.
Following initial deliveries
to Lectern, plans call for delivering one K-Max every eight
weeks from the current production run, starting with one
for Rotex Helicopter of Switzerland; two for Helicopter Express of Chamblee, Georgia;
and two for Rotak Helicopter
Services of Anchorage, Alaska.
Agreements for other helicopters are pending. Kaman builds
K-Max airframes in Jacksonville, Florida, and installs systems and wiring at its final assembly and flight-test facility in
Bloomfield, Connecticut.
o

AIA RELEASES 2017 U.S. AEROSPACE
AND DEFENSE REPORT

Daher brought two of its TBM single-engine
turboprops to the Paris Air Show this year.
Recent changes to EASA rules will expand
the commercial market for similar aircraft.

DAVID McINTOSH

Here at the Paris Airshow,
French airframer Daher is
showcasing its capabilities with
new materials for the first time
(Hall 2A Stand B253), including a thermoplastic composite
wing rib. The part was designed
internally by Daher, with the
company filing several patents
for it, and—significantly—will
be used in a yet-to-be-revealed
future long-range business aircraft. Daher declined to reveal
further details of the program,
although it did confirm that the
new aircraft type will not form
part of its TBM series of single-engine turboprops, which
recorded 54 deliveries in 2016.
According to Daher, the new
thermoplastic technology could
save up to 35 percent in weight
compared to a metal wing rib,
for the same cost. “This first presentation is very important for
us because Boeing is considering
us as one of the best suppliers of
thermoplastics for aerospace,”
explained Tony Thoma, v-p of
marketing and communication
for Daher Group. The company
recently established a highly
automated factory for producing thermoplastic parts near
Nantes, western France.
Daher is also highlighting
here in Paris its “big data” concept for production, using collaborative robots mounted on

on the U.S. pavilion here in Paris.
North America accounts for
almost 20 percent of Daher revenues, mainly thanks to TBM
sales. This is not enough for
CEO Kayat, however. With
around €300 millions of orders
logged over the past four past
years, Daher will still grow in
America. But he wants to double this percentage during the
company’s next strategic plan
period (2018-2022).
Daher plans to extend its
relationship with Gulfstream,
its best customer, with which
it has around 20 work packages (wing and fuselage parts).
Daher is also working with
Canada’s Bombardier.
With respect to the aforementioned thermoplastics, Daher
and Boeing are finalizing talks,
which could be announced this
week. Also, by the end of 2017
Daher will open a new logistics
location, probably in Georgia, to
better serve its North American
customers. Already the company operates a composites factory in Nogales, Mexico, which
was opened in 2010, and a logistics base in Queretaro, which is
dedicated to Airbus Helicopters
and opened in 2016.
Kayat said that acquisitions
would be considered very cautiously, because of the high
prices of American companies.
On the static display here at
the show, Daher is presenting
its newest TBMs, the TBM 910
with the Garmin G1000 NXi
flightdeck, released in April,
and the TBM 930, equipped
with the touchscreen-controlled
G3000 avionics suite.
o

After studying the U.S. aerospace and defense industry throughout
2016, Aerospace Industries Association (Chalet 504) has released its
“2017 Facts and Figures” report. According to AIA, the aerospace and
defense industry supported 2.4 million jobs in 2016, including those in
the cyber, land and sea sectors. The industry also generated $872 billion in sales and reduced the U.S. trade deficit by $90.3 billion. Foreign
trade produced $146 billion in exports.
Included in AIA’s employment figure are cyber end services provided by private sector contractors to the nation’s military and national
security programs. The report also includes extensive coverage of the
supply chains of U.S. prime contractors in the military land and sea
segment. According to AIA, changing the methodology in the report
reflects the industry’s composition and focus while analyzing the
impact of the industry’s supply chain.
“We’re excited to release this new assessment of our industry,”
said David Melcher, AIA president and CEO. “This report represents
an important snapshot on the state of the American aerospace and
defense industry, and serves as a reminder of the vital role it plays in
the health of the domestic economy and global marketplace.” —S.C.
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Focus On UAS Technology

Raytheon further refines
disposable Coyote UAS
Raytheon is developing a “Block
2” update of the Coyote tubelaunched unmanned aircraft system (UAS) it acquired more than
two years ago. The aim is to produce a low-cost, multi-missioncapable air vehicle that users
will ultimately dispose of once
it completes a mission.
“We do recover them and reuse
them in our development work,
but for operational use and purposes it is meant to be disposable or ‘attritable,’ so it’s meant to
be a one-time platform just like
a Tomahawk missile,” said John
Hobday, Raytheon’s Coyote business development lead. “The difference is that we are approaching
the Coyote platform not only as a
disposable, but as a low-cost system. That’s part of the disruptive
nature of what we’re trying to do
with this platform—to create this
low-cost appliance, if you will.”
A company named Advanced
Ceramic Research, of Tucson,
Arizona, originally developed
the Coyote, Manta and Silver
Fox UAS under small business
contracts from the U.S. Office of
Naval Research (ONR). Defense
contractor BAE Systems

acquired the company in 2009,
then sold it back to one of the
former owners under the name
Sensintel. Raytheon acquired
Sensintel in 2015 and folded the
company into its Tucson-based
Missile Systems business.
The 13-pound, propeller-driven
air vehicle, which has foldout tandem wings and tail fins, deploys
from a standard A-size sonobuoy
tube with a parachute, or from a
pneumatic ground box launcher.
Potential missions include using
the Coyote fitted with sensors
for intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR), as a communications relay, an electronic
warfare asset or a loitering munition. Another scenario envisions
multiple Coyotes working cooperatively as a drone swarm.
Multiple Launch Platforms

The Coyote is larger and carries
a four-pound payload—more
than available from the similar
AeroVironment Switchblade, a
six-pound flying munition and
ISR platform; and the fourpound Lockheed Martin Vector
Hawk, a canister-launched
drone that has deployed from an

BILL CAREY

by Bill Carey

Raytheon exhibited the Coyote last year at the Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International conference in New Orleans.

autonomous underwater vehicle.
Raytheon (Chalet 294, Static
B8) is redesigning the Coyote to
incorporate a turbine engine for
high-speed applications, in addition to the current battery-powered pusher propeller approach,
Hobday said. The manufacturer’s
focus is to maintain a common airframe that can be launched from
the ground, a ship or an aircraft.
The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) has used the Coyote as a
sensing platform to conduct hurricane research. The agency first
deployed the small UAS in a hurricane in September 2014 when
it launched the Coyote from a

Drones deployed for manufacturing
Researchers with Spain’s Center
for Advanced Aerospace Technologies (CATEC), the University of Seville and Airbus will
test the use of small multi-rotor
drones in an aerospace manufacturing plant under the European Robotics Challenges (EuRoC). The university-led Group
on Robotics, Vision and Control (GRVC) and CATEC is one
of two teams selected to advance

into a pilot program in an actual factory.
The GRVC-CATEC team will
implement a drone-based tool
delivery and locating system at
Airbus Defence and Space’s
Centro Bahía de Cádiz site in El
Puerto de Santa Maria, Spain,
early next year, said Antidio
Viguria, head of CATEC’s
avionics and unmanned systems department. The plant

manufactures carbon fiber
components for the A400M
transport and A330 MRTT
(multi-role tanker transport),
plus the A320neo.
TUM Flyers, consisting of the
Technical University of Munich
and Swiss engineering and
architectural firm Schällibaum,
was the second team chosen to
advance under the “plant servicing and inspection” track of
the robotics challenge, which is
funded by the European Union.
It is developing a system using
drones to inspect bridges and
other structures.
Indoor Applications

A drone like this one from Ascending Technologies, now owned by Intel, was used at an
indoor obstacle course to develop trajectory planning and collision-avoidance algorithms.
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Under the initiative, the GRVCCATEC researchers have developed two use cases—employing
drones to transport small tools
where they are needed, and locating missing tools to prevent foreign object damage (FOD) in the
manufacturing process. In the latter case, the drone uses radio frequency identification (RFID)
tags to locate a missing tool. The
team named the project ARCOW,

Lockheed WP-3D Orion turboprop into the eye of Hurricane
Edouard. The Lockheed Martin
C-130 and Cessna Caravan have
also served as launch platforms
for the Coyote, Hobday said.
Under an ONR future naval
capability program, Raytheon
is working to introduce it on the
Boeing P-8A Poseidon antisubmarine warfare aircraft, a derivative of the 737-800 airliner.
Work also continues with
NOAA and the four U.S. military services, Hobday said. He
declined to comment on a report
in specialist defense journal Janes
earlier this year, based on an interview with Raytheon executives,

that the U.S. Army has asked the
company to develop the Coyote
as a counter-UAS asset to intercept rogue drones.
“All of the various iterations of the Coyote airframe
are driven by customer requirements,” Hobday said. “This is a
system that we can very rapidly
modify for emerging missions to
meet new requirements that our
various Department of Defense
customers have for different types
of missions, different concepts of
operation.” He added: “Always
the intent is a very low-cost, commoditized ‘truck’ that is disposable at the end of whatever its
defined mission is.”
o

for Aerial Robot Co-Worker in
Plant Servicing.
During the first nine months
of the robotics challenge, the
team developed the basic technology and control algorithms at an
indoor obstacle course. The project used a multi-rotor drone supplied by Ascending Technologies,
a German company that U.S.
semiconductor manufacturer Intel
acquired in early 2016. CATEC
and the university fitted the drone
with an off-the-shelf Asus depthsensing camera and developed an
indoor localization system using
the sensor for trajectory planning
and obstacle avoidance.
In January, the European
Parliament awarded the GRVCCATEC team the “Best DroneBased Solution” prize at the first
European Union Drone Awards
ceremony held in Brussels. Clear
Flight Solutions of Enschede,
The Netherlands, developer of
robotic, remotely controlled
“Robirds” for controlling birds
at airports, among other drone
applications, was also recognized
in the best drone-based solution category. Microdrones of
Germany was best drone manufacturer; Unifly of Belgium, best

emerging drone company.
“I think there are many use
cases for indoor application” of
drones, Viguria said, noting that
“aeronautical authorities do not
regulate the indoor environment.”
Airbus has demonstrated using
Ascending Technologies’ Falcon 8
drone with RealSense depth-sensing technology from Intel to visually inspect airliners. The airframer
has said it will implement drone
inspections of the A350XWB
widebody airliner this year.
“Now it’s a manual system
with people having to climb all
over the plane,” Intel CEO Brian
Krzanich told the Xponential
2017 conference in Dallas in May.
“With Airbus we’ve developed a
system that’s capable of doing
[inspections] both on the tarmac
or in the hangar.”
Boeing has also demonstrated
the use of a DJI Phantom quadcopter for 737 Max waterspray
testing in Glasgow, Montana.
“For the first time, engineers will
have a view from above as well as
below, capturing footage to help
determine how the airplane will
stand up against mother nature’s
torrents,” the manufacturer states
in a video.
—B.C.
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Have a seat. With the acquisition of
interior component manufacturer B/E
Aerospace, Rockwell Collins can now
offer cabin and cockpit upgrades to go
along with avionics refurbishing.

New Rockwell Collins interiors unit
is expanding business opportunities
by Sean Broderick
In business, when the proverbial
right hand doesn’t know what the
left hand is doing, that’s usually
a sign of trouble. At Rockwell
Collins these days, it’s a sign of
something else: opportunity.
The U.S.-based company, best
known for its avionics and communications product lines, looks
a little different these days. Its
largest business unit makes seats,
galleys, lighting, and just about
everything else found in an airliner or business jet cabin. The
business unit, of course, is the
former B/E Aerospace, which
Rockwell bought earlier this year,
closing the deal on April 13.
As the 2017 Paris Air Show
opens, the integration is about
two months along. But the two
organizations have already
identified myriad opportunities to compare notes, combine
capabilities, and pull in business that often eluded each one
before the merger.
Briefing reporters at a preParis Air Show media event in
May, Rockwell Collins chairman, president and CEO Kelly
Ortberg offered a prime example
of what made the deal so appealing. Recently, Rockwell Collins
was talking with one of its dealers about a legacy business jet
flight-deck upgrade package,
similar to the one it developed for
the Falcon 50. Building the deal
around a set of integrated LCD
displays obviously made sense,

but when Rockwell Collins began
discussing its newly acquired
Interior Systems product line,
the offering soon grew.
Dealers Matter

“The dealer had no idea that
there is another set of certified seats, and other interior
products we can add to that
package, like lighting and galley inserts,” he explained. “The
package went from a flight deck
upgrade to an aircraft upgrade.
The dealer is ecstatic about the
business opportunities.”
Access to a dealer network,
and the insight it provides, is
one of the major boosts that the
new Rockwell Collins Interior
Systems division will enjoy that

it did not just a few months ago.
“The problem the legacy B/E
team has is they don’t know
where the airplanes are,” Ortberg
said. “They don’t have a dealer
network, they don’t know when
they’re coming in for modification. They just weren’t selling
what they had.”
Dealers, which usually provide or are linked to maintenance
services, “are going to be getting
those airplanes in for a major
check, and that’s the time you
have to make that sale,” Ortberg
added. “People won’t typically
take their aircraft down to do”
interior modifications.
Connecting what legacy B/E
and Rockwell Collins know and
packaging their product lines

Like a kid with a new train set, Rockwell Collins chairman, president and CEO Kelly
Ortberg is excited by new synergies available for dealers to broaden aircraft upgrades.

offers major upside for the new,
combined entity. Organizational
synergies are expected to yield
$125 million in after-tax savings—most of them within three
years, the company believes.
But opportunities like the legacy business jet upgrade package expansion could yield as
much as $1 million per airframe,
Ortberg said.
Cognizant of the connections
that will reveal themselves simply by getting its legacy operation
and its new interiors business on
the same page, Rockwell Collins
has set up working groups to
identify near-term opportunities. Business aviation and air
transport—large markets for
both companies pre-merger—are
obvious sources. Another area
that intrigues company management is on the defense side.
Defense Possibilities

Both companies have content
on many defense platforms—
Rockwell Collins has myriad
avionics and communications
systems, while B/E Aerospace
makes seats and other interiors
products, mostly for tankers,
transports, and helicopters. But
while Rockwell Collins aggressively seeks out its defense positions, B/E Aerospace’s offerings
usually found opportunities
only when interested customers
found them.
Ortberg plans to change this.
While the potential may not rival
the business jet or air transport
markets, he believes that combining seating and other interiors options with the existing
packages that Rockwell Collins
offers will lead to some incremental boosts on the defense side.

“We have a really good line
of sight to how we’re going to
be able to create those revenue
synergies,” he said. “We will be
bidding interior systems components on the military side within
a year.
Other synergies are far more
apparent. In the air transport
market, Rockwell Collins has
a strong line of standard and
buyer-furnished equipment on
the flight deck and in the avionics bays, with some connectivity extending into the cabin. Its
new interiors business has the rest
of the cabin practically covered,
from seats and galleys to lavatories and lights.
Most of Rockwell Collins’s
best-known legacy products, like
flight-deck displays, are installed
prior to an aircraft’s delivery and
fly for the life of the airframe.
Save for a software update or
two, there is very little regular
aftermarket demand. The interiors product line, by contrast,
has a strong refurbishment market, with most passenger aircraft
undergoing major upgrades or
reconfigurations at least twice
during a 20-year service life.
“There’s a lot of opportunities,” Ortberg said soon after
Aircraft Interiors Expo in April.
“At that show every year, the interiors team does a detailed forecast of the opportunities over the
next 18 months. They sit down
with each one of their customers and go through their forwardfit and retrofit plans. And that
looked pretty encouraging [this
year]. The retrofit was a higher
component of that outlook than
it was last year.”
Whether it’s aircraft transitioning between operators or
carriers seeking to maximize
their assets by prolonging aircraft lives, interiors modifications
offer a stable revenue stream that,
while not recession-proof, is not
linked to new-aircraft demand.
“It is an opportunity that we
don’t see in our core business, so I
really like the nature of the aftermarket revenues here,” Ortberg
said. “When aircraft production
rates slow, we don’t enjoy that
in avionics. If the OEM rates
go down, there’s no aftermarket
for us to pivot to. In our interiors business, we can pivot to the
aftermarket when the OEM rates
are challenged.”
Not that he expects a dip
anytime soon. “The production rates are fundamentally
driven by traffic, and the traffic
Continued on next page u
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AT THE STANDS

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS’ UAV UNDER DEVELOPMENT
Airbus Helicopters introduced its VSR700, above, late last year, saying it expects the unmanned aerial vehicle’s first flight by the
end of 2017. The platform is based on the Guimbal Cabri G2, a light piston-powered helicopter primarily used for civilian training.

by David Donald
Thales has unveiled the latest
member of its air traffic control
radars. TRAC NG is a new primary en route radar that draws
on technology from the STAR
NG approach radar. Aimed at
both civilian and military users,
the system has already been
sold to two countries, including
Brazil. The TRAC NG is due for
delivery in 2018 to the Brazilian
armed forces, which manage both

civilian and military air traffic for
the whole country. Brazil’s radars
will be partly built in-country by
Omnysis, a wholly owned subsidiary of Thales
TRAC NG has been developed in line with the growing
use of primary radar for en route
traffic surveillance, a move driven
by increasingly congested airspace. Traditionally, en route airspace control relied on secondary

radars that use data transmitted
through an aircraft’s transponder, while primary radars have
mainly been used to provide aircraft position, speed and vector
information only in the vicinity
of airports.
With a range of up to 250
nautical miles, TRAC NG
works in L-band and is applicable to both civilian and military employment. It can track

Rockwell Collins
taps synergies

executive vice president and COO
of the Interior Systems business.
One of the most promising
areas is in connectivity, company
executives believe. The legacy
company’s product line is deep
into both onboard systems, such
as routers, and air-to-ground
connectivity. The new business
unit’s interiors expertise offers a
chance to integrate connectivity
into new areas.
“We see great synergies, particularly as we move to the
digitally connected airplane,”
Ortberg said. “All of the galley
equipment is going to be a node
on the network, to either provide
a better passenger experience, to
allow the crew to interact differently with the passengers, or for
improved maintenance access.”
Legacy B/E Aerospace was
“being pressed by their customers
to bring smart devices that integrate that capability,” he continued.
“They don’t have that capability;
we do. We don’t have the products;
they do. It’s similar to what’s happening in your house. Everything is
going to get integrated. [Operators

are] going to be able to deliver better products and services with integrated sensors.”
The onboard connectivity push
is being driven by a shift away from
embedded in-flight entertainment
(IFE). Rockwell Collins was once
in the IFE hardware business, but
exited it a few years ago and has
no plans to get back in.
“That business is going away.
More and more airlines are going
to move to bring-your-owndevice, and IFE is going to be
delivered by wireless networks,”
Ortberg said. “That’s where we
believe the market is going. We’re
not going to invest in the wired,
but we’re going to continue to
invest in the infrastructure and
onboard distribution.”
Swallowing an $8.6 billion
acquisition and adding a business unit with $2.8 billion in
annual sales—or about 35 percent of the new, larger company’s annual revenue–hasn’t
completely satisfied Rockwell
Collins’s appetite for expansion. But any deals over the next
few years will be smaller ones.

uContinued from preceding page

growth”—8.1 percent in the first
quarter as measured by revenue
passenger kilometers, according to the International Air
Transport Association—“is very
robust this year,” Ortberg said.
Narrowbodies remain strong,
while the widebody market is a
bit softer, and likely will be for
“a couple more years,” he said.
One probable ramification: more
downward pressure on legacy
widebodies, he suggested.
More Collaboration

While the B/E Aerospace acquisition offers plenty of complimentary combinations right away, the
new, expanded entity sees tremendous potential for collaboration. “Both companies believe
strongly in innovation and both
companies think long-term,”
said Werner Lieberherr, the former B/E Aerospace president
and CEO who transitioned to
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fast and slow targets, including
helicopters and UAVs, and uses
improved windfarm filters and
an interference map spectrum.
The radar can include capabilities such as frequency agility
and jammer strobe detection,
as well as automatically selecting the least-jammed frequency.
According to Thales, these features make TRAC NG better hardened against electronic
countermeasures than other
civilian radars.
TRAC NG’s compact design
architecture enables easy site
installation and optimizes

power consumption. Compared
with earlier systems, it offers
improved power budget, system stability, dynamic range
and instantaneous bandwidth,
resulting in better detection performance, improved signal-toclutter ratio and enhanced false
alarm management. Common
software, tools and parts with
other Thales air traffic radars,
such as the STAR NG and RSM
secondary surveillance radar,
can reduce the logistics footprint, documentation and training requirements if TRAC NG
is operated alongside them. o

SEAN BRODERICK

Thales unveils new primary ATC radar

ST Aerospace affiliate VT San Antonio
Aerospace (VT SAA) is performing heavy maintenance checks on Air Canada Boeing 787s, becoming the first Americas-based MRO provider to do the work on Boeing’s newest widebody.
The first Air Canada 787 was inducted in VT SAA’s
San Antonio, Texas, hangar in May and redelivered
within 18 days, ST Aerospace said. The work is
part of a “long-term agreement” to perform 787 C1
checks for Air Canada.
ST Aerospace (Chalet 60 Hall 5 D210), which
provides both 787 base and line maintenance at
its Singapore facility, said it set up a task force to
ensure its San Antonio hangar was ready for the
Air Canada work. The U.S.-based airframe capabilities further broaden ST Aerospace’s extensive
787 aftermarket support offerings.
ST Aerospace is a UTC Aerospace Systemslicensed MRO provider for nacelle, air management, power generation and electrical system
components, and can provide on-wing support for
787 GE GEnx engines. A Boeing-approved MRO
center, ST Aerospace also supports more than 450
787 flight-control system part numbers. 
n

B/E Aerospace’s expertise in seat design and manufacturing now gives Rockwell Collins
new inroads into the airline and bizjet markets, thanks to its acquisition earlier this year.

Rockwell Collins has assured
ratings agencies that it would
service a chunk of the debt
it took on as part of the B/E
Aerospace acquisition. While
that effectively removes the
company from the major mergers-and-acquisitions game,
Rockwell Collins remains open
to smaller deals—the $50-million-and-under range, Ortberg
said—that make sense.

“We’ll continue to look at
small, bolt-on acquisitions that
could build out our portfolio,”
he said, pointing to January’s
deal for self-service bag-drop
specialist Pulse.Aero as an example. “I feel good about our portfolio,” he said. “I do feel we’ll
have opportunities here and
there, but I don’t think we have
gaps that are going to keep us
from being successful.” 
o

BOEING REAFFIRMS GOAL OF
DELIVERING FIRST KC-46 THIS YEAR
Boeing remains confident it will deliver the first
KC-46A Pegasus tanker to the U.S. Air Force this
year, Boeing Defense president and CEO Leanne
Caret told reporters on Sunday. Following the
completion of an annual risk-assessment exercise earlier this month, the Air Force had suggested the first delivery could be delayed until
next spring.
Boeing (Chalet 332) is working toward its
“required assets available” contractual commitment to deliver the first 18 of 179 planned
tankers to the U.S. service—a milestone originally set for this August but later amended by
the parties to postpone the first set of deliveries to October 2018. The extension also
allows time for late certification and delivery
of nine sets of Cobham wing aerial refueling
pods. The manufacturer is progressing toward
Federal Aviation Administration supplemental
type certification of the KC-46A.
“I have confidence we are going to start delivering our first tankers this year, and then we’ll
work through [the schedule] with the Air Force on
how many they want to receive at what period of
time, recognizing they have to receive a certain
quantity as well,” Caret said during a roundtable
meeting with reporters at a Paris hotel.
“What the Air Force has said is that if Boeing is
not able to mitigate the risks that have been outlined, then there will be risks to making that first
delivery at the end of this year,” Caret acknowledged. “Boeing’s job is to mitigate those risks…
What the Air Force was reporting out was factual
with regard to the schedule risk assessment.”
Caret added: “We’ve resolved all of the
known technical issues. We’re in the process of
finishing up the flight test, and then we’re getting these things FAA-certified to start delivery
at the year-end.”
–—B.C.

Airbus yesterday announced the A380plus, which features
split winglets and other enhancements the company says
will add an estimated cost-per-seat benefit of 13 percent.

Airbus unveils A380plus efficiency concepts
by Gregory Polek
Airbus yesterday revealed a development study for an enhanced A380
called the A380plus, featuring new split
winglets and a so-called “downlet.” The
new design appears on the fourth A380
test aircraft, on display at the show.
Airbus expects the winglets and other
aerodynamic improvements to result in
a 4 percent fuel burn saving. The study
also involves an “optimized” A380 maintenance program and new cabin features
first shown at Aircraft Interiors Expo

Rolls-Royce’s Advance 3
engine readied for testing
by Ian Sheppard
Rolls-Royce (Chalet 93) says it is
busy “proving our future core,” as
the UK engine manufacturer prepares to move its newly-assembled Advance 3 test engine from
its Bristol site to a test cell at its
Derby headquarters next month.
Last week, AIN visited Bristol, where R-R’s main focus is military engines, to see the final touches
being made to the test instrumentation on Advance 3. That engine
will form the basis for the company’s next generation of civil
powerplants, currently dubbed
Advance (for engines to enter service
in the 2020 timeframe) and UltraFan (for airframes in 2025 and
beyond). UltraFan includes a new
Powered Gearbox (PGB), which is
currently the focus of a major development effort at the R-R site in Berlin, Germany. It has a reduction ratio
of around 4:1, so the UltraFan will

be able to have a large, slow fan while
the turbine can turn at its optimum
speed. This will mark R-R leaving
behind its highly successful threeshaft architecture (common to all
current Trent engines) for a “twoand-a-half-shaft” configuration,
similar to Pratt & Whitney’s geared
turbofans, but on a much larger scale.
The Advance test engine shown
consists of the new core, coupled with a Trent XWB fan and
Trent 1000 LP turbine, said chief
engineer commercial large engine
future programs, Phil Curnock.
He added that numerous new technologies are being inserted into
Advance and tested in various
sub-programs and demonstrators,
such as its ALPS composite-titanium fan system and ALECSys
advanced low-emissions combustion system (which recently completed altitude relight testing in
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(AIX) in Hamburg last April. Overall,
Airbus estimates the cost-per-seat benefit to total 13 percent.
“The A380plus is an efficient way
to offer even better economics and
improved operational performance at
the same time,” said Airbus COO for
customers John Leahy.
The new cabin layout allows up
to 80 more seats through the use of
redesigned stairs, a combined crew
rest compartment, sidewall stowage

Stuttgart). Curnock said the CTi
fan has now reached TRL (Technology Readiness Level) 5. “We
have a few more tests to complete
and we’ll be at TRL 6,” he noted.
Rolls-Royce has already flight
tested (last October) a Trent 1000,
with a composite fan and titanium
case, on its Boeing 747 flying testbed in the U.S.
Curnock said the company
would “establish a drumbeat of
regular testing” and was targeting
2021 for flight testing of an UltraFan engine.
Chief engineer and head of program for Advance 3, Andy Geer,
said that the Advance 3 test engine
would be trucked to Derby “in July”
and would then be put on a test
pylon before installing in one of the
site’s large test cells. Tests will include
water ingestion, noise surveys, X-ray
examination, “rumble” survey and
core zone thermal surveys, with the
engine running at speeds of up to
15,000 rpm. Ultimately the technology will pave the way for RollsRoyce’s future airliner engines with
up to 50,000pounds of thrust, including the geared UltraFan, he said. o

removal, a new nine-abreast seat configuration in premium economy and
11-abreast in economy.
The A380plus will have an increased
maximum takeoff weight of 578 metric
tons, stretching range by 300 nm or
allowing for the extra passengers.
The A380plus features longer maintenance check intervals, a reduced six-year
check downtime and systems improvements designed to reduce maintenance
costs and increase aircraft availability. o

Rolls-Royce technicians in Bristol, UK,
apply finishing touches to its Advance 3 test
engine, which the company says will form the
foundation for its next-generation powerplants.

by Mark Huber
activities and the program is continuing
to progress there...We continue to work
closely with the NTSB and the FAA. We’re
preparing for flight. We expect to be in the
air in the near term. That’s pretty much
what we can say right now. The aircraft
are being built up in preparation. We have
one aircraft that we are bringing back up
on line and then the second one will follow shortly after that.” Snyder said that
none of the remaining two test aircraft had
engaged in ground runs during the stand
down and that two additional test aircraft
are being built up at Bell’s Amarillo, Texas,
plant. One of those will fly this year and
the other early next year. “The current
plan, assuming that we will be flying here
pretty quick, is that we will get type cert
by the end of 2018 and begin deliveries in
early 2019,” Snyder said.
Bell’s entry into the U.S. military’s
future vertical lift (FVL) competition,
the V-280 tiltrotor, is 96 percent complete
and preparing for rotor system installation and ground runs later this summer
and first flight in September, according
to Snyder. Bell’s unmanned tiltrotor, the
V-247, has passed systems requirement
review and is headed for preliminary
design review. He did not rule out developing a commercial variant of the V-280
if the aircraft succeeds with the military. “[If Bell wins FVL] we are definitely
looking at a derivative of that,” he said.
Michael Thacker, Bell executive vice
president for technology and innovation, said the technologies embodied in
the FCX-01 will eventually find their
way onto Bell production aircraft. They
include items such as a hybrid drive system
with electrically powered and embedded
anti-torque, adaptive blades and augmented reality and artificial intelligence in
the cockpit. While Thacker said that Bell
is working with global rideshare service
Uber on creating its urban air transportation network known as Elevate, he added
that “there is no definitive agreement

MARK WAGNER

Bell Helicopter executives are enthusiastically promoting future technologies,
including those embodied in the company’s FCX-01 mockup concept helicopter
and a potential new eVTOL aircraft to
serve an emerging urban air market. At
the same time, they acknowledge the challenge of managing their two current new
helicopter programs, the 505 and the 525.
Nearly six months after the 505 light
single received initial type certification
from Transport Canada, the FAA validated that certification on June 8. Bell
said that EASA certification should follow shortly. Bell (Static Display A2) delivered the first customer 505 on March
7, 2017 and holds 400 letters of intent
(LOIs) for the model. Bell CEO Mitch
Snyder recently said the company has had
good success converting LOIs for the 505
to firm orders, but declined to offer specifics. “We can’t give you numbers, but I
would say that it has been a really healthy
conversion,” he said. Snyder also declined
to estimate what the 505’s production run
would be in 2017, although he gave an
estimate of 50 during a press conference
last December. “We haven’t decided the
exact production ramp-up yet,” he said.
“We are very pleased where the 505 program is right now.” Bell is working on certifying a variety of options for the 505,
including kits for law enforcement and
electronic news gathering.
Snyder said that the commercial market has stabilized for Bell, driven by
orders for the 505 and the 429 light twin
and renewed international interest in
the 412. “I wouldn’t say the market has
returned or anything like that, but for
us, orders are coming in at a nice rate, so
we’re getting stability.”
More than 11 months after the fatal
crash of a Bell 525 flight test aircraft, that
program’s helicopters remain grounded.
Earlier this month, Snyder said the 525
would be “back up to flight in the near
future. We continue to work on non-flight

Bell Helicopter brought its popular 429 GlobalRanger light twin-engine helicopter to Paris. The 429 seats up to
seven passengers, cruises at 150 knots (278 kph) and can accommodate up to 3,000 pounds (1,361 kg) externally.

AT THE STANDS
Components for the Boeing 777X’s
wing tip folding system and a nose
landing gear for the AW189 helicopter highlight Liebherr-Aerospace’s participation in the Paris Air Show. The
German supplier is welcoming partners,
official delegations and visitors at Stand
A276 in Hall 2A.
Other subassemblies on display at
the Liebherr stand include an electronic
control unit for the Embraer E-Jet E2’s
high-lift system, a so-called skin heat exchanger and components made with the
3D printing process, such as the valve
block of a spoiler actuator that flew for
the first time this year on board an A380
test aircraft.
Liebherr-Aerospace again participates
in the “L’Avion des Metiers” campaign from
June 19 to 25, sponsored by the French
Aerospace Industries Association (GIFAS).
This year Liebherr has organized a presentation on careers in maintenance, logistics
and testing.

Wing Loong II on display at the 2017 Paris Air
Show with a range of compatible weapons.

DAVID McINTOSH

Bell Helicopter promotes its
future while navigating present

in place today [with Uber]” on any specifics pertaining to the project. He also
declined to provide specifics on the Bell
resources devoted to the project in terms
of metrics, such as manpower. “I won’t
talk about that. We have a cross-functional
team including engineers, designers and
manufacturing folks who are all working
together on the innovation team and are
working across multiple platforms, including urban air mobility. We believe the technologies that we are working can enable a
number of products in a number of market segments, urban air mobility being just
one of those great opportunities.”
Thacker said Bell is keeping its ideas
for urban air mobility under wraps for
now. “We have a number of concepts
on the table; we are not unveiling any at
this point. We are not ready to unveil our
design for the product. We’re not ready
to release a timeline. We’ve seen Uber’s
timeline [2020]. We’re working with Uber
to make sure we can do it in a safe and
appropriate manner.”
o

Chinese UAV spreads
its wings
uContinued from page 4

Chengdu’s Wing Loong II project was
first revealed at the 2015 Beijing Aero
Show, and it was not long before some
images of a primer-painted air vehicle
appeared on Chinese websites. The type
made its “official” first flight on February
27 this year, but development vehicles
may have flown earlier. Nearly coincident
with the first flight announcement was a
separate report from the Chinese Xinhua
news agency that the country had secured
its largest ever UAV sale to an unnamed
country. Supplying Wing Loong IIs to
Saudi Arabia was considered as the most
likely candidate, given that the kingdom
is already a Wing Loong I operator.
Chinese armed UAVs have gained
considerable traction in the export market in areas where Missile Technology
Control Regime restrictions prevent
the export of armed systems capable
of delivering a 500-kg (1,102-lb) payload at a range of greater than 300 km
(162 nautical miles). Although China is
not an MTCR member, it did agree in
2004 to follow its export control guidelines. While that resulted in restrictions
on the sale of complete missile systems,

the country continues to export weapons-capable UAVs. Moreover, China
was not among the 40-plus nations that
announced a declaration last October
to consider restrictions on the sales
of UAVs to minimize the risk of them
being “mis-used.”
This situation has resulted in some
requests for weaponized UAVs from close
allies such as Jordan and the UAE being
rejected by the U.S., while China has benefitted through a number of important
sales to countries in the Middle East,
Asia and Africa. Hampered in their
ability to acquire armed systems from
the U.S. and elsewhere, countries such
as Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kazakhstan,
Myanmar, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates and Uzbekistan
have already turned to China.
As well as Chengdu’s Wing Loong
series, CH-3 and CH-4 UAVs from
the rival China Aerospace Science and
Technology Corporation (CASC) have
been sold overseas with weapons capability. Earlier this year the King Abdulaziz
City for Science and Technology
(KACST) announced that it had agreed
with CASC to build CH-4s in Saudi
Arabia. Separately, CASC unveiled its
larger CH-5 at the 2016 Zhuhai show
in China, this vehicle offering a 900-kg
(1,984-lb) payload capability.
o
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GE Additive

Sparking a new era
in design and manufacturing
Through innovation, collaboration and consultation, GE Additive has built
a network of people and businesses that are advancing additive manufacturing.
Not just for us, but for everyone. We’ve taken our experience designing
aerospace additive parts and made it even stronger, bringing together machine
and material providers as well as design experts to help you incorporate additive
technology into your operations. Together, we’re helping guide the aerospace
industry in a bold new direction.
Let us help you find new ways to grow your business at geadditive.com.

